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Abstract 
The explosion of information and of naïve users on the Internet has highlighted 

problems of effective access to information. One response to the problem of 

effective access to information is to classify the information into categories based 

on the nature of the information being classified. Existing information 

classifications are typically developed by committees or imposed by 

organisations and have proved difficult to maintain. This investigation developed 

a two phase method to systematically determine and analyse information 

categories in a specific domain as perceived by domain experts.  

The initial phase, the Term Extraction Phase, applied the librarianship approach 

of literary warrant guided by Ingarden’s Ontology of Literature to research 

papers from a specific domain to discover what is studied in the domain. The 

approach is significant in that it draws upon rigorous and philosophically 

compatible bodies of work in two areas. Firstly, from work addressing the 

nature, existence, and categorisation of literary expression found in research 

papers. Secondly, from qualitative research methods addressing how meaningful 

terms can be analysed in text and related to each other. We have found that 

such a guiding ontological theory can be used to seed coding families giving rise 

to a viable method for generating categorisations for further research. We have 

also found that the key guiding unit of analysis operationalising Ingarden’s 

approach is the “reported research activity” and that the process is practical 

although labour intensive. 

The second phase, the Term Categorisation Phase, used the librarianship 

approach of consensus to have domain experts form categories from the terms 

generated in the first phase. Examining those categories using pairwise 

comparisons allowed the identification of similar categories based on the 

common categorisation of terms in the coding family. The pairwise comparisons 

were undertaken manually, but the development of an automated tool to 

perform these comparisons would enhance this aspect of the phase.  

Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle (SLC) was used as a model with which to explain 

category variations. The single performance of the Term Categorisation Phase 

undertaken in this investigation demonstrated the value of the SLC for 

explaining the variations between domain experts, and showed the potential for 

explaining category changes over time using the SLC and repeated performances 

of the Term Categorisation Phase. 

This investigation makes a number of contributions. The investigation 

demonstrated that the two librarianship approaches of literary warrant and 
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consensus are not necessarily mutually exclusive and that both have much to 

offer at different stages of the categorisation process. A method was devised 

which provides a more rigorous and systematic approach to analysing and 

categorising text. The method consists of two phases which are loosely coupled 

and could be used independently. A very significant aspect is the ability to view 

categorisation as a dynamic process. That enables the examination of 

categorisation and classification schemes and for the identification of areas 

within those schemes which require attention. The method is not a tool to 

develop a complete classification scheme, but seeks to contribute insights on 

how to progress the development of mature schemes. 
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1 Introduction 
The explosion of information and of naïve users on the Internet has highlighted 

problems of effective access to information. Equally, experienced users are 

demanding easier and more precise location of and access to information they 

are seeking. The effectiveness of free text searching is also reduced by the 

increasing incorporation of non-textual information on the Internet: graphical 

work, music, video, maps, animations and similar material. Some form of 

textual annotation is required to make these items visible to search engines.  

The dominant approach to information discovery in the Internet is through the 

use of search engines such as Google (2010) and Yahoo (2010). The basic 

technology employed by these search engines is free text searching. It should 

also be noted that Google’s proprietary Page rank algorithm (Brin & Page, 1998) 

concerns the ranking of found pages and does not aid in discovery of pages. 

Academic libraries are adding e-books to their holdings. Despite the fact that the 

full text of an e-book is available for searching, a 2008 study found only 1.3% of 

respondents named “easier to locate” as an advantage of the e-book (Steele & 

Foote, 2011, p19). 

In addition, the Internet is increasingly an international phenomenon – 

domination by English language material is fading and the increase of 

authoritative material in languages other than English creates additional 

problems for free text searching. In addition, not all searchable text is equally 

useful. There are issues of homonymy, synonymy, polysemy, colloquialisms, 

special meanings and acronyms, all of which produce false drops and 

complicate free text searching strategies.  

Librarians identify four search mechanisms (Foskett, 1982, pp116-117); 

1. No specification of terms used for either classifying items or searching for 

items – the free text search engine approach; 

2. Specifying terms used both for classifying items and searching for items 

– the traditional library approach; 

3. Specification of terms used for classifying items, but no specification of 

terms at the searching stage, and often using computer assisted natural 

language searching or suggestion of search terms; and 

4. No specification of terms used for classifying items, but searching aided 

by specified terms. 
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Three of the four approaches listed above require the use of a classification 

scheme. Such schemes classify the information into structured mutually 

exclusive categories based on the nature of the information being classified. The 

use of a classification scheme is termed “vocabulary control” (Foskett, 1982, 

p116). 

Classification schemes for vocabulary control are typically developed by 

committees or imposed by organisations and have proved difficult to develop 

and maintain. There is a need for more effective ways to establish and maintain 

classifications, identify areas needing updating. The ability to target emerging 

areas, obsolete areas or areas changing as understanding of them develops and 

matures would greatly assist in reducing the workload by allowing more focused 

attention on areas which will benefit most from revision. 

Classification schemes also differ greatly in their scope. The schemes used in 

general libraries are necessarily universal, but many classification schemes exist 

which are focused on specific areas (Foskett, 1982, p176). There is also an 

essential contradiction in attempting to produce a wide ranging and 

comprehensive classification scheme which is of a size that provides for fast 

efficient searching. The larger a classification scheme is, the more processing is 

required and therefore the greater time taken in making a particular search 

(Seidenberg & Rector, 2006).  

The areas of information systems and computer science research have not been 

immune to these difficulties and attempts to produce adequate and long-lived 

subject indexes in these areas have arguably failed. Given that researchers in 

those domains typically are not naïve Internet users, nor are they naïve 

information users and yet the problem persists in this area, our attention was 

directed to the classification schemes themselves and the means by which they 

are developed and maintained.  

A classification system seeks to order items in the domain of the classification 

system into a system of “mutually exclusive and nonoverlapping classes that are 

arranged within the conceptual context established by a set of established 

principles (Jacob, 2004, pp527-528).” In comparison a categorisation system 

consists of “variable clusters of entities that may or may not be organised in a 

hierarchical structure (Jacob, 2004, p531).” Further, categories need not be 

mutually exclusive, that is a particular entity may occur in more than one 

category (Jacob, 2004, p531). Classification and categorisation are tightly 

intertwined and often confused with the terms being frequently, but incorrectly, 

used interchangeably (Herold, 2001, p7).  
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In this investigation we will examine existing classifications and categorisations, 

but we address the question of creating and analysing categories rather than 

classifications. 

1.1 Research Questions 
Our long term aim is to contribute to the building and maintaining of soundly 

based classification schemes. As a first step, we propose to examine 

classification schemes used in the Information Systems discipline, and in 

particular the determination of categories over the Information Systems domain. 

The issue of structuring those categorisations into a mature classification is not 

addressed in this investigation. 

The essential question to which this investigation is directed is: 

• How do information systems researchers categorise the Information 

Systems domain? 

That question has a number of separate issues which provide sub-questions: 

• How can we rigorously determine what information systems researchers 

study? 

• How do information systems researchers categorise what they study? 

• How do those categories diverge? 

• How can the divergence in those categories be interpreted? 

The balance of this chapter examines the nature of the Information Systems 

domain, to set the context of the area in which this investigation will take place.  

In Chapter 2 we undertake a literature review of existing classification and 

categorisation schemes and their development, in particular those which are 

used in the Information Systems area. Alternative bodies of theory are examined 

for suitability for building classification and categorisation schemes. 

In Chapter 3 we turn to the identification of ontologically significant items in 

literary works. Roman Ingarden’s ontology of literary works is examined in some 

detail, especially its application to academic papers and is selected as the basis 

of an analysis tool. A method for applying Ingarden’s ontology is developed and 

specified in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 reports on the application of the first part of the method specified in 

Chapter 4, the Term Extraction Phase. Application of the second part of the 

method, the Term Categorisation Phase is reported in Chapter 6.  
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A pairwise analysis of results obtained by the method in Chapter 6 is 

undertaken in Chapter 7 as a means of addressing the complex categorisation 

variations. Conclusions and reflections on the application of the method are 

presented in Chapter 8. 

1.2 The Information Systems Domain 
Since 1995, we have been maintaining an Internet resource, the Index of 

Information Systems Journals (Lamp, 1995), whose basic aim is to provide a 

portal from which authors publishing in the information systems domain can 

identify and access information on suitable journals for publishing their 

research output. The Index now contains information on 773 journals, and was 

accessed 66,275 times in 2010. Figure 1.1 shows the number of journals in the 

Index according to the year the journal commenced and clearly shows the rapid 

increase in number of journals publishing information systems research.  

 
Figure 1.1 Cumulative frequency chart of journals publishing IS research 

from Lamp (1995) 

The earliest journal in the Index is the Harvard Business Review which 

commenced in 1922 and publishes information systems research. The earliest 

HBR article which could be considered an information systems article is 

Roorbach (1923) on issues of information classification and standardisation. The 

earliest specific focus journal is the Journal of the American Health Information 

Management Association, which commenced in 1929. 

As the number of journals included in the database has increased, the difficulty 

of matching specific research areas with journals from within the database has 
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also increased. There is a basic searching facility that simply matches a search 

term to entries in the database, but, in common with most text searches 

implemented on a relational DBMS, there is no facility for maintaining result 

sets and refining searches through the manipulation of result sets. 

(Ramakrishnan & Gehrke, 2003) 

A number of users have asked whether it would be possible to categorise the 

journals according to their publication area. In January 2002, we asked for 

input from information systems academics on this issue on the ISWorld mailing 

list (ISWorld, 2002). The responses have been published in Lamp (2002). As well 

as attracting responses from readers and researchers in the area, a number of 

journal editors also responded. There was general support for providing some 

sort of categorisation of the journals, but a number of responses questioned 

whether the then used Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ) 

categories developed by Barki et al (1988, 1993) would provide appropriate 

terms for categorisation. 

We turn now to the question of categorisation of information systems research. 

In order to address this, we need to discover what is meant by “information 

systems research.” There are a number of publications dealing with “what is 

information systems” and “what is information systems research”. This 

discussion is presented around the following themes: 

1. There is often debate on what is information systems; 

2. Information systems has many foundation or reference disciplines; 

3. Information systems is located in different University faculties; 

4. Information systems is perceived as weak on theory; 

5. Information systems is perceived as practice dominated; 

6. Information systems uses many different research methodologies, models 

or frameworks. 

The papers cited in the discussions below are not presented as an exhaustive 

survey, but they exemplify some typical discussions and are still cited today. 

1.2.1 What is information systems? 
Ives et al (1980) focus on distinguishing between “Management Information 

Systems (MIS), information system, information subsystem and MIS research.” 

They consider MIS to be “a computer based organisational information system 

which provides information support for management activities and functions.” 

An MIS is seen as one form of information system, with transaction processing 
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systems being the other form of information system, though they then explicitly 

state that both forms will be considered, without distinction, in their analysis. 

As well as categorising information systems into transactional and MIS, they 

also categorise them on the basis of “functional or organisational boundaries” 

into information subsystems. 

Seddon (1991) offers an extended definition of information systems as 

“applications of IT by individuals, organisations or society. They are used 

to overcome human cognitive and physical space/time limitations, to 

improve management decision making and control, and/or to gain 

business competitive advantage. IS researchers are usually interested in 

ways to improve the chances of successful exploitation of IT or in the 

impact of IT on individuals, organisations, and society (p373).” 

One of the motivating factors in Seddon producing this definition was a concern 

with the existing definitions as failing to accommodate the perception which 

emerged in the 1980s of information systems as tools for competitive advantage. 

Seddon saw previous definitions of information systems as being inwardly 

focused, concerned mainly with “decision-making within an organisation.” 

(Emphasis in original.) However, whereas Ives et al considered the other 

component of information systems to be transactional information systems, 

Seddon offered outwardly focused information systems, “i.e. IS intended to gain 

competitive advantage … . Outward-looking success measures include market 

share and ‘bottom line’ profitability.” 

Shanks et al (1993) begin their discussion of the discipline of information 

systems with the simple statement that information systems “is concerned with 

the effective use of information technology by people and organisations (p31).” 

They then go on to say that as a new discipline there is debate on its scope and 

definitions even to the definition of information. Because of that debate, much of 

their discussion of the discipline of information systems really concerns its 

diversity and the need to balance the wide variety of reference disciplines with 

the raison d’être of information systems as an applied discipline required to 

produce results which will improve the actions of practitioners. 

While Parker et al (1994) do not attempt to provide a full definition of 

information systems, they note that it has moved from a primary focus on the 

technical problems associated with the use of information systems in industry, 

to a discipline in which “practitioners must understand both the human and 

technological factors.” 
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The paper by Holsapple et al (1994) provides a comprehensive review of 

publications which address this issue, citing papers that go back to 1930. A key 

development identified by them was the move in the 1960s from considering 

only “structured, operational control problems” to computer support of semi-

structured and unstructured problems, leading to decision support systems. 

During the 1970s there were calls for the broadening of the scope of MIS, such 

as the inclusion of behavioural issues. The 1980s saw calls for clarification and 

systematic evaluation, in which the Ives et al (1980) paper mentioned above was 

cited as an exemplar. At the same time there was also a line of argument 

developed which explicitly called for a plurality of approaches as essential to the 

study of MIS. Holsapple et al note that the term MIS was introduced in 1968 to 

replace information technology, but argue that MIS is no longer indicative of the 

research being undertaken and suggest business computing systems. The 

evolution of the discipline since 1994 would suggest that the term business 

computing systems has not been universally adopted. 

Avison (1993) called for view of the discipline to “move away from ‘technical 

systems which have behavioural and social problems’ to ‘social systems which 

rely to an increasing extent on information technology’ (p8).” This is complete 

restatement of the definition from a humanist perspective rather than a 

technological perspective. 

The diversity of views seemed even greater a decade later with Bacon and 

Fitzgerald (2001) commenting: 

“Even the name and acronyms used for the field continue to be different: 

MIS, IM, IRM, BITM, IS, IT, TBIT, ICT, IST, etc. The only common word in 

all of these names and acronyms is information itself (p47).” 

These acronyms for the discipline as a whole, are equally matched by a 

proliferation of acronyms such as BIS, BBIS, BIT and BBIT for undergraduate 

degrees. 

Iivari (2007) suggests Popper’s three worlds (Popper, 1978) as an ontological 

basis for information systems. World 1 is about material nature, World 2 about 

consciousness and mental states, and World 3 about products of human social 

action. He then suggests that information systems research could be classified 

into one of those worlds. Research concerning the evaluation of IT artefacts 

against natural phenomena would be classified into World 1. Research 

concerning the evaluation of IT artefacts against perceptions, consciousness and 

mental states would be classified into World 2. Research concerning evaluation 

of organizational information systems, new types of theories made possible by IT 
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artefacts, and the evaluation of the performance of artefacts comprising 

embedded computing would be classified into World 3. 

Iivari strongly asserts that information systems is an applied discipline and that 

design science should be its basis: 

“The primary interest of Information Systems lies in IT applications and 

therefore Information Systems as a design science should be based on a 

sound ontology of IT artifacts and especially of IT applications (p55).” 

An information systems body of knowledge was proposed (Hirschheim and Klein, 

2003) and some work on this was undertaken in the field of information systems 

development by Iivari et al (2004). However a definitive work has yet to be 

produced. 

Based on a review of 50 years of information systems literature in Management 

Science, Banker and Kauffman (2004) assert that information systems is 

composed of five streams: 

• Decision support and decision science; 

• Value of information; 

• Human-computer systems design; 

• Information systems organisation and strategy; and 

• Economics of information systems and technology. 

Another approach to examining what is information systems, is to examine what 

is taught as information systems. Influential documents on this include the IS 

2010 model curriculum (Topi, Valachich, et al., 2010), mostly adopted in the 

USA, and within Australia, the Australian Computer Society’s accreditation 

guide (Hart, 2003) and their report The ICT Profession Body of Knowledge 

(Gregor, von Konsky, et al, 2008). We discuss each of these documents below. 

IS 2010 is the latest accepted version of the IS model curriculum. IS 2010 

describes the evolution of the discipline and lists seventeen distinct names 

under which information systems courses are taught. It also states that 

information systems is “the most commonly accepted, generic term to describe 

the discipline (p12).” 

IS 2010 goes on to specify four guiding assumptions: 

1. IS professionals exist in a broad variety of domains, including, for 

example, business, health care, government, and non-profit 

organizations. 
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2. IS professionals must have strong analytical and critical thinking skills 

to thrive in a competitive global environment. 

3. IS professionals must exhibit strong ethical principles and have good 

interpersonal communication and team skills. 

4. IS professionals must design and implement information technology 

solutions that enhance organizational performance. 

The linkage between information systems and business was described in IS 

2002 in terms of five overlapping areas (Figure 1.2). In IS 2010, this is referred 

to, but the authors suggest that information systems is no longer specifically a 

business discipline and go on to say  

“No longer should the Information Systems paradigm be exclusive to the 

business school context. Even though business will likely continue to be 

the primary domain for Information Systems, the discipline provides 

expertise that is critically important for an increasing number of domains 

(Topi, Valacich et al, 2010, p9).” 

 
Figure 1.2 High-Level Categorization of IS Graduate Exit Characteristics in 

IS 2002 (Gorgone, Davis et al, 2003, p13). 

The Australian Computer Society’s 2003 course accreditation guidelines take a 

bottom up approach to defining the area. It identifies three groups, “Computer 

Systems Engineering, Computer Science and Information Systems (p30)” but 

does not define these areas beyond a reference to the model in Figure 1.3 
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Figure 1.3 Model of the ICT disciplines (Hart, 2003, p51) 

The course implementation prescribed by the Australian Computer Society is 

flexible in the extreme, with only three mandatory areas of knowledge 

(Interpersonal Communications, Ethics/Social Implications/Professional 

Practice and Project Management and Quality Assurance) and the following 

minimal guidelines on topic areas and depth (p32). 

• Coverage of Group 1 is mandatory. 

• There must be a minimum of one equivalent full time year of IT material. 

Such material is to be taken predominantly from the Core Body of 

Knowledge areas but may include specialist topics developed from these 

areas. 

• IT material must progress through all years of the course with at least 

1/3 of the IT material at third year level. 

The Australian Computer Society areas of knowledge are shown in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4 Areas of knowledge (Hart, 2003, p32) 

Gable et al (2008) found that the structural placement of information systems 

within a university greatly influenced the nature of the teaching of information 

systems (p325). Some commerce located groups were additionally required to 

conform to Certified Practising Accountant (CPA) requirements. The balance 

between technical and management content was also influenced by location. 

The Australian Computer Society accreditation requirements were not 

sufficiently firm to prevent this from happening (p325). 

The Australian Computer Society’s 2008 revision of the ICT body of knowledge 

took a very different approach. This was prompted by three issues which they 

saw as central to defining the area (Gregor, von Konsky, et al, 2008, p6): 

• “There is a lack of a common understanding of the ICT profession. 

Amongst the general public, there is low recognition regarding what 

constitutes the ICT profession. There are even very fragmented views 

amongst the different parts of the profession; 

• Different groups of stakeholders tend to look only from their own point of 

view and not the viewpoint of the ICT profession as a whole. For example, 

some employers want to just look at ‘what type of graduates they want’ 

and hand over the problem to universities to produce ‘work ready’ 

graduates; and 

• Some program designers focus on using curricula that matches their 

traditional disciplinary field, rather than looking at whether their 

programs lead to graduates who possess the skills and knowledge 

required for professional practice.” 

The ACS working party took a top down approach, considering the roles 

graduates will occupy upon graduation as a starting point. Course designers 
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were advised to “adopt a balanced approach and focus on the roles that 

graduates are likely to undertake as well as carefully considering what 

underlying knowledge is needed (p7).” The working party envisaged courses 

following the framework in Figure 1.5, and while they developed material on the 

CORE block, their report did not cover the SPEC block which might have 

provided more definitive information on the distinctions between the various 

professional roles which would have been useful to this chapter. The 

Australasian Council of Professors and Heads of Information Systems has 

produced a document (ACPHIS, 2009) which provides an exemplar for 

interpreting the CORE block, but again, nothing has been developed to address 

the SPEC block. The main role addressed by ACPHIS is that of a Business 

Analyst. 

 
Figure 1.5  Framework for ICT Program Design (Gregor, von Konsky, et al, 

2008, p14) 

The Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) initiative of the Australian 

Research Council compiled a ranking scheme for academic journals, the final 

version of which was released in January 2010 (ARC, 2010). In addition to 

ranking a journal’s quality, it also allocated them to subject categories based on 

the Australia and New Zealand Field of Research (ANZFoR) categories. Figure 

1.6 shows the distribution into ANZFoR categories of journals ranked by 

ACPHIS which have an ERA ranking of A*, A or B. This clearly shows the wide 

distribution of higher ranked journals in which information systems academics 

publish. The Information Systems ANZFoR category (0806) only accounts for 

38% of entries. 
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Figure 1.6 ACPHIS ranked journals distributed according to ANZFoR (“C” 

ranked journals excluded) 

In these examples, we have considerable and ongoing diversity in the definition 

of information systems, and a number of variously defined alternatives. The 

basis for distinction between the definitions varies as well. Some argue for 

categorisation based on the nature of the information system. Some mandate 

the use of a computer. Interestingly, Seddon (1991) explicitly defines the IT in 

his definition to include “pencils and paper, television and newspapers, 

computers and computer-integrated manufacturing and communications 

networks (p373)” so even at that level there is diversity.  

1.2.2 Information systems’ foundation or 
reference disciplines  

If the discussion of the definition of information systems is ongoing, it pales in 

comparison to the discussion of reference disciplines. Peter Keen describes 

research in information systems as 

“notably or notoriously broad in its themes, in its borrowing from other 

areas of intellectual discourse, and in its use of just about every 

methodology that is part of the mainstream of and of the departments of 

a major university. (1991, p28)” 

Seddon, in a figure titled “Information Systems and its Major Reference 

Disciplines” (1991, p373) explicitly includes organisational theory, behavioural 

theory, management science and management strategy as major reference 
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disciplines and sees the major distinction between information systems and 

these reference disciplines as a question of focus; the distinction being that the 

reference disciplines see information technology as a means to an end, whereas 

information systems researchers see the means as more important than the 

end. 

Equally, Avison (1993, p17) presents an extended list of disciplines as 

foundations to information systems; computer science, mathematics, sociology, 

management, psychology, economics, linguistics, politics, ethics, ergonomics 

and culture studies. He then adds that there are probably others. Avison sees 

information systems as essentially multi-disciplinary.  

Land (1992), in a seminal chapter of Galliers’ work on information systems 

research, explicitly states “there is no single framework which encompasses all 

the range of knowledge needed for the study of information systems.”  

In an analysis of journals that publish information systems research, Holsapple 

et al (1994, pp76-77) groups information systems reference disciplines into 

those with a computer science/engineering orientation and those with a 

general/social sciences orientation. In the latter they place psychology, sociology 

and communication.  

Parker et al (1994) spends some time discussing the adoption of multiple 

reference disciplines. They include computer science, management science, 

economics, sociology, psychology and behavioural science and note that there 

are differences on which discipline(s) are more relevant (p199).  

Teng and Galetta (1991, p58) in a survey of management information systems 

researchers, reported 25 reference disciplines, of which the five most named (in 

descending order from most named) were organisational science, management 

science, psychology, computer science and statistics. They go on to state that 

“MIS is, and will remain, organizationally/behaviourally oriented rather than 

technically/engineering oriented” which is an ambitious claim. They conclude 

that MIS should be based on four foundation areas: computer science, 

management science, psychology and organisational science. In a study of 

Management Information Systems Quarterly and Information Systems Research 

articles from 1998-2006, Lim et al (2009) traced theories back to their reference 

disciplines. Over the time studied, psychology was the reference discipline in 

approximately 30% of the articles, with economics and sociology each 

accounting for 15%. Other reference disciplines identified included information 

systems itself (13%), strategy (12%), communications (5%) and organisational 

science (2%). 
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Galliers (2004) goes beyond a cataloguing of reference disciplines and what he 

terms inter-disciplinary study where, he feels, there is often little in the way of 

knowledge sharing between the disciplines, and calls for trans-disciplinary 

studies where there is “careful preparation and a willingness to understand the 

language and underlying philosophies of one’s colleagues.” It was also suggested 

in Gable et al (2008) that “the path to the development of IS could involve 

breaking with some traditions established by the reference disciplines (p119).” 

An alternative view on the issue of reference disciplines is the suggestion that 

information systems itself could be a reference discipline for other areas 

(Baskerville and Myers, 2002). 

The common thread emerging from these papers is that information systems is a 

developing discipline and there are many reference disciplines. While there is 

some diversity in the actual disciplines and the extent to which they contribute, 

none of the writers denies that diversity of influences. 

1.2.3 The location of information systems within 
university structures 

The teaching of information systems has also been located in different places 

within different universities, and, in some cases within a single university. This 

is significant as it reflects the multidisciplinary heritage of information systems. 

The location of an information systems unit may indicate the discipline in which 

it initially emerged at a specific institution. 

The target audience of the teaching being undertaken can also influence the 

location of an information system unit; for example at Deakin University 

undergraduate information systems teaching is in the School of Information 

Systems and postgraduate information systems teaching is conducted by the 

Deakin Graduate School of Business. Both organisational units are located 

within the Faculty of Business and Law. 

David Avison states he has taught information systems while employed in 

organisational units titled Mathematics, Computer Science, Commerce and 

Business Studies, Science, Engineering, Social Science, Management, and 

Accounting and Management Science (Avison, 1993). 

Holsapple et al (1994) notes a diversity in the names of departments teaching 

information systems – Management Information Systems, Business Computer 

Systems, Business Information Systems and Business Computer Information 

Systems.  
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In 2006 a major descriptive study of the information systems discipline in 

Australia was undertaken. The findings (Gable et al, 2008) provide extensive 

details on all extant information systems schools in Australia and the 

organisational units to which they were attached on a state by state basis. Their 

findings summarised: 

“… we note that IS is located within business at 17 universities, in 

technology at 11 and in ‘other’ at two. At five universities, IS exists in 

business and technology, and in four universities IS resides in a 

combined business–technology area. Information systems is located 

solely in business in 44 per cent of universities (17), solely in technical in 

28 per cent of universities (11), in business or business and technical (17 

plus five) in 56 per cent of universities, in technical or technical and 

business (11 plus five) in 41 per cent of universities. Broadly, we observe 

an approximately 60/40 ratio of business versus technical (p318).” 

The Australasian Council of Professors and Heads of Information Systems 

undertakes an annual survey of information systems teaching and research in 

Australia. Table 1.1 presents the most frequently reported organisational units 

in which schools of information systems are found in Australia as surveyed in 

2009. Other organisational units reported include the Division of Information 

Technology, Engineering and the Environment, Faculty of Engineering and 

Information Technology, Faculty of Information Sciences and Engineering, 

Faculty of Science, Engineering and Technology, and Faculty of Science and 

Technology. Within Australia, information systems appear to be becoming more 

concentrated within faculties of business rather than technology. This is not an 

even trend though with instances such as the University of Tasmania, where the 

School of Information Systems, then located in the Faculty of Business, has 

merged to become part of the School of Computing & Information Systems 

within the Faculty of Science, Engineering & Technology. 
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Table 1.1 Organisational units within which IS is located (Wilson, 2009) 

The location of information systems within university structures is diverse, and 

while tending towards being located in business faculties, this is not universal 

nor is the trend consistent over all institutions. 

1.2.4 Information systems and theory 
In a review of the discipline in 1991, Keen asserted that information systems 

was thin on theory. A study by him of “close to a thousand articles” over the 

period from 1968 to 1988 found that less than 2% addressed theoretical issues. 

Over 60% of work was characterised as conceptual rather than empirical. Keen 

also criticises the superficial use of theory by information systems researchers, 

while at the same time calling for the use of a wide range of theories. He 

includes himself in this as using theories in which he freely admits he is not 

expert (Keen, 1991, p28).  

“No one in the [information systems research] community can be 

thoroughly familiar, for instance, with the theory of cognitive psychology, 

philosophy of language, organizational theory, developments in 

telecommunications, standards of practice in using factor analysis, 

quasi-experimental designs, multivariate statistical analysis, 

international business, international technology and regulation, 

linguistics, ethnography and the theory of labor markets. All of these are 

reference disciplines that have been brought into ISR productively and 

relevantly (Keen, 1991, p39).” 

Despite this criticism, he then states that he “believes deeply” that information 

systems must protect diversity, stating that it has “flourished from an infusion 

of new theory and method from new reference disciplines.” 

An echo of this contradictory view is also found in Avison (1993) 
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“It is a joy … to be amongst a community so rich in talents, 

backgrounds, concerns and viewpoints. But the lack of an agreed and 

consistent theory is, at least to some extent, disabling (Avison, 1993, 

p17).” 

Similarly to Keen, Avison identifies the difficulty of ensuring that knowledge of 

reference disciplines is well founded and up to date as a problem which could 

lead to information systems researchers being regarded as second rate (p18). 

Straub et al (1994) found that theory was highly regarded in selection criteria for 

journal publication, despite the “low use of theory in IS research” (p27). 

Shirley Gregor (2002, 2005) also has criticisms of the use, or lack of use, of 

theory in information systems research. Where information systems researchers 

do talk about theory she also questions their understanding of what is meant by 

that (2002, p1) and then develops a theory of theories (2002, pp6-13; 2005) 

developing a diagram which shows different forms of theory and their 

relationship to each other (Figure 1.7). 

 
Figure 1.7 Interrelationships among theory types (Gregor, 2005, p10) 

Gregor presented these papers to stimulate discussion in the information 

systems community on what precisely was theory, and how could the activities 

in information systems research be perceived as contributing to theory. She also 

observed that while much information systems activity fell into area “(V) Theory 

for design and action,” this was probably the area least perceived as being 

theoretical by the discipline (Gregor, 2002, pp12-13). Gregor has since revised 

these papers into a research essay which was published in MISQ (Gregor, 2006) 

and has been cited over 300 times. 
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Recent work on theory building has raised some concerns with the extent and 

nature of adoption of theories by information systems researchers. Truex et al 

(2006) examines, not only the issues associated with adapting theories from 

other sources, but also what information systems can give back to those areas. 

Others have looked at developing theory from basic ontological and 

epistemological positions. Holten (2007), for example, argues for an objective 

realist ontology and a subjectivist epistemology and goes on to use linguistics 

and Language Critique to explore information systems as language centred 

systems.  

Holmström (2005) also discussed the difficulties in adopting theories from other 

disciplines and losing track of their context. He summarises this as the issue of 

“what came before and what comes next.” In particular, he highlights the 

apparent contradiction between remaining faithful to key elements in a theory 

and the need to develop it further.  

Within information systems research there appears to be a concern about theory 

and the development of theory, while, at the same time, much published 

research does not explicitly develop and build theory. The sheer variety of 

terminology and approaches has itself drawn negative comment. Weber (2003) 

called for leadership from senior colleagues on this matter. Darroch and 

Toleman (2006) found “that what becomes clear is that nothing is clear. … This 

is a non-trivial problem with serious economic consequences when viewed from 

the angle of lost productivity.” Gregor’s work (2002, 2005), above, is a very 

promising approach to providing a framework for understanding research 

approaches and theories. 

Before leaving this topic, it should also be noted that prominent information 

systems academics have, in the course of discussing the nature of theory used 

in information systems research, rejected the idea of a core information systems 

theoretical body. Lyytinen and King (2004) suggest a “market of ideas” sits at the 

core of information systems rather than a theoretical core. They see information 

systems’ strengths as the diversity of methods and ideas at its core. 

1.2.5 Information systems and practice 
Hurt et al (1986) in a study of conference and journal papers in the decision 

support systems area found considerable year to year variability on the nature 

of papers, but overall found that approximately two-thirds of papers were 

concerned with aspects of practice.  

A concern with the impact on practice is also a theme in Keen (1991) where, in 

his review of information systems research he particularly discusses the role of 
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the Center for Information Systems Research (CISR) at MIT, and their focus from 

the late 1970s through to the 1980s. Their research was criticised as being, at 

times, hard to distinguish from consulting (p37). Keen also mentions the 

decision support systems community within information systems as being 

successful by having a “sharp target of direction – supporting the improvement 

of managerial decision making (p38). Keen urges the presentation of research 

findings in outlets and using language which will make them accessible to and 

continue this influence on practitioners (p42). 

Avison (1993) never explicitly discusses the need or otherwise for information 

systems research to be concerned with practice, instead it is an unstated 

assumption which is the background to his entire discussion. This is hardly 

surprising, given that his field is information systems development, which is 

inherently bound up in practice. 

Shanks et al (1993, p32) assert that information systems is a “professional or 

applied discipline in that its main purpose is to improve the actions of 

practitioners.” They also note that the main output of an information systems 

course is a professional systems analyst and the research should therefore have 

an applied orientation. The worth of such applied research is measured by the 

“potential application of the findings to professional practice and knowledge 

(p32).” This view is confirmed by Pervan and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2001) who 

reported that their survey results clearly indicated that the researchers surveyed 

believed the primary beneficiaries of information systems research were 

information systems professionals and managers. 

Information systems in Australia had a close relationship with practitioners 

from inception in the mid 1960s (Gable et al, 2008, p16). The popularity of 

“sandwich courses” in the 1980s continued this relationship (p84).  

1.2.6 Information systems and research 
methodologies, models and frameworks 

One of the earlier papers on information systems research approaches is Ives et 

al (1980) which reviewed five information systems research models in the 

existing literature, before proposing a sixth. Avison (1993) reviewed methods 

rather than models and identified eight research methods applicable to 

information systems research. Shanks et al (1993) identified seven research 

approaches which could be applied in information systems research. Holsapple 

et al (1994) categorised the various approaches to research as subjective, 

objective or mixed, without enumerating them. Parker et al (1994) identified 

fourteen research approaches, and noted an increase in the number of 
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interpretivist approaches. Straub et al (1994) mention multiple methodologies as 

a criterion for distinguishing publications, but do not provide a breakdown of 

possible methodologies. Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998) concern 

themselves solely with action research, but identify twelve form of action 

research based on process, structure, involvement and goals.  

In Australia, Pervan and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2001) reported that the full range of 

research methods was being used, from survey to action research, to technology 

development and testing. 

In 2002, DeLone and McLean reviewed ten years of the use of their information 

systems success model (DeLone and McLean, 1992) and found 285 papers 

which used that model (DeLone and McLean, 2002). After examining the 

extensions and alternatives suggested to their model, they proposed a modified 

model, but emphasised that the changes were “in degree, not in kind (p27).” 

This is a good example of a model proposed from within the information systems 

community which has been generally accepted and has attracted wide use 

within the information systems community. 

A framework for research into conceptual modelling was proposed by Wand and 

Weber (2002) as part of an agenda for research into conceptual modelling. This 

has become a highly cited paper in studies of conceptual modelling, and has in 

its turn been cited in papers elaborating further frameworks for use in 

information systems research, e.g. Becker and Niehaves (2007).  

Pateli and Giaglis (2004) examined twenty nine papers on business models from 

1994 to 2003, in their development of a framework for analysing eBusiness 

models. The most common forms of frameworks discovered by them were based 

on defining aspects of the area of study, decomposing the area of study into 

components and classifying the area of study according to some taxonomy. 

There is a high degree of diversity of methodologies, models and frameworks. 

Despite a number of review articles and attempts at consolidation the proposal 

of new or modified instruments appears to be continuing. Becker and Niehaves 

(2007) suggest that there are inherent aspects of information systems research 

which contribute to this. Firstly, different researchers focus of different 

epistemological aspects; secondly researchers may only address the parts seen 

as relevant in a particular situation and thirdly, the information systems field is 

highly dynamic. 
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1.2.7 An emerging international dimension 
In addition to the above findings, most of which relate to information systems as 

it is understood in scholarship conducted in English speaking countries, Frank 

et al (2008) have identified differences between that tradition and the way that 

information systems research is understood and undertaken in German 

speaking countries (Germany, Austria and Switzerland). That research tested 

and extended some of the material on research methods in Frank (2006). They 

identified differences in research approaches and methods, organisational and 

funding differences, contrasting research studentship development and 

relationships with businesses as the end users of information systems research. 

They concluded with a call for other national based comparisons, for British and 

Scandinavian scholars to contribute to the development of “the field into a more 

mature and satisfactory state.” The growing number of international research 

projects, especially within communities such as the European Union, is cited as 

a significant reason for examining this international dimension (Niehaves, 2007; 

Becker and Niehaves, 2007). 

Gregor et al (2007) looked at information systems research in Australia, 

concluding that its scope was eclectic and has some commonality with 

Scandinavian research in that both areas are seen as outside the more 

prominent and powerful research communities in Europe and North America. 

It is not possible to leave this discussion without mentioning the comprehensive 

review of diversity in information systems research and its journals undertaken 

by Vessey, Ramesh et al (2002). The starting point of their work was an interest 

in diversity in information systems research, and rather than restrict themselves 

to examining core theories, they focused on the information systems body of 

knowledge as represented in publications in mainstream journals. There is a 

certain degree of irony in their choice of journals on which their study was 

based – Information Systems Research, Journal of Management Information 

Systems, MIS Quarterly, Management Science and Decision Systems. Not only are 

all of these journals based in North America, two of them, Management Science 

and Information Systems Research, are published by a single organisation the 

Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences. This selection 

was mentioned by the authors as a major limitation and goes some way to 

explain their discovery of similarity between the journals on most aspects 

studied by them. Despite that, they did identify “reference discipline, 

organizational topic, research method and level of analysis” as being the most 

diverse aspects and suggested that “the field may be too broad and too diverse 

to develop a unified focus.” 
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That conclusion by Vessey, Ramesh et al may well considerably understate the 

true situation when the narrowness of their area of study is taken into account 

along with the discussion on international differences which have emerged since 

then. 

1.2.8 Reflecting on the Information Systems 
Domain 

The preceding sections clearly indicate that the nature and scope of the 

information systems domain are diverse; the approaches to researching 

information systems are diverse; the approaches to teaching information 

systems are diverse and that there is a lack of any single clear theoretical basis 

to the study of information systems. These points are significant as they begin to 

articulate criteria which must be met by a categorisation. This is very much a 

non-trivial issue, as the very nature of the information systems domain impacts 

on the idea of a single categorisation scheme which would be equally useful to 

all information systems researchers, and upon our research questions. 

1.3 Research Design 
As elaborated above, the information systems discipline has a multi-disciplinary 

heritage, and is young and has little in terms of a clear and distinct research or 

teaching heritage. There is a wide range of opinions and practices extant in the 

discipline. Even the name of the discipline is subject to ongoing debate. Any 

attempt to classify the domain of the discipline must take this into account. 

This provides an opportunity to develop a process for developing a categorisation 

based upon the shared understandings of information systems academics, who 

are at the forefront of researching and teaching in the discipline. 

Accordingly this study focuses on four aspects; 

• Investigating existing classification schemes 

• Investigating approaches taken to classifying similar domains 

• Developing a theoretically consistent approach for classifying the domain 

• Applying and critiquing the method 

There are two classifications which have been widely used in the area of 

information systems: the ACM’s Computing Classification System (ACM, 1998a) 

and the MISQ Keyword Classification System (MISQ, 2001). Both these 

classifications were devised and maintained by committees. As a comparison the 
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Latent Categorisation Method (LCM), which was developed using a user-centric 

model is also included. 

A number of different disciplines have looked at ways in which the world we 

perceive can be understood, and through that understanding the things within 

the world can be ordered and compared. In Chapter 2 we specifically look at 

Librarianship and Information Science, Sociology and Philosophy. All of these 

disciplines have insights to offer, and while there are points of similarity they 

provide unique perspectives. Recently, an economist, Max Boisot (1995, 1998, 

2005), also created a model he calls the Social Learning Cycle, which looks at 

the dynamics of the activity of categorisation. 

In order to generate a categorisation of a specific domain, we first have to 

determine what the domain consists of. Peer reviewed academic journals are 

used to report research results. We use a sample of highly regarded information 

systems journals to provide a pool of articles documenting research in the 

information systems domain. An ontological analysis of these articles will 

discover what the articles are about. 

In Chapter 3, Roman Ingarden’s ontology of the Literary Work of Art (1965, 

1968) is examined in detail, as a basis for the determining what information 

systems research consists of. Ingarden is well known in philosophy and 

literature, but his analysis of “scientific works” has not so far been developed 

and used as a basis for a method of ontological study.  

With the ontological framework established, Chapter 4 looks at developing this 

approach into a full process. The coding process from the Grounded Theory 

method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) is appropriated and adapted to use in this 

study. As an analogy to the Grounded Theory method concept of a Basic Social 

Process, we define a concept, the Reported Research Activity, and detail a two 

phase method to apply it: 

1. The Term Extraction Phase; and 

2. The Term Categorisation Phase. 

The description of the application of the Term Extraction Phase is given in 

Chapter 5. The resultant sets of terms were then used in the Term 

Categorisation Phase as described in Chapter 6. The categorisation schemes 

produced are then critically analysed in detail in Chapter 7.  

In Chapter 8, the process undertaken and the results obtained are drawn 

together and reflected upon in the context of the theoretical frameworks 

discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of the thesis. The significance of the research is 
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discussed and a number of directions which open up as a result of this research 

are suggested. 
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2 Literature Review 
This chapter consists of two main sections, both of which are focused on the 

search for a specific procedure to use in this investigation. In Section 2.1 we 

examine and evaluate the approaches taken to developing and maintaining the 

existing classification schemes applicable to the information systems domain. In 

Section 2.2 we proceed to look at the bodies of theory which deal with 

classification schemes. Although these approaches are based in different subject 

domains, they contribute useful perspectives to this research. 

In Section 2.1 three schemes are considered; the ACM Computing Classification 

Scheme, the MISQ sponsored Information Systems classification developed by 

Barki et al (1988) and the Latent Categorisation Method developed by Larsen et 

al (2008). 

We then proceed to examine the approaches that have been taken more 

generally to developing categorisation schemes in Section 2.2. A number of 

disciplines have contributed approaches. Chief amongst these is Librarianship 

and Information Science, but the disciplines of Sociology and Philosophy have 

also explored aspects of categorisation from different perspectives. All of these 

approaches take a view of the domains they are categorising as static 

phenomena. The section concludes with an examination of Boisot’s Social 

Learning Cycle (Boisot, 1995), which provides a model of information and how it 

is transformed through use. The Social Learning Cycle contributes a view of the 

way categorisations change over time. 

This Chapter provides a view of the present position regarding classifications, 

their development and of the dynamics of information and the process of 

categorisation.  

2.1 Existing Classification Schemes 
Classification schemes are widely used as a way of structuring knowledge in 

particular domains and making it accessible (Foskett, 1982, pp3-4). Even the 

decision to not categorise is an implicit categorial decision: “things I categorise” 

vs. “things I don’t categorise.” Categorising a domain with the intention of 

creating and maintaining a classification scheme is not a simple task. Recently 

Grudin (2006) stated that  
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“the creation of metadata requires that the creators of objects, or people 

working on their behalf, put in the effort to add metadata for the 

potential benefit of others who generally remain unseen and may in fact 

never materialize. Object creators often have little incentive to generate 

metadata. … This problem can be partially addressed by devising an 

overarching classification system. Such systems require considerable 

effort to create and maintain.” 

Given the heritage of categorisation extending back to Aristotle, it is surprising 

to find that the development of categorisation of literature has a remarkably 

short history. In 1836, the British House of Commons Select Committee on the 

British Museum was told living librarians were better than subject catalogues 

and another submission suggested author catalogues only would be necessary, 

as any intelligent man would know the names of all the authors in his field and 

would access the subjects using the author entries. The modern library 

cataloguing schemes that we take for granted only emerged in the late 

nineteenth century (Strout, 1956) and the first generation of what is now known 

as the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2) emerged in 1908 as the Joint 

Code, (Escreet, 1971) and Australia only became a full party to the development 

of AACR2 in 1981 (Gorman & Winkler, 1988).  

A valid starting point to the investigation of subject categorisation schemes 

would be an examination of existing schemes. Existing general classification 

schemes used by libraries, such as the Dewey Decimal Classification (Dewey, 

1989) and the Library of Congress Subject Headings (Library of Congress 

Cataloging Policy and Support Office, 1995) are designed to cover the totality of 

subjects, and would not be sufficiently precise to be used for a single domain 

such as information systems. While the librarianship schemes are not be 

appropriate for this application, their influence on classification has been far 

reaching and some brief comments on the Dewey and Library of Congress 

schemes follow. 

Before Dewey’s system was defined in 1876 (Dewey, 1876), subject classification 

in many libraries was limited to assigning defined areas of the library to specific 

subjects. His unique impact was in two areas. Firstly, he introduced the practice 

of relative rather than fixed locations for books. This introduced a consistent 

overall subject arrangement to libraries. Before his system, books were allocated 

a shelf mark, which became the book’s permanent home. New books were 

invariably placed at the end of the existing books. His second innovation was to 
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make the book annotation the factor that determined its location, rather than 

the shelf mark. The implication of the second innovation was that new books 

were inserted within an existing sequence in accordance with his classification, 

rather than appended (Foskett, 1982, p314).  

As soon as it was no longer enough to know the particular location of the 

shelves that housed the books you were interested in, the need for a catalogue 

increased. The traditional library catalogue and classifications were inextricably 

linked to determining the physical location of an item. Anomalies also 

developed. Dewey’s classification had anthropology as 130 and psychology as 

140 within philosophy (100). Some information systems items are classified in 

two locations, either as 004 or as 658 or both. This limitation does not apply in 

a digital environment.  

Work on the development of the Library of Congress (LCC) classification began 

in 1900, following an explicit decision not to adopt the Dewey classification 

(Foskett, 1982, p409). The LCC classification is strongly guided by literary 

warrant. It consists of twenty-one basic classes which are indicated by a prefix 

letter (e.g. H denotes Social Sciences and Q denotes Science). Schedules 

detailing each basic class are prepared and revised independently, apart from 

providing cross-references to other basic classes. The schedule dealing with 

American history was issued in 1901, however the Russian language schedule 

did not appear until 1948. Equally, the number of revisions a schedule has 

undergone varies. (Foskett, 1982, p410) The modular approach would be a 

significant advantage for maintenance purposes. 

The nexus between catalogue and location does not occur in the Internet 

environment. Special purpose classifications may be useful in this environment. 

Special purpose classifications, or thesauri, have been created for a number of 

purposes. This may be for use in a particular area, such as women’s health 

(George, 1991), aged care (Hay, 2001), a particular country (McKinlay, 1981) or 

for specialist databases (Walz, 1995; National Library of Australia, 2000).  

The National Information Standards Organization (NISO) has a comprehensive 

set of guidelines for the development of thesauri (2005). The guidelines cover 

construction, maintenance, usage and many other aspects. They emphasise that 

the development and maintenance of thesauri is both time consuming and 

labour intensive and that this is particularly so where the domain terminology is 

rich and complex (National Information Standards Organization, 2005, p90). 

Where objects that cover more than one domain of knowledge are being dealt 
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with, it may be necessary to “develop a number of specialized controlled 

vocabularies, each linked to, and compatible with, a general controlled 

vocabulary that has a lower level of specificity (National Information Standards 

Organization, 2005, p94).” This is significant for the information systems 

domain which draws on multiple disciplines. NISO also mandates the 

establishment of “policies and procedures should be established for periodic 

review of terminology, establishment of new terms, and replacement of obsolete 

terms, especially in fields where the terminology changes rapidly (National 

Information Standards Organization, 2005, p95).” This is also a significant issue 

in the information systems discipline. 

The NISO guidelines also address methods of construction of thesauri and 

identify three approaches: 

• The Committee Approach 

• The Empirical Approach 

• Combination of Methods 

The Committee Approach employs experts in the subject domain of the 

thesaurus to draw up a list of the key terms in the field and indicate the 

relationships among them. They are commonly assisted by experts in vocabulary 

design. The approach taken can either be top down, where the broadest terms 

are identified first, or bottom up where terms with the narrowest scope are 

identified first and then moving to more general terms. The Empirical Approach 

applies either a deductive method, where terms are gathered but no attempt is 

made to structure them until a significant number of terms have been collected, 

or an inductive method where terms are incorporated into a thesaurus structure 

as they are encountered. The Combination of Methods, as its name implies, uses 

a mix of approaches according to perceived benefit. For example a thesaurus 

created using an initial inductively could later be considered from a deductively 

(National Information Standards Organization, 2005, p91-2). None of the 

approaches provides guidance on how to recognise a term when it is 

encountered in a document. 

Increasing abstraction from recording a physical location to tracking the 

information itself has continued in the Internet era. The Internet is moving from 

the need to know the actual machine and location on that machine using a fully 

qualified URL, (e.g. 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/v24039777mug6886/) to the use of an 
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identifier which tracks the item, and remains stable regardless of any changes to 

the service which hosts the item. An example of this form of service is the Digital 

Object Identifier System® (International DOI® Foundation, 2010). The DOI® 

URL which points to the above physical URL is 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00236-010-0121-8. The publisher of the article it 

points to, announces and encourages the use of the DOI®. Continued access to 

the item is protected against any changes of the publisher’s URL as a result of 

machine upgrades or business changes. 

When this work commenced in 2004, the majority of the then published 

journals with instructions to authors accessible from the Index of Information 

Systems Journals (Lamp, 1995), either didn’t mention thesauri or keywords, or 

gave vague instructions (“don’t use plurals”, “don’t use overly commonplace 

terms”, “use American spellings”). Eleven journals had their own schemes, 

which varied in complexity. Three journals used schemes devised by other 

authorities, reflecting their multidisciplinary nature (Lamp & Milton, 2003). 

There have been two more generally accepted special purpose classification 

schemes – the ACM Computing Classification System (and the extended version 

of it devised by IEEE) and the now defunct MISQ scheme. 

As an initial step in devising a method which can be used to address our 

research questions, we now proceed to examine the development approaches of 

existing schemes. The three schemes we examine are the ACM and MISQ 

schemes and a more recent approach to categorisation of the information 

systems development – the Latent Categorisation Method (Larsen et al, 2008).  

2.1.1 The ACM Computing Classification System 
Twenty journals, mainly published by the Association for Computing Machinery 

(ACM) or the IEEE Computer Society (IEEE-CS), use the ACM Computing 

Classification System (CCS) (ACM 1998a) or the extended version of it devised 

by the IEEE-CS (IEEE, 2002). Except where specifically differentiated, the use of 

the term CCS in this work applies to both the ACM and IEEE-CS scheme. 

The CCS is a hierarchically structured classification scheme with three 

alphanumeric coded levels that aim to accurately reflect the essential structure 

of the computer science and information systems disciplines over an extended 

period. At level two and three of the CCS each category has general and 

miscellaneous categories. At the fourth level, un-encoded subject terms are used 

to allow for new developments in the field. In addition to these defined categories 
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there are also sixteen general terms which act as modifiers to the defined 

categories. There are approximately 1,500 terms in Levels 1-3 of the CCS. 

Guidance is provided by ACM (1998c) on the correct method of assigning 

appropriate categories to an item. According to these guidelines an appropriate 

classification for this thesis would be  

H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing 

– Thesauruses General Terms: Standardization, Theory. 

Tables 2.1 though 2.4 show the four levels of the tree based CCS terms used to 

arrive at the above classification. 

A General Literature 
B Hardware 
C Computer Systems Organization 
D Software 
E Data 
F Theory of Computation 
G Mathematics of Computing 
H Information Systems 
I Computing Methodologies 
J Computer Applications 
K Computing Milieux 
Table 2.1 Level One of the ACM CCS. 

 

H.0 General 
H.1 Models and Principles 
H.2 Database Management 
H.3 Information Storage and Retrieval 
H.4 Information Systems Applications 
H.5 Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI) 
H.m Miscellaneous 
Table 2.2 Level Two of the ACM CCS Category H: Information Systems 

 

H.3.0 General 
H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing 
H.3.2 Information Storage 
H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval 
H.3.4 Systems and Software 
H.3.5 Online Information Services 
H.3.6 Library Automation 
H.3.7 Digital Libraries  
H.3.m Miscellaneous 
Table 2.3 Level Three of the ACM CCS Sub-category H.3: Information 

Storage and Retrieval 
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Abstracting methods  
Dictionaries  
Indexing methods  
Linguistic processing  
Thesauruses 
Table 2.4 Level 4 – Un-encoded subject terms for Sub-category H.3.1: 

Content Analysis and Indexing 

 

The IEEE, with the permission of the ACM, devised an extended version of the 

CCS (IEEE, 2002). The changes range from apparently semantic e.g. D.2.8 

under the ACM scheme is Metrics and under the IEEE scheme is 

Metrics/Measurement, to changes which represent a divergence of the two 

schemes e.g. under the ACM scheme, C.2.5 is Local and Wide-Area Networks, 

but under the IEEE scheme there are two categories C.2.5 Local-Area Networks 

and C.2.7 Wide-area Networks. With the independent development of both 

schemes, this divergence will most likely increase. 

Maintenance of the ACM CCS 
The ACM CCS (ACM 1998a) was devised in 1964 and was updated in 1982, 

1983, 1987, 1991 and 1998. The CCS is maintained by the ACM CCS Update 

Committee, which is chaired by Neal Coulter and has thirteen members. The 

current version of the CCS is the fourth revision. The CCS Update Committee 

conducted a major review of the CCS in 1998 (ACM 1998b). The review was 

funded by the ACM SIG Discretionary Fund and by the ACM Publications Board. 

Its charter was: 

• Review the structure, content, and utility of the Computing Classification 

System. 

• Recommend changes in the CCS as required to keep the taxonomy 

current, while still preserving the historical value of the CCS in searching 

previously classified literature. 

• Investigate the feasibility of having CCS supporting materials. An online 

dictionary of CCS terms might be especially useful. 

• Investigate the utility of electronic access to the CCS and its supporting 

materials. 

• Determine a mechanism for more streamlined and rapid CCS revisions. 
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The CCS Update Committee proposed that indexing terms would be suggested 

from four main sources: 

• Indexers 

• A list of free-text words derived from the literature 

• ACM Computing Review editors 

• The general public 

The report also recognised that a more thorough redevelopment of the CCS was 

necessary and made a number of recommendations in this regard: 

1. “Perform a more careful and conclusive analysis of the current CCS’s 

strengths and weaknesses. (What are its goals, and how does it meet 

these goals?) This analysis would include an evaluation of the range of 

documents that are now indexed in the ACM Guide to Computing 

Literature to ensure that it is widely representative of the field of 

computing. Also, this analysis should be done by a team of experts 

representing all subfields of computing, including—in particular—

representatives from the IEEE Computer Society. 

2. Study other bibliographic database systems, including their indexing 

schemes, methodologies for keeping their taxonomies current, software 

support, and other tools (dictionaries) for database maintenance and 

searching. 

3. Consider the development of an online dictionary or thesaurus for the 

CCS that would interact with the new taxonomy and assist users and 

indexers who work with the database. Such a dictionary would provide 

not only definitions of terms but also important information about 

synonymy (related terms) and semantic hierarchy (broader terms and 

narrower terms). 

4. Design a new classification system, using a variety of contemporary 

sources (including the current CCS and the documents mentioned 

above) that might more accurately reflect the modern structure of the 

field and its published literature. 

5. Use statistical content analysis methods to corroborate/refine this new 

taxonomy, using a significantly large corpus of text from the current and 

recently published literature. 
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6. Suggest a mapping function that preserves the historical integrity of the 

current database and CCS taxonomy in future searching and indexing 

activities. It should connect the terms in the new taxonomy both with the 

terms in the current taxonomy and with the terms in the online 

dictionary. 

7. Estimate the cost and timeline for accomplishing a conversion of the 

current CCS to a new system that would have the above characteristics.” 

(ACM, 1998b, p4) 

In the more than ten years since the 1998 review of the ACM CCS, that more 

careful and conclusive study of the CCS, mentioned above, does not seem to 

have eventuated. The current version of the CCS is noted as “valid through 

2010” (ACM, 1998a). 

The original intention of the CCS Update Committee was that the level four 

terms would change frequently, as the domain of the classification system 

developed and changed. As deleting terms would have resulted in items 

categorised using these terms becoming invisible to searches, a decision was 

made to retain the terms in the CCS, but mark them to indicate that they are no 

longer to be used to categorise new items. The issue of a major redesign of the 

CCS remains on their agenda. 

To maintain a classification of this scale over a period of 34 years is a 

substantial achievement. It is however a concern that the following 12 years 

have seen virtually no movement on addressing the 1998 report. The seven 

points above reflect a strong concern with the continued relevance of the CCS, 

and identifying effective approaches for the maintenance of such classifications. 

This experience emphasises the substantial effort required to maintain the 

currency and relevance of classification schemes. The proposal to use 

techniques such as statistical content analysis, which can be automated, also 

reflects that concern and a desire for reducing the workload of maintaining 

classifications.  

The terms in the CCS appear to be selected from a number of sources on the 

basis of consensus by the committee, rather than determined by literary 

warrant, that is by being determined by the literature published in the field. (See 

section 2.2.1) There is little detailed information on process in the literature, and 

from the discussion in this section the conclusion that the workload was in 
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excess of the commitment of the ACM seems unescapable. The experience of the 

ACM provides little guidance towards developing a method. 

2.1.2 The MISQ Keyword Classification Scheme 
MISQ had a Keyword Classification Scheme, first proposed in 1988 (Barki et al, 

1988), revised once in 1993 (Barki et al, 1993) then abandoned in 2003 (Weber 

2003). The authors were aware of the CCS when they constructed the MISQ 

scheme, and it shows the influence of that scheme in its structure. Like the 

CCS, it is a tree based classification scheme. The scheme uses two alphabetic 

characters followed by two numeric categories, with the option of a further 

numeric category following a decimal point. It does not have explicit general or 

miscellaneous categories, or any general terms applicable as modifiers over any 

category. Unlike the CCS, it does have top level categories covering issues 

outside the explicit subject domain of information systems such as “Reference 

Disciplines” and the “External Environment”. 

A web site providing access to the codes is available (MISQ, 2001). 

Disappointingly, no guidance was given in the use of the scheme, in the way 

that the ACM (ACM, 1998c) provides. This is disappointing as it appears that the 

MISQ scheme allowed for a description of the nature of the research (e.g. 

research methods, design) as well as the focus of the research (e.g. the outcomes 

of the research). Applying the ACM guidelines on the form of presentation of the 

keywords to the MISQ categories, a possible classification of this thesis would 

be:  

AI0106 [Research Methodology] Exploratory study; HA0902 [Types of 

Information Systems] Information search and retrieval  

Tables 2.5 through 2.8 show the four levels of the MISQ scheme used to arrive at 

that classification. 

A Reference Disciplines  
B External Environment  
C Information Technology  
D Organizational Environment  
E IS Management  
F IS Development and Operations  
G IS Usage  
H Information Systems  
I IS Education and Research 
Table 2.5 Level One of the MISQ scheme 
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AA Behavioral Science  
AB Computer Science  
AC Decision Theory  
AD Information Theory  
AE Organizational Theory  
AF Management Theory  
AG Language Theories  
AH Systems Theory  
AI Research  
AJ Social Science  
AK Management Science  
AL Artificial Intelligence  
AM Economic Theory  
AN Ergonomics  
AO Political Science  
AP Psychology 
Table 2.6 Level Two of the MISQ Category A: Reference Disciplines 

 

AI01 Research Methodology  
AI02 Research Frameworks  
AI03 Research Issues  
AI04 Measurement  
AI05 Diffusion Of Research  
AI06 Statistical Methods  
AI07 Research Models  
AI08 Epistemology  
Table 2.7 Level Three of the MISQ Sub-category AI: Research 

 

AI0101 Action research  
AI0102 Case study  
AI0103 Comparative study  
AI0104 Empirical research  
AI0105 Experimental research  
AI0106 Exploratory study  
AI0107 Conceptual study  
AI0108 Field study  
AI0109 Protocol analysis  
AI0110 Laboratory study  
AI0111 Literature review  
AI0112 Ethnography  
AI0113 Longitudinal study  
AI0114 Meta-analysis  
AI0115 Discourse analysis  
AI0116 Hermeneutics  
AI0117 Quasi-experimental study  
AI0118 Secondary data analysis  
AI0119 Citation analysis 
Table 2.8 Level Four of the MISQ Sub-category AI01: Research Methodology 
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Given the lack of uptake of this scheme and its eventual abandonment, it is 

somewhat ironic to read their comment: 

“As experience with the [CCS] scheme has shown, revision and 

maintenance are of utmost importance if the scheme is to remain useful 

and usable.” (Barki et al, 1988, p300) 

They go on to quote Foskett (1982, p219): 

“those schemes which have relied on the genius of their compilers 

without the backing of an adequate organization, have gradually fallen 

into obsolescence, whereas those schemes which have adequate backing 

continue to progress” 

The MISQ Keyword Classification Scheme, was abandoned in 2003 (Weber 

2003). A major motivating factor in MISQ’s decision was the growing prevalence 

of full text search facilities (Weber, 2003). 

Maintenance of the MISQ scheme 
The MISQ scheme was developed by three researchers from the École des 

Hautes Études Commerciales in Montréal: Henri Barki, Suzanne Rivard, and 

Jean Talbot. Their starting point was a research framework by Ives et al (1980), 

which was chosen on the basis of perceived completeness and its, then, recent 

publication. The research framework had been validated by examining the 

research areas of 331 MIS doctoral dissertations written between 1973 and 

1979, which had been located using the Comprehensive Dissertations Index 

which, Ives et al note, contains between 80% to 95% of recent USA dissertations, 

but does not include many European or Canadian dissertations. 

A list of some 2,000 keywords was then compiled from: 

• All issues of MIS Quarterly 

• Information & Management since 1977 

• Information systems papers published in Communications of the ACM 

• Management Science since 1978 

• Decision Science since 1980 

The authors of the MISQ scheme then debated the need for and the place of 

particular keywords within the framework. As a result of this process, the Ives et 

al framework was modified into the top level categories of the 1988 scheme, and 
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the detailed structure was determined. The classification scheme was then 

tested by circulation of a questionnaire to information systems researchers in 

Canada and the USA.  

The 1993 revision of the MISQ scheme was undertaken by examining articles 

published in: 

• MIS Quarterly 

• Journal of MIS 

• Information & Management 

• Information systems articles published in Management Science 

• Information systems articles published in Communications of the ACM 

• Information Systems Research 

• Organization Science 

New keywords were added to the scheme after a consensus of the authors had 

been reached on whether and where a keyword should be added.  

The first scheme consisted of some 1,100 keywords, and was expanded to 1,300 

keywords in the 1993 revision. Ten terms were deleted from the 1988 list. No 

discussion of the implication of these deletions for use or searching of the 

keyword terms occurs in their paper. As a result, category EC referred to 

“Administration of Computer Centres” in the 1988 scheme and to “Hardware 

Resource Management” in the 1993 scheme. This inherent ambiguity makes any 

longitudinal use of this scheme problematic. 

The method followed by the developers of the MISQ scheme is more transparent 

than that followed by the ACM. The scheme is explicitly based and grounded in 

the literature. Little information, however, is given on just how particular words 

were selected from articles. That information, once determined, was then 

debated and placed in the classification.  

2.1.3 Latent Categorisation Method  
Larsen et al (2008) have developed a quantitative approach to analysing 

unstructured text using a computer aided technique which allows the 

processing of a large amount of text in a manageable time frame. Their paper 

describes the analysis of information systems papers over a 13 year period. 

Through this they present two views of the IS discipline: 
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1. A quantitative and replicable analysis of the research topics published in 

the IS literature; and 

2. The intellectual communities of interest as represented by sets of 

interrelated topics, journal editors, reviewers, and contributors (Larsen et 

al (2008, p885). 

The method views meaning as the relations that are represented and activated 

by words and collections of words. The method maps lexical networks in 

documents and links them to similar networks in other documents. Their 

experiment analysed 14,510 abstracts from 65 information systems journals. 

The use of a 13 year period (1990-2002) over which to analyse the information 

systems domain raises the issue of the rapid change and evolution of 

information technology during that time, not to mention its adoption, and the 

influence of those changes on the information systems discipline. In 1990 the 

Internet was virtually unknown in the general community, and in 2002 the 

dialup era was only beginning to fade in favour of broadband access. There was 

also a rapid change in the terminology in use for example EDI and ISDN were 

common concepts in 1990, but had been almost totally supplanted by 

eCommerce and IP networking in 2002. These issues would have required 

considerable human input. The communities identified using the LCM approach 

are listed in Table 2.9.  

Management Information Systems 
Global and Societal Research 
Human-Computer Interaction Research 
Electronic Commerce Research 
Systems and Software Engineering Research 
Information Storage and Retrieval Research 
Knowledge-Based Systems Research 
Table 2.9 Information Systems communities identified using LCM 

Apart from speed, the major claim for the method is that human categorisation 

is prone to variability. However, as the authors admit, the problem is not fully 

resolved. 

“By itself LCM provides replicable clusters of text artefacts. 

Unfortunately, while such clusters may be used for further statistical 

analysis such as factor analysis, it is essentially uninterpretable except 

through overlaying human analysis (Larsen et al, 2008, p893).” 

As an algorithm based method, even allowing for the overlaying human analysis, 

this may well have produced some identifiable information systems 
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communities, but it has not added to our understanding of how information 

systems researchers categorise the information systems domain.  

2.1.4 Summary of Existing Schemes 
Examination of existing schemes has not identified a satisfactory method for 

indexing information systems literature. The ACM scheme has little 

documentation on the precise method followed. The MISQ scheme is more 

forthcoming, but has no detail on how the terms considered by the authors of 

the scheme were identified. LCM, as an algorithm driven approach does not 

assist. 

In the absence of an existing method, we turn now to examining the theoretical 

approaches for devising categorisation schemes, with the view of generating a 

method for use in the information systems domain. 

2.2 Development of Categorisation Schemes 
In this section we look at three disciplines which have demonstrated an interest 

in categorisation: 

• Librarianship and information science 

• Sociology 

• Philosophy 

We also examine the Social Learning Cycle developed by Max Boisot (Boisot, 

1995, 1998 and 2005) which provides a dynamic view of information. 

From this examination, we seek to identify some principles and method for 

generating a categorisation. We hope that some of the negative issues identified 

in the existing schemes can be identified and accommodated in the research 

design of this study. 

The terms categorisation, classification, thesauri and ontology are used in the 

following parts of this work. These terms are now being widely used in differing 

areas of research and are used in subtly different ways in those areas (Gilchrist, 

2003) and therefore deserve clarification. 

A categorisation system consists of “variable clusters of entities that may or may 

not be organised in a hierarchical structure.” Further, categories need not be 

mutually exclusive, that is a particular entity may occur in more than one 
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category. Grouping of categories may or may not be organised (Jacob, 2004, 

pp531-532). 

Classification, in the context of information, can be defined as “grouping 

together related concepts in a systematic arrangement (Foskett, 1982, p79).” 

The relationships are usually hierarchical, with more general classes at the top 

of the hierarchy becoming more specific as the hierarchy is descended. Thesauri 

are also lists of terms. They are very similar to classifications, and Foskett even 

goes so far to say 

“The only difference between a thesaurus and a list of subject headings 

is that the former normally excludes headings for composite subjects; 

with some examples, even this is not true, and one is forced to the 

conclusion that the name is intended to signify a distinction which does 

not exist (Foskett, 1982, p440)” 

A general definition of ontology is “the science of being in general, embracing 

such issues as the nature of existence and the categorical structure of reality. … 

Different systems of ontology propose alternative categorical schemes. A 

categorical scheme typically exhibits a hierarchical structure, with ‘being’ or 

‘entity’ as the topmost category, embracing everything that exists” (Honderich, 

1995). This approach to ontology has also been successfully used in information 

systems, for example in comparing and evaluating data modelling frameworks 

(Milton, 2000; Milton & Kazmierczak, 2004). 

At this point we note that artificial intelligence (AI) researchers have a particular 

view of ontology, referring to it as  

“an engineering artefact, constituted by a specific vocabulary used to 

describe a certain reality, plus a set of explicit assumptions regarding the 

intended meaning of the vocabulary words” (Guarino, 1998).  

Ontologies developed within the AI community are often directed to a specific 

domain of knowledge in a specific context and intended to be implemented or 

defined within a specific software artefact, for example KIF (Genesereth and 

Fikes, 1992), Ontolingua (Gruber, 1992; Gruber, 1995), and OIL (Fensel et al, 

2000). 

Recent work by AI researchers around the Semantic Web and the IEEE 

Standard Upper Ontology (IEEE, 2003), and DOLCE (Gangemi et al, 2002) is 

encouraging in that they all recognise the central role of higher level ontologies 

in information systems. 
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In this study we use the more generally used philosophical definition of 

ontology. 

2.2.1 Librarianship and Information Science 
Librarians have been concerned with the question of locating and obtaining 

information required by information seekers for many years. This is a 

fundamental question for librarians, whether they deal with physical items such 

as books or with electronic items in a database. For that matter we imagine it 

also applied when seeking scrolls in the Great Library of Alexandria. 

The basic problem is often expressed by them using set theory. If we consider 

the set of all documents over which we wish to run a search, L, the subset of 

documents which we are searching for (i.e. those with relevant information) to 

be A (A ⊆ L), and the subset of documents actually returned to be B (B ⊆ L), 

then the relevant documents will be the subset forming the intersection of A and 

B (A ∩ B). From this librarians define two measures (Foskett, 1982, p19): 

Recall ratio = 
A

BAI
 i.e. 

( )
( )documentsrelevantoftotal

retrieveddocumentsrelevant  

Precision ratio = 
B

BAI
 i.e. ( )

( )retrieveddocumentsoftotal
retrieveddocumentsrelevant  

Categorisation schemes are seen as one mechanism to attempt to increase the 

number of relevant documents retrieved, and minimise the number of irrelevant 

documents retrieved. In particular, librarians talk of specificity: the extent to 

which the system permits us to be precise when specifying the subject of a 

document being processed. A high degree of specificity should increase the 

number of relevant documents returned, low specificity will result in high recall, 

but low precision. As an example, if we desire to search for documents 

concerning “relational databases”, but the system only allows us to specify 

“databases”, then a large number of documents will be returned concerning 

databases other than relational databases. Nothing can be done at the search 

stage to increase specificity. 

Librarians call the assignment of terms for indexing of documents at the time of 

creation or storage, as opposed to the time of searching, pre-coordinate indexing. 

They distinguish between two major issues in assigning index terms: semantics 

and syntax. (Foskett, 1982, p86) 
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One of the key activities in the area of semantics is the choice of the terms to be 

used, otherwise known as concept indexing. Five major classes of indexing 

terms are recognised: 

Entities things which may be given a denotative meaning, i.e. we can 
point at them 

Activities usually denoted by verbal nouns 
Abstracts usually refer to qualities or states 
Properties may be either subjective (dull, shiny, loud) or related to 

mechanical properties (loose, rigid) 
Heterogenous represent concepts which might be further analysed into two or 

more simpler concepts that would fit into the above categories, 
but are generally regarded as unitary concepts and treated as 
such. (demography, roles of people) 

Table 2.10 Semantic classes of indexing terms (after Foskett, 1982, pp68-69) 

The area of syntax examines the way in which terms relate. In particular, issues 

such as the way terms might be ordered or considered superior or subordinate 

are considered. Quite a number of ways of determining these issues have been 

examined. These range from the development of artificial indexing languages, 

through schemes which use permutations of terms to cover as many search 

approaches as possible, to the probabilistic analysis of users’ search strategies. 

There are two distinct theoretical approaches to the selection of terms for 

classifications, consensus and literary warrant. The consensus approach was 

articulated by Bliss (1939) and uses an approach whereby views held in 

common by scientists and educators about the structures of their domains are 

used to create a consensus. Bliss (1939, pp42-43) felt that classification 

systems “should be organized in consistency with the scientific and educational 

consensus.” (Emphasis in original) The main difficulty with this approach is that 

this consensus is a moving target, as disciplines change and develop. An 

example of this is the example of the previously mentioned Dewey Decimal 

classification of “psychology” (150) between “specific philosophical schools” (140) 

and “logic” (160). Psychology was once seen as part of philosophy, but is now 

regarded as a discipline in its own right.  

The other approach is known as literary warrant. This approach was originally 

defined by E. Wyndam Hulme (1911-12) and has been more extensively explored 

than the consensus approach (Beghtol, 1995). The literary warrant approach 

names classes based on the topics of the literature being indexed. Hulme was 

emphatic about the need for this.  
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“… unless the attributes by which a collection is classified correspond 

with those of which the reader is in search, no increase of efficiency 

results (Hulme, 1911-12, p4). 

Foskett (1982, p32) goes beyond Hulme’s original concept of literary warrant, 

calling for a deeper examination of the semantics of the documents.  

Beghtol (1995, p32) points out that these two approaches are not mutually 

exclusive or opposing and asserts that in practice elements of both are used in 

development of classifications – the literary warrant approach supplying the 

topics and the consensus defining the structures and organisation of the topics. 

It can be seen from the description of the approaches taken in the design of the 

ACM CCS and MISQ systems that elements of both are present. 

The debate on the relative merits of these two approaches is ongoing and library 

classification schemes based on both those approaches are currently used. This 

has resulted in some complex organisational compromises. At the University of 

Tasmania, the Bliss classification (consensus) was originally used. This was 

superceded by the Library of Congress classification (literary warrant), but a 

remnant of Bliss classified books remained. The University of Tasmania which is 

based in Hobart, then merged with the Launceston based Tasmanian State 

Institute of Technology which had adopted the Dewey Decimal Classification 

(consensus). This has resulted in the need to accommodate three classification 

schemes within the one organisation. 

The approaches taken in Librarianship and Information Science provide some 

guidance on grounding classification schemes in the literature that they are 

classifying. The lack of a clear domination of either the consensus approach or 

the literary warrant approach would suggest that neither has been able to 

demonstrate an unquestionable superiority. The semantic classes in Table 2.10 

are the first clear indication of what to look for in documents. 

2.2.2 Sociology 
Rosch (1978) provided a seminal work on the question of explaining categories 

found in a culture, and coded by the language of that culture. She proposed two 

fundamental principles for the formation of categories: cognitive economy and 

perceived world structure. The principle of cognitive economy is that 

categorisation should provide a great deal of information about the item 

categorised with minimal resources expended. To categorise an item means to 

consider it, for the purposes of the categorisation, as equivalent to other items in 
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the same category and different from items not in that category. The principle of 

perceived world structure states that in the perceived world, there is a high 

correlational structure. For example, the conceptual segmentation of a bird’s 

body so that we identify “wings”, may be influenced not only by perceptual 

factors, such as an understanding of form, but also by the fact that we already 

have a cultural and linguistic category called “birds”. The world is not an 

“unstructured total set of equiprobable co-occurring attributes” (Rosch, 1978). 

Rosch distinguished between horizontal and vertical dimensions of categories. 

Her starting point was what she termed basic level objects. If you consider 

“chair” as a basic level object, “furniture” would be considered superordinate and 

“kitchen chair” as subordinate in the vertical dimension. Distinguishing between 

objects in the horizontal dimension poses difficulties of where boundaries 

should be placed. Rosch deals with this by focussing on prototypes – the 

clearest cases of category membership. This was based on research by her and 

others over a number of years which found that participants could 

“overwhelmingly agree in their judgements of how good an example or clear a 

case members are of a category, even for categories about whose boundaries 

they disagree” (Rosch, 1978). That research lead to categorising by proximity, 

rather than by a hierarchy. 

George Lakoff is a cognitive scientist whose work explicitly builds upon that of 

Eleanor Rosch. Lakoff argued that reason is embodied and imaginative rather 

than a mechanistic construct. This finding was based on studies of the way that 

people categorise. His book Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What categories 

reveal about the mind (1986) presented his experientialist view of human reason. 

His book provides a consistent synthesis which brings together the views of a 

number of researchers in linguistics, life sciences, psychology and sociology to 

challenge classical views of categories. The themes emerging from this synthesis 

include the concepts of (Lakoff, 1986, p12): 

“Family resemblance: The idea that members of a category may be related 

to one another without all members having any properties in 

common that define the category. 

Centrality: the idea that members of a category may be “better examples” 

of that category than others. 

Membership gradience: The idea that at least some categories have 

degrees of membership and no clear boundaries. 
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Centrality gradience: The idea that members (or subcategories) which are 

still within the category boundaries may still be more or less 

central. 

Basic-level categorisation: The idea that categories are not merely 

organised in a hierarchy from the most general to the most 

specific, but are also organized so that the categories that are 

cognitively basic are ‘in the middle’ of a general to specific 

hierarchy. Generalization proceeds ‘upward’ from the basic level 

and specialization proceeds ‘downward.’ 

Basic-level primacy: The idea that basic-level categories are functionally 

and epistemologically primary with respect to the following 

factors: gestalt perception, ease of cognitive processing (learning, 

recognition, memory, etc), and ease of linguistic expression.” 

Lakoff also asserts that the use of language is an additional complication in 

categorisation, as it is commonplace to use hedges, such as “loosely speaking, 

strictly speaking, regular and technically” (Lakoff, 1986, p122) e.g. “Technically, a 

dolphin is a mammal.” 

Lakoff’s views provide useful insights into the essential problems of creating and 

maintaining library categorisations and go some way to explain the desire for 

consensus even within literary warrant based approaches. The concepts of 

centrality and gradience would also seem relevant to information systems, in 

particular, as the nature of the discipline is not clear cut due to its 

interdisciplinary heritage. The process of developing categorisation schemes will 

necessarily involve the elaboration and discussion of the perceptions of those 

seeking consensus on a particular categorisation.  

The identification of the issue of hedges is also interesting, though it should be 

of less impact in this study as the focus is on academic papers, rather than 

fiction or commonplace utterances. The nature of this investigation would 

require strict or technically correct approaches. 

Sociology contributes some very interesting concepts. It focuses on the mind 

and perception, and suggests that hierarchies might not be sufficient to explain 

how people categorise things. The concept of categorising based on proximity to 

a basic level object might be useful to describe a multidisciplinary domain.  
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2.2.3 Philosophy 
Within the domain of philosophy, ontology has been used to study types of 

entities in reality, the objects, properties, categories and relations that make up 

the world. The history of ontology goes back over 2000 years to Aristotle and his 

Categories. The influence of his concept of hierarchical structures can be seen in 

many current categorisation schemes ranging from the Linnaean schemes used 

in life sciences to the various library classification schemes of Dewey and the 

Library of Congress. In this section, we examine the contributions of philosophy 

and their applicability to this study. 

The history of the study of ontology has not been one of smooth progress, with 

for example, Kant (1787, p80) even rejecting ontology as a valid area of study. 

Kant’s attitude was based on his belief that ontology was a synthetic a priori 

knowledge of things in general. Franz Brentano (1933, p81) asserts that Kant 

completely misunderstood Aristotle’s theory of categories, approaching it 

without a sound understanding of Aristotle’s point of view. Rather than an a 

priori assumption, as Kant believed, Aristotle’s categories were based on 

empirical observations of being and of individuation and collection into species.  

Reference Ontologies and Domain Specific Ontologies 
Philosophers distinguish between reference ontologies, which aim to determine 

the fundamental categories and relations between them, and domain specific 

ontologies where a particular reference ontology is applied to a problem domain. 

An analogy could be made between the way that ontologies and data models are 

conceptualised, as shown in Table 2.11. 

Ontology  Data Model 
Reference Ontology  Data Modelling Language 
Domain or Application Specific 
Ontologies 

 Data Models 

Specific representation of reality  Database implementation of 
specific database instances 

Table 2.11 Ontologies and data models 

Reference ontologies such as that of Bunge (1977, 1979), Chisholm (1996), 

Basic Formal Ontology (Smith, 1978; Smith and Mulligan, 1983) and DOLCE 

(Gangemi et al, 2002) are concerned with the most general categories of what 

there is in the world. They deal with concepts such as thing, individual and 

property. In the analogy proposed in Table 2.11, data modelling languages such 

as Entity-Relationship modelling are proposed as analogous to reference 

ontologies.  
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Particular reference ontologies are used to create a domain specific ontology 

directed towards an aspect of reality, in the way that particular data modelling 

languages are used to create data models of a particular project, such as a 

University student records system or a banking system.  

As stated in Chapter 1, any candidate reference ontology for this study must be 

able to account for and accommodate the different perceptions of the 

information systems domain. We now examine this area, and the emergence of 

phenomenology, to examine their approaches to dealing with perception. One of 

the first ontologists to examine the issue of differing perceptions was Franz 

Brentano. 

Ontology and Perception 
Despite Brentano’s rejection of Kant’s views on ontology as an area of study, 

some of his views regarding perception had similarities (Brentano, 1933, p40). 

Brentano’s ontology is based on the investigation of two types of phenomenon. 

Firstly, he identifies our inner perceptions, facts about ourselves and our 

intentional activity. Secondly, the sensations we have of the external world; 

colour, sounds, smells. In his comments on intentionality we begin to see a way 

of accommodating perceived diversity. 

“However various our ideas of things may be, the differences of the ideas 

are not just a function of the differences of the objects of thought; they 

are also a function of what the object is thought of as. It is possible that 

the objects may differ and yet that one and the same idea may serve to 

present either one of them. And also conversely: one and the same object 

may be presented by two ideas which differ with respect to the object.” 

(Brentano, 1933, p40 [emphasis in original]) 

One of Brentano’s students was Edmund Husserl, who continued investigations 

into the concept of intentionality (Routledge, 2000, p369). In the course of this 

he created phenomenology, the key idea of which is intentionality (Husserl, 

1913). Husserl identified problems with Brentano’s approach when dealing with 

serious misperception and hallucinations. For example, you could in a 

particular situation see a man, but later realise it was a mannequin, with a 

corresponding change of your expectations of and relations to the mannequin as 

opposed to a man. 

In these cases, what then is the object? Husserl considered those features of 

consciousness that make it as if of an object. The collection of all these features 
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he called the act’s noema. The noema includes all the object’s features, whether 

perceived or unperceived, including features we may take the object as having 

without having ever reflected or paid attention to those features (Routledge, 

2000, p369). An example closer to our research area might be Isaac Asimov’s 

The endochronic properties of resublimated thiotimoline (1948). This is written 

using the structure and language of a chemistry research paper, but was a 

parody intended to entertain, and not a scientific work intended to establish and 

transmit cognitive results. Some members of the research community took the 

paper seriously until the ruse was revealed. In this way, perception is always 

fallible and noema must shift with reconsidered perceptions (Routledge, 2000, 

p369). 

This is significant for our investigation of how information systems academics 

categorise the information systems domain. We assert that the research on a 

domain defines the domain. That research is documented in the peer reviewed 

journals which publish the results of that research. Our study, then, is not the 

examination of the simple act of perception of an object, but of an object as an 

act of communication. As such, discovering the perceptions of the author and of 

the reader of a paper become a significant issue for this study and the 

phenomenological approach contributes to the understanding of those 

perceptions. This affects the identification of an appropriate ontology for this 

study. 

Identifying an Appropriate Reference Ontology for this Study 
We assert that the artefacts of research (i.e. journal articles and other 

publications) are real, having an existence outside the cognition of their authors 

and readers. We note that there appears to be a commonly held perception of 

information systems as being a diverse community with many different 

perspectives and disagreement about categorisation. An appropriate 

comprehensive reference ontology is needed that is consistent with these traits 

to provide a framework within which the results of the study of information 

systems research literature can be presented. 

We now turn to the pragmatic question of the basis for the identification and 

selection of a specific reference ontology for the creation of a domain specific 

ontology directed towards information systems research. 

Issue 5-6 of volume 43 of the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies 

contains a selection of papers developed from the International Workshop on 
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Formal Ontology in Conceptual Analysis and Knowledge Representation held in 

1993, including two papers (Guarino, 1995 and Smith, 1995) which survey this 

field from the points of view of the alternative definitions of ontology. Smith 

(1995) focuses on natural cognitive systems as distinct from the cognitive 

activities of, for example, mathematicians or ufologists that rely on ontologically 

peculiar worlds. One of the concepts discussed by Smith is the approach of 

Franz Brentano to mereology. Mereology concerns the basic organising 

relationships of part to whole, part to part within a single whole, of identity, 

overlapping and discreteness. Brentano explores the relations among parts of a 

single whole. One of the concepts he identifies is where parts cannot exist except 

in association with their complementary parts in a whole of a given type 

(Brentano, 1933, pp54-57). There is an echo of the heterogeneous class 

identified by Foskett (1982, pp68-69) in Table 2.10 in this approach. 

Traditionally, ontological studies have been methodologically based on 

introspection and analysis of world models and abstract theories. Smith and 

Mark (1999) have reported on an experiment in the use of empirical methods to 

test aspects of an ontological theory of geographic objects, exhibit complex 

mereological relations. Their work is of particular relevance to this study, as the 

work of Rosch (1978) on basic level categorisation and its application by later 

researchers to geographic objects was a source for the experimental methods. 

Rather than discrete set based categories Rosch described categories with a 

radial structure, with prototypical or central members surrounded by more or 

less typical members.  

A number of ontologies have been used to provide an understanding of 

information systems. A frequently used ontology is that of Mario Bunge (1977, 

1979). Bunge’s ontology is precise and well developed. It is characterised by an 

approach which considers the real world as known to science and proceeds in a 

clear and systematic way. Wand and Weber, alone and with others, have used 

this ontology in many studies of modelling information systems. However, it has 

been noted that Bunge’s ontology is “oriented towards the physical world and 

therefore does not provide for human perceptions and social context” (Wand 

1996). Indeed, Bunge’s ontology, can be categorised as one consistent with the 

philosophical stream of naturalism where it is held “that the best methods of 

inquiry in the social sciences or philosophy are… those of the natural sciences.” 

Naturalism is ontologically supported by natural science in that it insists that 

natural science be used “in recognising what is real” (Kim and Sosa, 1995) and 
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that “our ontology is constrained by the result that all physical bodies are 

composed entirely of particles” (Kim and Sosa, 1995). This position is also 

methodologically difficult to defend because “intentional states… are said to be 

attributable to individuals only relative to an observer… inconsistent with the 

objectivity of the methods of natural science” (Winch, 1958 in Kim and Sosa, 

1995) Naturalism cannot help us, despite rightly being a philosophy committed 

to realism (the existence of a world separate from our thinking about it), as it 

fails to cater for this intentionality. 

Another ontological position that seems to be more amenable to use in the area 

of human perceptions is common-sense realism. Commonsensism holds that we 

know most, if not all, of those things which ordinary people know. I know that 

there exists at present a living human body, which is my body. I know that the 

earth has existed for many years past. Through many different experiences I 

have perceived my body and other things in its environment (Moore, G., 1925, 

1939). These are unambiguous expressions the meaning of which is widely 

understood. Common-sense-realism, then, asserts that an external world exists 

and our knowledge of this external world is acquired through our perceptions of 

it. 

It should be noted that there is also an “entirely different question of whether we 

know what it means, in the sense that we are able to give a correct analysis of its 

meaning” (Moore, 1925). Commonsensism is not concerned with that latter 

question. The common-sense world is delineated by our beliefs about what 

happens in mesoscopic reality in most cases and most of the time (Smith, 1995). 

This approach does not dismiss the view of the world based on physics. Various 

proposals have been made to accommodate the world of physics within 

common-sense realism. Proposed alternatives have included treating the 

common-sense world as truly autonomous and the world of physics as a 

cultural artefact. Smith (1995) proposes that there is an overlap between the 

common-sense world and the world of physics. Paradigm shifts in science 

impact on our common-sense understanding of the physical world. However, a 

common-sense ontology does not necessarily need to be rewritten in the wake of 

paradigm shifts, contrasting with a naturalist ontology such as Bunge’s. 

Common-sense realism holds that there is only one world towards which 

natural cognition relates and that this world exists independently of our 

cognitive relations to it. It concedes that our natural cognitive experiences are in 
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many cases unable to be verified, but points out that common sense is aware of 

error in cognitive efforts.  

“The thesis that there is only one world towards which natural cognition 

relates must thus be understood as being compatible with the thesis that 

there are many different ways in which the world can appear to human 

subjects in different sorts of circumstances (Smith, 1995).” 

An ontology based on common-sense realism which has received some attention 

in information systems is that of Roderick Milton Chisholm (1996). His ontology 

is consistent with the strand of realism followed through Brentano, Husserl, and 

Ingarden. The ontology is robust, located in the common-sense realism school of 

thought, and deals with static and dynamic aspects. Importantly for the work 

proposed in this paper Chisholm addresses the question of perception and the 

intentional point of view. He states,  

“I assume that our perception of our own states of mind is a source of 

certainty and that the deliverances of external perception should be 

treated as innocent, epistemically, unless we have positive reason to call 

them into question (1996, pp4-5).” 

Chisholm’s ontology is also able to accommodate ‘noema’ through ‘appearances’ 

thus helping to explain how people (and groups of people) can have perspectives 

on reality that change over time and appear to be not quite what they really are.  

“Our qualitative experiences – the sensing of appearances – is subjective 

in being dependent for its existence on the existence of the subject of 

experience” (Chisholm, 1996: p113).  

The most significant study of the ontology of literature is that undertaken by 

Roman Ingarden. His work was comprehensive and addressed the entire range 

of literary works. Ingarden’s philosophy is in harmony with common-sense 

realism such as that espoused by Roderick Milton Chisholm and Barry Smith. It 

provides the level of analysis required for this investigation and is discussed in 

detail in Chapter 3.  

2.3 Dynamic Properties of Information 
A major issue in the design of categorisation systems is that the resulting 

system is static, whereas the domain which is being categorised is dynamic. The 

domain is dynamic either because of changes within the domain, or because of 

external changes which impact either on the domain or the way in which the 
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domain is perceived. This issue can be identified in the previous sections of this 

chapter in a number of ways. It is explicit in the AMC CCS committee identifying 

the need to use “contemporary sources” to create a scheme which would “reflect 

the modern structure of the field (ACM, 1998b, p4).” It is implicit in 

commonsensism where our common-sense understanding of the physical world, 

and therefore our categorising of it, can change with the impact of paradigm 

shifts in the physical sciences. In order to take this into account, we need a 

framework that can explain the impact of domain dynamics on categorisation.  

It is interesting to consider this against the views expressed by the ACM and 

MISQ teams concerning the magnitude of effort required to review the 

classification schemes. The underlying assumption, which is borne out by their 

practice in producing versions to date, is that there is no alternative to a 

complete overhaul. There is no reference to any theory or pragmatic procedure 

which would enable the identification of parts of the classification where their 

efforts would be best rewarded. On reflection, it is obvious that progress in any 

domain is not perfectly even and homogenous over the domain. The 

development of concepts, the acceptance of concepts, and the adoption of 

concepts will occur at different rates over the domain. A framework which 

exposes these variations in a domain would allow the selective addressing of 

areas where a new consensus was emerging resulting in the ability for focused 

attention to the classification scheme. 

2.3.1 The Information Space and the Social 
Learning Cycle 

The work of Max Boisot (1995, 1998 and 2005) appears to provide a framework 

which could be used to explain domain dynamics through his analysis of 

information and value. Boisot’s background in economics lead him to speculate 

on just what is the information economy. The framework he has developed uses 

familiar concepts – codification, abstraction and diffusion – to define a political 

economy of information. With these concepts he defines a model called the 

Information Space (I-Space) and within that a transformation of information 

called the Social Learning Cycle (SLC). 
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Figure 2.1 The I-space and the Social Learning Cycle (Boisot, 1998, p60) 

The SLC is characterised by six phases (Boisot, 1998, pp59-60): 

1. “Scanning: Identifying threats and opportunities in generally available 

but often fuzzy data—i.e., weak signals. Scanning patterns such data 

into unique or idiosyncratic insights that then become the possession of 

individuals or small groups. Scanning may be very rapid when the data 

is well codified and abstract, and very slow and random when the data is 

uncodified and context-specific. Consider how long it took for the 

scientific community even to accept as a plausible hypothesis that 

industrial emissions may be raising the mean temperatures of the 

biosphere. 

2. Problem-solving: The process of giving structure and coherence to such 

insights—i.e., codifying them. In this phase they are given a definite 

shape and much of the uncertainty initially associated with them is 

eliminated. Problem-solving initiated in the uncodified region of the I-

Space is often both risky and conflict-laden. Witness the controversies 

that followed Darwin's hypothesis that we are the product of random 

mutations and natural selection. Many of his detractors were deeply 

committed to a competing codification, namely, that we are the product 

of a divine intention. 
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3. Abstraction: Generalizing the application of newly codified insights to a 

wider range of situations. This involves reducing them to their most 

essential features—i.e., conceptualizing them. Problem-solving and 

abstraction often work in tandem. It is improvements in the technologies 

of detection and measurements—i.e., in codification—that allow 

scientists to probe the most basic and abstract structures of the material 

world. 

4. Diffusion: Sharing the newly created insights with a target population. 

Sharing well-codified and abstracted data with a large population is 

technically less problematic than that of data which is uncodified and 

context-specific. Only a prior sharing of context by sender and receiver 

can speed up the diffusion of uncodified and concrete data. The 

probability of achieving a shared context is inversely proportional to the 

size of the target population. One's immediate family is the most 

plausible locus of shared context, followed by close work colleagues. 

Beyond the family and the workplace, the scope for shared context 

begins to diminish. 

5. Absorption: Applying the newly codified insights to different situations in 

a learning-by-doing' or a learning-by-using' fashion. Over time, such 

codified insights come to acquire some context, that is, a penumbra of 

uncodified experience, which helps to guide their application in 

particular circumstances. In piano-playing, chess, or mathematics, 

mastery is achieved when one no longer has consciously to attend to the 

codes to offer a skilful performance. 

6. Impacting: The embedding of abstract knowledge in concrete practices. 

Such embedding can take place in artefacts, technical or organizational 

rules, or in behavioural patterns. Absorption and impacting often work in 

tandem. It is by regularly practising emergency evacuation drills in 

specific situations that the crew of a ship or a submarine gradually 

comes to internalize some fairly abstract and general principles 

concerning safety at sea.” 

The movement in the SLC is driven by the common systems tendency to act to 

minimise the rate of entropy production per unit of activity. Boisot asserts that 

this directed action also operates in the I-space. 
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Figure 2.2 Entropy, Order, Complexity and Chaos in I-space (Boisot, 1998, 

p69) 

Boisot uses a thermodynamic analogy to suggest that in the E-min region 

(Figure 2.2) information has the greatest potential to perform useful value 

adding work, and in E-max it has exhausted this potential. Organisations seek 

to escape from E-max and move to E-min in search of order and economy, 

predictability and security. The dynamics of the SLC do not allow a permanent 

stay in the E-min region. Inevitably there is a movement back to E-max (Boisot, 

1998, p67). 
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Figure 2.3 Boisot’s model and this investigation 

For the purposes of this study, the two main phases of the SLC with which we 

are concerned are codification (Phase 2, problem-solving) and abstraction (Phase 

3). “Codification draws distinctions and articulates boundaries between states or 

around objects. … Abstraction treats things that are different as if they were the 

same (Boisot, 2005, p181).” The reporting of research in academic journals has 

performed the first stage of the SLC, scanning, and brought together and 

reported the results of that research. To develop a categorisation we will first 

codify those research reports and then abstract those codes to develop a 

categorisation. (Figure 2.3) 

2.4 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed the development of existing classification schemes 

which could be applied to information systems journals. The existing general 

schemes did not provide sufficiently detailed information on their development, 

nor did they address the domain of information systems at a sufficiently detailed 

level. 
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Information systems research literature is characterised by only token adoption 

of any form of subject categorisation, whether proposed as specific to the 

information systems discipline or imported, with or without adaptation, from 

one of the reference disciplines (Lamp & Milton, 2003). The degree to which an 

information system is adopted by users has long been used as a determinant of 

success (DeLone & McLean, 1992), hence lack of adoption of existing 

classification schemes may be seen as an indication of failure of those subject 

classification schemes. 

Our examination of the disciplines which are involved in the development of 

classification schemes identified a number of similarities. The subject approach 

to information used by librarians, and the approach taken by Rosch, all focus 

on things and their relations. While Lakoff’s criticisms of classical ontology are 

quite appropriate, the work of common-sense realist ontologists and the 

perception based ontological theories is consistent with aspects of his work and 

address many of his criticisms of classical ontology. The work of Smith and 

Mark on the cognition of geographic categories explicitly draws on the work of 

Rosch.  

Whether called semantics and syntax by librarians or cognitive economy and 

perceived world structure by sociologists, the roots of these studies as exhibited 

by the concepts and frameworks employed can be seen to have an explicit or 

implicit heritage founded in ontology.  

The final aspect of this study is to recognise that the process of categorisation is 

the creation of a static representation of a moment in a dynamic process as 

described by Boisot. 

In the absence of an appropriate existing domain classification, we turn to 

Roman Ingarden’s ontology of literary works as a high level reference ontology 

which can inform our examination of information systems categorisation. The 

examination of that ontology and what it can contribute to this study is the 

subject of the following chapter. 
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3 Ingarden’s Ontology 
In Chapter 2 we examined existing classification schemes which could be 

applied to the information systems domain, and approaches to the development 

of classification in the disciplines of librarianship and information science, 

sociology and philosophy. None of the existing schemes directly addressed our 

needs. The three disciplines considered had unique features, and also had areas 

with much in common. Those common areas all appeared to have been either 

explicitly or implicitly influenced by the study of ontology. 

Roman Ingarden developed an ontology of literary works in his two books The 

Literary Work Of Art (1965) and The Cognition Of The Literary Work Of Art (1968). 

Ingarden included scientific works and demonstrated that his ontology holds 

but with modifications which are necessary due to the different function 

performed by scientific works. 

Firstly we present an overview of the theory as applied to mainstream fictional 

works. This is followed by a description of the modifications to the framework 

necessary to apply it to the special case of scientific works. These modifications 

are primarily a matter of different emphases on the various components of 

Ingarden’s framework for fictional works. We finish this chapter by illustrating 

the framework with an information systems research paper. 

3.1 Ingarden’s Ontology of Literary Works 
In this section we introduce Ingarden’s ontology of literary works. Consistent 

with the concept of ontology being the study of “what is,” Ingarden describes 

what a literary work consists of and then describes each of the constituent parts 

and their interrelationships. We also adopt this approach, providing, first, a 

description of the literary work as a whole, and then describing the constituent 

parts. 

Ingarden proposed that all literary works, including scientific works, have a 

number of strata and that the characteristics of and diversity between strata 

which generate a polyphonic character to the work. Each of the strata have their 

own role within the literary work, each of them bring something individual to the 

work, but together constitute a manifold of aesthetic value qualities which 

Ingarden describes as polyphonic. 

The individual strata were described by him (Ingarden, 1965, p30) as: 
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“1. the stratum of word sounds and the phonetic formations of higher 

order built upon them; 

2. the stratum of meaning units of various orders; 

3. the stratum of manifold schematized aspects and aspect continua 

and series, and finally, 

4. the stratum of represented objectivities and their vicissitudes.” 

(emphasis in original) 

In addition he identified a fifth characteristic as being significant – the order of 

sequence of the material in the literary work. 

In the following sub-sections we examine each of the strata in turn. 

3.1.1 Word Sounds and Phonetic Formations 
The first stratum exists below the level of language and meaning, in the 

selection of word sounds and the phonetic formations built upon them. The 

sound of a word may influence its selection in place of a word of similar 

meaning. Alternatively, the same word may have differing sounds depending on 

its place within a phonetic formation or a sentence or its contribution to a 

meaning unit. Deliberately using an unusual word sound for a particular word 

may emphasise it. The phonetic formations contribute rhythm and tempo. 

Selection of many short words can create a feeling of rapidity; mellifluous words 

can contribute the opposite. Word sounds and phonetic formations work 

together to generate a polyphonic character even at this level. 

3.1.2 Meaning Units 
The second stratum deals with the words, phrases, sentences and larger 

structures through which meaning is conveyed. The level of detail in Ingarden’s 

discussion of this is well beyond that required for this work. It is sufficient to 

say that at this level all the matters regarding names, functional words (e.g. 

prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs and adjectives), verbs and their use as 

sentence elements and as full sentences are laid out.  

3.1.3 Schematized Aspects 
When we read a literary work, things are presented to us in the work. As 

mentioned above, these things are described to a greater or lesser degree within 

the work as required by the objective of the work. The work may describe 
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commonplace things or events with which we are intimately familiar or things 

outside our experience. What is perceived by a reader may differ from the 

presented object. Just as what is visually perceived is different from the 

presented visual image – parallel railroad tracks running to the horizon are 

understood as such, while we experience an aspect of them in which the colour 

data very markedly run together (Ingarden, 1965, p258).  

For these reasons, literary works necessarily consist of incomplete descriptions, 

termed schematized aspects, which contain fulfilled (explicitly described) 

components and unfulfilled components, which while not explicitly described, 

may not be indeterminate. A description of a desk would probably not describe 

the form of the legs, but a reader would expect that legs existed; the reader 

would be unlikely to think the desk was floating in air. The unfulfilled 

components are supplied by the reader to the extent that the reader considers 

that they are necessary, that is the schematized aspects are completed by the 

reader. 

For example, Kerry Greenwood’s detective series featuring Phryne Fisher 

(Greenwood, 1989) “takes place” in Melbourne of 1928, but the first book in the 

series was published in 1991, and it is highly unlikely that any readers have 

actually experienced Melbourne of 1928. The reader actualises the novel’s 

predetermined aspects of the given streets in primary perception, but their 

actualisation is never in such detail as they would be if the novel was set in a 

contemporary Melbourne that they had experienced. Equally, the actualisation 

of two separate readers would vary in detail based on their prior experience and 

knowledge of 1928 Melbourne. The reader may fill these details out from aspects 

held in readiness from previous experiences. 

Objects represented in a literary work, then, are derived purely intentional 

objects projected by units of meaning (Ingarden, 1965: p218). They are 

intentional because an author has written them with a purpose. For literary 

works of art it is to tell a story or generate a particular aesthetic effect. For 

scientific works it is the transmission of cognitive results (Ingarden, 1965: 

p330). In both cases they are derived, because we cannot enter the mind of the 

author. Finally, they are projected, because it is only through language (in this 

case written language) can we understand what is intended.  

The degree to which the actualized aspects match the intention of the author of 

the work being read is influenced by the detail of the author’s writing and the 

reader’s knowledge of the domain of the work. The reader will hold in readiness 
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(Ingarden, 1965, p265) a number of such schematized aspects, one of which will 

be actualized based on the construction of the literary work. The author can 

guide this choice, not only by the content of the work, but by word choice for 

example using word sounds which evoke an association with a particular aspect 

(Ingarden, 1965, pp267, 277). 

It is interesting to speculate here that otherwise well written scientific works 

may frustrate reviewers because the word choice fails to actualise the intended 

schematized aspects. This might also explain the specialised use of words and 

phrases within disciplines, professions and even occupations. Finding the right 

word is not simply about meaning but also about its capability to actualize the 

appropriate aspects in readiness (Ingarden, 1965, p278). 

3.1.4 Represented Objectivities 
The layers of represented objectivities and schematized aspects have a major 

role in the discussion of scientific works, so a greater level of detail is presented 

in these sections.  

A literary work of art describes people, animals, lands, houses and other items. 

This represented world is not necessarily the real world – the represented 

objects within it may not exist in the real world or may behave differently from 

such objects within the real world. The objects presented to us in a literary work 

may also be described in a very limited way. A description may be given of 

events that occur within a particular room, and even if no mention is made of a 

world outside that room, we would expect that such surroundings existed if only 

because it is the nature of space to not have such discontinuities (Ingarden, 

1965, p223).  

As a reader reads a passage of words and phrases containing a represented 

objectivity, he or she relates directly to the state of affairs that the represented 

objectivity is helping to clarify. Consequently, a particular represented 

objectivity within a literary work causes us to direct ourselves to corresponding 

states of affairs in a way that is influenced by that represented objectivity.  

The represented objects may, in a literary work, grow, develop and change in 

many complex ways. After the entire literary work has been read and 

comprehended by the reader it is possible that many aspects of even major 

characters and things within the literary work are still unknown – the colour of 

the main protagonist’s eyes, the age of curtains in a significant room.  
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The manner in which these objects are represented in the literary work, directs 

the reader to its attributes considered essential by the author of the literary 

work. 

3.2 The Scientific Work: A Special Case 
It is important to note that Ingarden saw these strata as being applicable to 

scientific works. He proposed that the scientific work differed in some elements 

of individual strata and the roles of the strata. The differences result from the 

role of scientific works in establishing the cognitive results attained and 

transmitting them to others. Ingarden (1965, pp329-330; 1968, pp146-153) 

identified five differences: 

• Sentences that appear in a scientific work are almost exclusively genuine 

judgements. These judgements are made by the authors describing their 

research endeavours and are discussed below. 

• The structure of a scientific work almost exclusively consists of states of 

affairs and represented objectivities formed into intentional sentences. 

These meaning intentions are directed through the represented 

objectivities on to objects independent of the scientific work, e.g. the real 

world (Figure 3.1). These sentences claim to determine these objects, and 

this forms the basis for the genuine nature of the judgements. 

 

   

Reader Represented objectivity 
State of affairs or 

Object within state of 
affairs 

Figure 3.1 The directional meaning ray 

• The central purpose of a scientific work is cognitive exchange, and 

everything else must be subordinated to this central purpose. Ideally the 

represented objectivities are transparent to the reader and the ontically 

independent objects are seen in the light of the meaning intention of the 

scientific work. However, scientific works may, at the strata of phonetic 
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formations and the strata of units of meaning contain aesthetic value 

qualities. For example, information technology is rich in accepted 

metaphor. The use of terms such as “viruses”, “windows” and “mice” in 

information technology literature assists in cognitive exchange. This is 

not essential, although excellent writing is still pleasurable to read. 

• Scientific works can evoke schematized aspects, provided the sentences 

refer to objects that can appear in aspects. If they exist their role is to 

assist in the transmission of cognitive results – to help the reader to form 

a picture. This is often through use of analogies or models. Description of 

sub-atomic particles, for example is often done by analogy. Complex 

business processes are often explained using models. 

• The manifestation of metaphysical qualities (tragic, dreadful, shocking, 

holy etc) is essential only when a given metaphysical quality is itself a 

state of affairs being described. In this case they are not contributing to 

the aesthetic value of the scientific work in the way that they contribute 

to a literary work.  

3.2.1 Genuine Judgements 
Fully understanding Ingarden’s assertion that sentences in a scientific work are 

almost exclusively genuine judgements raises an issue to do with the adequate 

translation of his material. Ingarden published in Polish and German and the 

versions of his works which we are using are translations into English.  

It should be noted that the term “genuine judgements” used above, is as given in 

the translation of The Cognition of the Literary Work of Art (Ingarden, 1968). The 

translator of The Literary Work of Art (Ingarden, 1965) used “true judgements” 

and the translator of his paper On So-Called Truth in Literature (Ingarden, 1973) 

used “serious judgements.” Each of these translations was undertaken by 

different translators. This semantic digression is necessary to emphasise that 

Ingarden was using this term to distinguish between fictional statements 

relating to a portrayed world and statements which are offered as accurate 

observations relating to the real world. Genuine judgements are not held by 

Ingarden to be truths in a philosophical sense. In this thesis I have chosen to 

use the phrase “genuine judgement” to capture the sense of belonging to the 

real world, while avoiding the philosophical implications of “true judgement.” 
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Ingarden asserts that literary works of art contain no genuine judgements, they 

contain quasi-judgements. The literary work of art concerns a portrayed world, 

in which assertions, or statements by portrayed persons, can only be considered 

within the context of that portrayed world (1968: p147-8). In contrast, he 

asserts that the role of the scientific work in the transmission of cognitive 

knowledge requires that its context is that of the real world. Consequently, 

because there is a real world to which judgements refer, he calls the judgements 

in scientific works genuine judgements. 

Ingarden states that genuine judgements are assertions that may be accurate or 

inaccurate, but they lay claim to accuracy; e.g. a paper may report “The 

management style of company A was undemocratic” which is a result perceived 

as accurate by that researcher, and yet a second researcher may report a 

different result. Despite their essential contradiction, both statements are 

genuine judgements. Ideally, genuine judgements allude to means of 

confirmation which may be found in experience, or are contained in literary 

proofs based on reasoning and written in conceptual language. Such literary 

proofs are relatively unusual in information systems research. An example of 

this form of genuine judgement is the following definition of one sided 

separability from Smith (1998). 

)),(),(()),(),((:),( wxSDxwOyxwxwSDxwOywwyxyxyxOS ∧∧≤¬∃∧∧¬∧≤∃∧≠∧≤=  

Failure to provide means of confirmation weakens the paper and reduces its 

functional value (Ingarden, 1968, p147).  

3.2.2 States of Affairs 
The states of affairs in the scientific work may relate to things which are not 

perceivable at all or even imaginable (Ingarden, 1968, p151), such as the 

structure of subatomic particles. In these cases schematized aspects may 

perform an auxiliary function, 

“… they can help the reader ‘imagine’ the objects referred to more easily 

and thus also help him understand the situation which is supposed to 

prevail … (Ingarden, 1968, p152)”. 

Unperceivable or unimaginable objects are described using models or metaphors 

in place of the actual objects they are dealing with. The use of models or 

metaphors, that are at least in principle perceivable, allow schematized aspects 

to be held in readiness which help the reader to “form a picture” (Ingarden, 
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1968, p152). Albert Einstein developed thought experiments comparing the 

experience of observers on a railway station and on a passing fast train to 

illustrate aspects of relativity. 

In the domain of information systems, objects dealt with, are, for the most part, 

perceivable and where they are not, for example business processes, a rich 

repertoire of models exists with which to describe them and make them 

perceivable. A causal relationship model is a commonly used model in 

information systems research (e.g. Figure 3.2 from Chong, H., R. E. White, et al. 

(2001)). 

 
Figure 3.2 A causal relationship model. 

As the aim of this thesis is to develop a tool for classifying the information 

systems domain, a threshold matter which must also be considered is whether 

articles publishing information systems research can be considered to be 

scientific works in the sense intended by Ingarden in his analysis. As Ingarden, 

himself, comments about translating scientific works that “a ‘good’ translation is 

not impossible, though it may often be difficult” (1968, p156). Ingarden spent 

decades on translating Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason into Polish (Rée, 2001). In 

this context the comments of the translators of The Cognition of the Literary Work 

of Art are relevant: 

“… it must be noted that ‘scientific’ is used here in a much broader sense 

than usual, in connection not only with the natural sciences but also 

with any serious field of study, just as the German wissenschaftlich is 

used.” (Ingarden 1968: xxiii) 
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This interpretation is confirmed by Cassell’s German-English English-German 

Dictionary (Betteridge, 1978) which offers “scholarly, scientific, learned” as 

translations of wissenschaftlich. Accordingly, it can be validly asserted that 

articles publishing information systems research can be considered to be 

scientific works in the sense intended by Ingarden. This is consistent with later 

uses of Ingarden’s work, for example, Colomb (1976) who states that scientific 

work “represents for Ingarden most works we would call non-fiction.” 

Therefore, according to Ingarden, when examining scientific works the 

epistemological content (knowledge about the ontic terms) is contained in the 

genuine judgements, and the ontic terms (containing commitments to what 

exist) are contained in the: 

• states of affairs; and 

• represented objectivities. 

3.3 Illustrating the use of Ingarden’s 
Framework 

To illustrate the application of Ingarden’s framework, we apply it to analyse an 

information systems paper by Broadbent, Weill et al (1999). This paper is from 

Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ). While MISQ is often rated as 

the most significant information systems journal (e.g. Peffers & Ya, 2003; 

Katerattanakul et al, 2003a, 2003b; Bharati & Tarasewich, 2002; Mylonopoulos 

& Theoharakis, 2001; Walstrom & Hargrave, 2001), the choice of the particular 

paper is not significant. To provide a context and assist with understanding the 

analysis in the later sections, the abstract of that paper is reproduced here: 

“Business process redesign (BPR) is a pervasive but challenging tool for 

transforming organizations. Information technology plays an important 

role by either enabling or constraining successful BPR. This paper 

explores the links between firm-wide IT infra structure and business 

process change. IT infrastructure is the base foundation of the IT 

portfolio, which is shared throughout the firm in the form of reliable 

services, and is usually coordinated by the information systems group. IT 

infrastructure capability includes both the technical and managerial 

expertise required to provide reliable physical services and extensive 

electronic connectivity within and outside the firm. 
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“Exploratory case analysis of four firms (two in retail and two in 

petroleum) was used to understand the ways IT infrastructure 

contributes to success in implementing BPR. The finding was that all 

firms needed a basic level of IT infrastructure capability to implement 

BPR. The firms that had developed a higher level of IT infrastructure 

capabilities, before or concurrent with undertaking business process 

redesign, were able to implement extensive changes to their business 

processes over relatively short time frames. The higher level of 

infrastructure capability was provided in the form of (1) a set of 

infrastructure services that spanned organizational boundaries such as 

those between functions, business units, or firms, and (2) the ability of 

the infrastructure to reach particular constituencies inside and outside 

the firm to transfer information and process complex transactions.  

“The more extensive business process changes were more innovative and 

radical, crossing business and functional unit boundaries, and resulted 

in more significant business impact. The practical implication of the 

study is that before embarking on any form of BPR, managers should 

complete a business audit of their IT infrastructure capabilities, as these 

capabilities have an important impact on the speed and nature of 

business process change.” 

Examining the abstract one can see many features that are common for works 

in the information systems literature. Specifically, it considers business process 

redesign, a strategic and tactical tool where information systems play an 

enabling role, it applies both qualitative and quantitative techniques, it 

examines complex case studies in four organizations, and it discusses many 

infrastructural and organisational impacts on the success of implementing 

business process redesign and associated enabling technology. 

3.3.1 Identifying Genuine Judgements 
Broadbent, Weill et al (1999) shows many examples of confirmation found in 

experience. 

“From March to September 1992, a small team further examined process 

approaches concurrently with a detailed study of the capabilities of the 

firm’s current systems and infrastructure.” 

The above quote is a genuine judgement regarding the efforts of the CostCo 

business process reengineering team as collected by the authors of the paper; 
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that is, reporting an event actually experienced by the person reporting to the 

authors of the paper, and therefore claiming accuracy based on reporting an 

actual contemporary experience. 

“Business process redesign (BPR) is a pervasive tool for transforming 

organizations (Grover et al. 1993) and ranked as one of the most 

important issues for information systems (IS) executives since the early 

1990s (Brancheau et al. 1996; Index Group 1994; Watson et al. 1996).” 

The above quote is a genuine judgement regarding views of information systems 

researchers on business process redesign; that is, describing a state of affairs 

reported in the information systems literature, and therefore claiming accuracy 

based on previous accepted research.  

Broadbent, Weill et al (1999) also contains questions such as in the following 

extract: 

“Important questions to consider include:  

• To what extent does the firm have at least the 10 core 

infrastructure services (see Table 1) together with the seven 

boundary-crossing services in place?  

• What is the reach in terms of who can be seamlessly connected?  

• What range of services are available: only the ability to access 

information or the capacity to perform complex business 

transactions across multiple systems?” 

Such questions could be reworded as assertive statements, reporting evidence 

or argument supporting the affirmative or negative, and hence are implied 

genuine judgements (Ingarden, 1965, p329). 

3.3.2 Identifying Ontic Terms 
Once genuine judgements are identified, they can be examined for the ontic 

terms. Specifically we are seeking 

• States of affairs; and 

• Represented objectivities. 

We now sequentially examine two extracts from Broadbent, Weill et al (1999) to 

test whether these items can be identified. The first extract is a simple 

statement, the second a complex statement. 
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The first extract is: 

“At the commencement of the BPR, there was a concern about the long 

term suitability of the IT infrastructure of CostCo.” 

In this case the state of affairs that is being reported is the information 

technology infrastructure at CostCo. There are many ways in which this could 

be looked at – performance, adherence to standards, security – to name a few. 

Rather than any of these, the represented objectivities in the statement direct us 

to concerns about the long term suitability of the CostCo’s information 

technology infrastructure, and that these concerns were expressed at the 

commencement of the business process redesign exercise. There is a clear 

directional meaning ray, as described by Ingarden, from the state of affairs (the 

information technology infrastructure) via the represented objectivity (concerns 

about its long term suitability) to the reader (see Figure 3.1). 

In a scientific work, clarity in writing directly affects the transparency of 

represented objectivities. Where readers have difficulty in relating to the state of 

affairs beyond the text then the represented objectivities may not be ‘clear’. 

Ideally the represented objectivities are transparent, that is the way that they 

inform the reader regarding the particular state of affairs under discussion 

requires little conscious interpretation. In the extract above, the IT 

infrastructure (the state of affairs being discussed) is correlated with the 

represented objectivities “long term suitability” and “the commencement of the 

BPR”. For readers of MISQ these would be readily understood concepts and 

hence transparent. It should be noted that if that was not the case, and the 

authors went on to define the concepts, then the concepts would become states 

of affairs for which other, hopefully more transparent, represented objectivities 

could be found to describe them. In the absence of such explanation from the 

authors, the reader re-reads the sentences, concentrating on the word meanings 

and syntactic interconnections until the represented objectivities become clear 

and unequivocal (Ingarden, 1968, pp149-50). 

The second extract is: 

“CostCo has a robust network with numerous LANs in place at its head 

office, in large cities, and other major sites. ‘About 2,000 PC users have 

whatever multihost connectivity is required for their business needs. We 

have moved from computer-centric to network-centric computing,’ noted 

the CIO. Business units utilized these networks as a basis for a new 
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distributorship, retail and electronic funds transfer, and point of sale 

(EFTPOS) systems.” 

This extract concerns the existence and nature of the network in place at 

CostCo – it describes one aspect of CostCo. The physical nature of the network 

is described along with the scope and purpose of the network and the attitude of 

management towards the use of the network. An outline of the functionality 

offered by the network in place is also described and specifically named. The 

state of affairs being discussed is the CostCo network and the represented 

objectivities relate to the functionality and effectiveness of the network. 

If we consider just the first sentence, a genuine judgement is being made about 

the CostCo network. It is being represented as robust, having numerous LANs, 

and covering multiple sites. Some sites are more significant than others and a 

specifically named. However, what is represented by this extract does not stop at 

the network, but extends further to linkages to provide EFTPOS, the retail 

activities of CostCo and other related activities and the general management 

policy framework within which the specific network policy lies, even though 

none of this is directly given to us.  

Equally, this description does not delve into the details of the precise networking 

protocols, hardware, operational requirements and other minutiae of CostCo’s 

network. If this depth of analysis was provided, then the state of affairs being 

discussed would no longer be the network, but the components of the network 

and how it is managed. 

Material not explicitly given in the description, but which is necessary for 

comprehension of the state of affairs, is supplied by the reader through aspects 

held in readiness by them. Because these aspects are based in perception, and 

aspects of the same object which are experienced by different individuals must 

differ in various respects, it is not possible for the reader to actualise with 

complete accuracy the same aspects intended by the author (Ingarden, 1965, 

p265).  

The impact of this type of perceptual error in a scientific work is minimal, as 

schematized aspects are intended only for assistance in the transmission of 

cognitive knowledge. They provide context, but are not central to the specific 

scientific work. 
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3.4 Summary 
Any scientific work will contain genuine judgements, states of affairs, 

represented objectivities, and partially fulfilled schematized aspects. Effective 

subject indexing in any academic field requires the terms in the states of affairs 

and represented objectivities to be identified and the relations between them 

defined. The terms in these categories are meaningful to some group(s) of people 

and form the basis of the subject indexing. Clearly, there are potentially scores 

of specific terms that fit within each of the categories. Further, the relative 

importance of each term is not evident a priori. Thus, in order to operationalise 

Ingarden’s high-level categories we need an approach that captures the essence 

of the activity. We seek terms that (a) are meaningful to a group of people, (b) 

exhibit cognitive economy (Rosch, 1978), and (c) are identified through a process 

that is repeatable. The principle of cognitive economy is that categorisation 

should provide a great deal of information about the item categorised with 

minimal resources expended.  

Because we are dealing with a scientific work rather than a literary work of art, 

this directional ray passes through the content of these represented objectivities 

so that they refer to objectively existing states of affairs, or to objects contained 

within them, rather than to some fictional creation (Ingarden, 1965, p329; See 

also Figure 3.1 in this Chapter.). It is through this directional meaning ray that 

the represented objectivities claim to determine objects in the real world as they 

are in themselves and thereby claim to be genuine judgements (Ingarden, 1968, 

p148). 

From this discussion we can conclude four important things: 

• that the journals and their articles are real (part of reality); 

• that the articles contain genuine judgements of the authors;  

• that independent objects mentioned in articles are also real but must be 

understood from the perspective of the author and the intentions 

revealed in the work; and 

• that the states of affairs and represented objectivities identified in 

scientific works identify terms which may form the basis of a subject 

indexing scheme. 

An initial application of Ingarden’s framework to an information systems 

research paper shows it to be a usable tool to discover ontic terms within the 
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paper. In order to determine the coverage of a journal it will be necessary to 

develop a systematic approach to discover terms used within articles published 

by the journal and the relationship between those terms as understood by 

information systems researchers. In the following chapter we develop such an 

approach based on Ingarden’s ontology of scientific works.  

A method is needed to transform Ingarden’s approach that would allow its 

application on a significant body of work, to identify significant terms in that 

body of work and identify a categorisation which captured the essence of that 

body of work. The development of such a method is the topic of the following 

Chapter. 
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4 Methodology 
Thomasson (1996, 1999) uses Ingarden’s ontology to develop an understanding 

of fictional objects and our intentional relations to these non-existent objects. 

The approach taken is to examine particular problematic situations which have 

previously been posed by fiction and use Ingarden’s approach to demonstrate 

how these problems can be consistently resolved. Smith (1979) also used 

Ingarden’s ontology to examine aspects of fictional characters. 

Colomb (1976) looked at Ingarden’s distinction between fiction and the scientific 

work, from the perspective of the definition of and distinction between the two 

forms of work and the implications following from that analysis. His specific 

concern was with fiction such as polemic, panegyric and satire which can be 

argued to contain information bearing elements similarly to scientific works. 

Again this was done by examining specific instances which allowed for 

generalisation or highlighted specific problems. 

These approaches to using Ingarden’s framework differ from the approach taken 

in this work. In this work it is proposed to apply Ingarden’s frameworks to a 

large number of scientific works in order to discover the ontic terms within 

them. This is significant because there are no reports in the archival literature 

on operationalising his ontological analysis of scientific works into a technique 

which can be used in this way. 

Applying Ingarden’s framework will also require undertaking analysis at two 

levels: 

1. At the level of the individual scientific work, to identify terms which 

describe those things with which information systems research concerns 

itself and the perspectives, tools and approaches used in that research; 

and 

2. At the level of the information systems discipline as a whole, to produce 

categories showing how those terms are grouped and related. 

In this chapter we present the design of a research method to achieve this 

outcome. This method will have two phases: 

• The Term Extraction Phase 

• The Term Categorisation Phase 
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4.1 The Term Extraction Phase 
The Term Extraction Phase consists of two steps: 

• Selecting the scientific works; and 

• Extracting terms from the scientific works. 

4.1.1 Selecting the Scientific Works 
Our aim in undertaking this work is to identify what information systems 

research is and how the field of information systems research is understood by 

information systems researchers. Accordingly, the scientific works to be 

examined must be from work which is considered central to the work of 

information systems researchers. To facilitate the identification of terms within 

the scientific works, it would be preferable that the scientific works were clearly 

written and structured. 

From these criteria, it was decided to take a selection of scientific works from 

the highest regarded general information systems journals.  

The issue of identification of high ranking journals is problematic and has been 

the subject of debate within the academic community and regulatory bodies. 

Since this work was undertaken, the Australasian Council of Professors and 

Heads of Information Systems (ACPHIS, 2008) and the Australian Research 

Council (ARC, 2010) have released their rankings. Approaches have ranged from 

metrics based approaches such as the Thompson Reuters Journal Impact Factor 

(Thomson Reuters, 1994) through to subjective surveys of the academic 

communities which those journals serve. All approaches, including that used by 

the ARC have been subject to critical analysis (e.g. Calver, Wardell-Johnson, et 

al., 2010; De Lange, O’Connell, et al., 2010; Haslam & Koval, 2010; Michael 

Hall, 2011; Northcott & Linacre, 2010), especially the Journal Impact Factor 

which is the dominant metric in the field (e.g. Seglen, 1997). 

In the specific case of information systems, very few journals were being tracked 

by Thomson Reuter for the Journal Impact Factor at the time that the selection 

was undertaken. This made the use of the reports of surveys and other ranking 

mechanisms the remaining choice.  
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4.1.2 Extracting Terms from Scientific Works 
In this section the development of a method for extracting terms in scientific 

works using Ingarden’s framework using techniques familiar to the author is 

described. 

Information systems practice requires undertaking, documenting, and preparing 

specifications based on interviews with clients and textual material supplied by 

clients. Accordingly, information systems research has concerned itself with 

techniques for analysing text. Grounded Theory method has been used in many 

instances where emergent properties are involved. 

Grounded Theory method provides a logically consistent set of data collection 

and analysis procedures which can be used in textual analysis. The original aim 

of Grounded Theory method was to develop a research methodology which 

would systematically derive theories of human behaviour from empirical data. 

Grounded Theory method seeks to discover what is going on. Typically it is 

applied to texts obtained by interview, observation or other data collection 

methods. Explicit in the use of Grounded Theory method is data collection from 

participants who may have different views of the phenomena being studied, and 

which must be accommodated in the development of theory. There is an 

apparent resonance here with Ingarden’s concepts of schematized aspects held 

in readiness and transparency of represented objectivities varying between 

individuals. 

Grounded Theory method has been regarded as an accepted qualitative research 

technique for nearly a decade (Urquhart, 2001; Myers, 2009). Its adoption has 

probably been assisted by its originators’ assertions that it is “not bound by 

either discipline or data collection” (Glaser, 1992: p18, emphasis in original). 

Grounded Theory method is concerned with the identification of categories or 

properties of categories as a major issue (Glaser, 1992: p4). While Grounded 

Theory method was described to have emerged from symbolic interactionism, 

Annells (1996) classified it as being ontologically based in critical realism. Glaser 

& Strauss (1967: p6) state “our position is not logical; it is phenomenological.” 

Grounded Theory method could therefore be considered to be framed from an 

ontological perspective which is not in conflict with that of the realism of 

Ingarden, as they both have their roots in phenomenology. 

At this point it should be noted that while we are seeking to develop a 

methodology where all components share a consistent philosophical perspective, 

the content of the papers being analysed would not be limited to this 
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perspective. The nature of the philosophical perspective used and reported on by 

researchers in the papers studied would be a value assigned to a category in our 

analysis. Equally, while the domain to which this analysis will be applied is 

information systems, the method used is sufficiently general as to be able to be 

applied in other domains. 

Use of Grounded Theory method  
Reviews and examples of the use of Grounded Theory method in information 

systems research can be found in Calloway & Ariav (1991), Pidgeon et al (1991), 

Hughes and Howcroft (2000), Urquhart (2001), Fernandez (2004), Lings & 

Lundell (2005) Urquhart, C., H. Lehmann, et al., (2009) and Myers (2009). 

Hughes and Howcroft (2000) review a number of uses and adaptations of 

Grounded Theory method by information systems researchers. After 

considerable discussion of the implications of way in which information systems 

researchers have applied Grounded Theory method and the views of the 

originators, Strauss and Corbin, Hughes and Howcroft argue against the rigid 

application of Grounded Theory method in practice. They also note that “[i]f the 

research community is to mature then it would be of far greater benefit to tell 

the story as it were, and this should include the researcher’s perspective, actual 

use of the method, and a reflective evaluation.” Hughes and Howcroft further 

assert “that the adoption and diffusion of the method should be welcomed since 

it represents its usefulness as a pragmatic tool for research.” 

Urquhart (2001) provides considerable detail of an instance of using Grounded 

Theory method to examine client – analyst interaction and behaviour, and also 

lists a number of information systems researchers using Grounded Theory 

method. One instance of the use of Grounded Theory method (Orlikowski, 1993) 

received MISQ’s Best Paper Award in 1993. Fernandez (2004) also provides a 

background to Grounded Theory method, plus a report of the experience of 

using Grounded Theory method. Fernandez (2004) employed the software 

package ATLAS.ti to assist with his analysis and makes some cautionary points 

about the limitations and negative impacts of software assisted coding, in 

particular the potential for automatic coding (e.g. coding all occurrences of a 

word or phrase) to have a negative effect of obscuring the discovery from the 

researcher. This confirms the cautions given by Glaser against hiring coders and 

the use of automated systems which remove the analyst from close contact with 

their data (Glaser 1978: pp58-59, 71). Myers (2009, pp113-116) provides several 

examples of the use of Grounded Theory method in understanding the role of 
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management control systems in strategic investment decisions, looking at how 

informal exchanges between research and development scientists are affected by 

organisational boundaries and perceptions of customers’ desired values and the 

changes in those values. 

Grounded Theory method has developed over time to encompass two divergent 

approaches. We now distinguish between those two approaches and the degree 

to which they suit the needs of this research. 

In 1992 Barney Glaser published Emergence vs. Forcing: Basics of grounded 

theory analysis (Glaser, 1992) in which he set out a comprehensive and vigorous 

attack on the contents of a 1990 book written by his original collaborator, 

Anselm Strauss, and Strauss’ research partner, Juliet Corbin (Strauss & Corbin, 

1990). Glaser considered their book “distorts and misconceives Grounded 

Theory method, while engaging in a gross neglect of 90% of its important ideas” 

(Glaser, 1992: p2). In the years since this conflict, researchers have found both 

approaches useful as their different emphases make them more or less 

appropriate in specific research settings (Fernandez, 2004; Urquhart, C., H. 

Lehmann, et al., 2009; Myers, 2009). The Glaserian approach is described as 

abstract conceptualisation, and the Straussian approach as full-description 

(Fernandez, 2004).  

This difference relates to a disagreement on unit of analysis. The Straussian 

approach emphasises word by word analysis (Strauss & Corbin, 1990: p81-84), 

while the Glaserian approach deals with units of meaning at the line or sentence 

level (Glaser, 1978: p57).  

Strauss & Corbin give an example of word by word analysis (1990: pp82-83) of 

taking an hour to discuss what an individual meant by the word “once”. Our 

purpose in undertaking this analysis is to identify what research is being 

reported on in the journal papers. Providing a succinct example of Glaserian 

abstract conceptualisation is more difficult. Often it comes as the accumulation 

of a longer period of information gathering and analysis. The following quote 

from Fernandez (2003: p165) represents the culmination of considerable effort 

over a long period of data gathering and analysis: 

“At this stage, after the open coding of 12 interviews and five months of 

intensive work, which included several on-site observations and reading 

of documents and e-mails, the researcher detected a pattern in the 
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resolution of issues. Closing the multidimensional gap by constantly 

discovering and resolving conflicts was the pattern of action.” 

As described above the purpose of such papers is the transmission of cognitive 

knowledge, a concomitant of which is for the papers to be written using 

represented objectivities which are ideally transparent. In this case then, there 

should be little need for extensive analysis of individual words and their possible 

meanings. Identifying and describing states of affairs and represented 

objectivities in scientific works more closely resembles the Glaserian approach. 

Another significant difference in the two approaches for our purposes, is the 

method of coding data. The Strauss & Corbin method requires that all data be 

coded against a single coding family – context, conditions, action/interactional 

strategies, intervening conditions and consequences. The Strauss & Corbin 

coding family is clearly inappropriate for ontological analysis. This coding family 

was a variation of only one of eighteen coding families proposed as a significant 

part of the book Theoretical Sensitivity by Glaser (1978: p72-82).  

Coding Family Categories 
The Dimension 
Family 

Dimensions, elements, division, piece of, properties of, 
facet, slice, sector, portion, segment, part, aspect, section 

The Type Family Type, form, kinds, styles, classes, genre 
The Theoretical 
Family 

Parsimony, scope, integration, density, conceptual level, 
relationship to data, relationship to other theory, clarity, 
fit, relevance, modifiability, utility, condensability, 
inductive-deductive balance and interfeeding, degree of, 
multivariate structure, use of theoretical codes, 
interpretive, explanatory and predictive power, and so forth 

The Conceptual 
Ordering Family 

Specification of concepts, and in developing properties of 
categories. An example is the ordering for motivation 
generally in the socialisation of people: Achievement 
orientation, institutional goal, organisational value, 
personal motivation. 

Table 4.1 Selected examples of coding families (from Glaser, 1978: pp75-
79). 

Several of those coding families refer to ontological and mereological concepts 

(e.g. The Dimension Family, The Type Family, The Theoretical Family and The 

Conceptual Ordering Family – see Table 4.1). The list presented by Glaser is 

inclusive rather than exhaustive, and it is clearly intended that researchers 

using this method could derive their own coding families (Glaser, 1978: pp73, 

82) and this occurs in practice (Urquhart, 2001: p128). Glaser since expanded 

on his original list of coding families in two later books (Glaser, 1998 & 2005). 

We propose to use Ingarden’s ontological categories defined in his framework as 

the basis of a coding family for the Grounded Theory method coding technique. 
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It should be noted that while this is not fully in accord with either the Glaserian 

and Straussian approaches, it draws on features of both. The unit of analysis 

and aim of conceptualisation tend towards the Glaserian approach. The use of a 

predetermined, rather than emergent, coding family is a Straussian feature, but 

the coding family is not that prescribed by Strauss.  

The Grounded Theory method in total goes well beyond the specific 

requirements of this research. We are not seeking to generate theory based on 

the detailed examination of a set of texts around a specific research question. 

For this study we are seeking a coding technique which is sympathetic to the 

activity of examining a significant body of text and allowing the identification of 

the ontic items as they emerge from those texts. We are seeking a technique 

which can be applied to identifying concepts within scientific works, and which 

is philosophically compatible with Ingarden’s framework. Using the Grounded 

Theory method coding technique itself is considered acceptable (Myers, 2009, 

p107). 

The Open Coding Process 
The process for coding where abstract conceptualisation is sought can be 

considered to consist of two phases: substantive coding and theoretical coding. 

Although described here sequentially, they are not executed in this way. 

Substantive coding itself consists of two phases: open coding and selective 

coding. In open coding the analyst aims to “generate an emergent set of 

categories and their properties which fit, work and are relevant for integrating 

into a theory” (Glaser, 1978: p56). Units of meaning are examined and coded 

against as many categories as may fit. New categories emerge, and new units of 

meaning fit existing categories. This is the form of coding activity which matches 

our needs. 

In undertaking open coding the analyst considers three questions (Glaser, 1978: 

p57): 

1. What is this data a study of? 

2. What category or property of a category, of what part of the emerging 

theory, does this incident relate? 

3. What is actually happening in the data? 

The first question serves to remind the analyst that the data may not match any 

preconceptions held by the researcher. The second question serves to remind 
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the analyst to consider codes already used. The third question serves to remind 

the analyst to consider the whether a particular code might be a core category. 

Appropriating the Open Coding Process 
A researcher using Grounded Theory method is looking for Basic Social 

Processes (BSPs). In this investigation, we define the equivalent concept to be 

the Reported Research Activity (RRA). An RRA is central to the understanding of 

the contribution of a scientific work, as a BSP is to understanding a human 

activity. The changed terminology emphasises that our approach appropriates 

the Grounded Theory method open coding approach. To paraphrase Glaser’s 

three points above: 

1. What is this scientific work reporting research on? 

2. What category or property of a category, of what part of the emerging 

theory, does this research activity relate? 

3. What is actually being undertaken in the research? 

The Grounded Theory method open coding technique united with Ingarden’s 

ontological analysis would appear to meet our needs, but we do not claim that 

what we are undertaking is Grounded Theory method as it is not in accord with 

either the Glaserian or Straussian approaches. We appropriate the open coding 

technique from Grounded Theory method and adapt it to ontological analysis of 

text. Using this technique, which we name the Term Extraction Phase, we will 

extract terms contained in the papers to describe states of affairs or represented 

objectivities. 

After conducting the Term Extraction Phase, we have a large number of terms 

used to describe the research processes documented in the papers analysed. 

The next stage is to have domain experts classify these terms. This is done in 

the Term Categorisation Phase. 

4.2 The Term Categorisation Phase 
The Term Categorisation Phase consists of three steps: 

• Selecting domain experts for participants; 

• Having the domain experts categorise the terms; and 

• Analysing the categories formed by the domain experts. 
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4.2.1 Selecting Domain experts 
The selection of domain experts deserves some reflection. This research seeks to 

understand how information systems academics categorise the information 

systems domain. From the Term Extraction Phase we have terms used in 

reporting the results of information systems research in journal articles. We 

have established that the nature and scope of the information systems domain 

are diverse; the approaches to researching information systems are diverse; the 

approaches to teaching information systems are diverse and that there is a lack 

of any single clear theoretical basis to the study of information systems. 

Therefore, within a journal’s readership there may be several distinct 

communities of readers each of which brings different perspectives to reading 

works. 

In terms of Ingarden’s ontology, there will be different unfulfilled schematized 

aspects held in readiness by the readers from each of these groups. To 

adequately reflect the views of such a heterogeneous readership an application 

of the technique is required for each group. This would provide a consistent 

analysis which would reflect the different perspectives of the communities of 

readers. It could begin to capture the diversity of perspectives which exist in the 

information systems discipline.  

It follows that purposive sampling will be required to select an appropriate range 

of domain experts. The following criteria will be used to guide that selection: 

• Experience in the field of information systems research; and 

• Deliberate purposive sampling to include information systems 

researchers  

o at least one participant at each position level from lecturer to 

professor; and. 

o who are actively researching different areas within the 

information systems research domain. 

As a measure of experience, we would look for a minimum of five years 

publication in refereed information systems outlets. The domain experts will be 

asked to choose which of the information systems LCM communities (Larsen et 

al, 2008) they identify with. Those communities of interest are: 

1. Management Information Systems research 

2. Global and Societal research 
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3. Human-Computer Interaction research 

4. Electronic Commerce research 

5. Systems and Software Engineering research 

6. Information Storage and Retrieval research 

7. Knowledge-Based Systems research 

Participants will be given the opportunity to choose an “other” community, and 

describe that community. This can then be more closely examined to be 

assigned to an LCM community in accordance with Larsen et al (2008). 

4.2.2 Classifying Extracted Terms 
The states of affairs and represented objectivities, identified using the Term 

Extraction Phase, form data describing what information systems research is 

undertaken and the tools with which this research is undertaken. This analysis 

has been undertaken at the level of the individual research activity reported in a 

scientific work, rather than at the level of the domain of information systems as 

a whole. The second stage of this research is to determine how these terms 

should be grouped into distinct categories and the relationships between those 

categories. This requires a technique to access the schematized aspects held by 

information systems researchers concerning the information systems research 

domain. 

This approach is the reverse of previous ontological studies involving human 

participants. In those cases an a priori categorisation was tested by presenting 

terms to the human participants (Battig and Montague, 1969, Tversky and 

Hemenway, 1983, Lloyd et al, 1996, and Smith and Mark, 1999). In this case, 

we are presenting terms to the human participants and asking them to build 

categories. 

In Grounded Theory method, this would be done at the selective and theoretical 

coding stage where the analyst would use the coding family to work at the 

conceptual level. That approach could be used here, but would result in a single 

view of the information systems research domain. One of the aims of this 

research is to investigate the various perspectives held by information systems 

researchers on the structure and content of the information systems research 

domain. Accordingly, an alternative method is required which could be applied 

to a number of information systems researchers to gather this information, but 
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with less impact upon their time than undertaking a theoretical coding of the 

terms identified. 

To achieve this, we present these terms to information systems researchers in 

the context of the categorisation of information systems research. A standard set 

of written instructions to the participants will be used to direct the 

categorisation activities of the participants. By presenting the terms in this way 

we attempt to guide the reader’s actualization of schematic aspects to those 

prompted by their understanding of the information systems research domain. 

From this we expect that participants will provide insight into how they perceive 

the terms should be grouped and the relations between the groups. 

We now turn to the question of the techniques which can be used to elicit and 

record the categorisations made by the domain experts.  

Open Card Sorting 
Card sorting has been used in ontological analysis (Nievelstein et al, 2007) as a 

means of eliciting ontological categories and mereological relationships. In this 

instance 48 students were tested with 30 cards containing concepts related to 

the civil law concept “tort.” The 30 concepts on the cards had been derived from 

the index of the prescribed law textbook. The students were graded as novice, 

advanced or expert in civil law and the object of the study was to “investigate 

expertise related differences in conceptual knowledge and ontology in the legal 

domain” (Nievelstein et al, 2007: p1048). The card sorting procedure was 

described as (Nievelstein et al, 2007: p1049): 

“They were instructed to group the 30 civil law concepts in such a way 

that the concepts in one group had stronger relations with each other 

than with concepts sorted in another group. No prompts were given as to 

how many clusters to create. Participants were asked to verbalise aloud 

why they put specific concepts together and how these concepts were 

related to each other, and were instructed to ignore the presence of the 

experimenter in doing so.” 

Quantitative analysis using hierarchical cluster analysis, ANOVA and Bonferroni 

post hoc tests “showed that experts mentioned significantly more central 

concepts, more fields of law and more top concepts while composing the 

clusters, than both novices and advanced students. Furthermore, it was shown 

that novices ordered their concept clusters significantly more often on a random 

basis than advanced students and experts” (Nievelstein et al, 2007: p1055). 
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Trochim (1989) reports that typically between 95 and 150 cards are used to 

generate conceptual maps. The approach presents participants with a set of 

cards on which the terms to be categorised are printed. The participants then 

group the cards in ways that make sense to them (Trochim, 1989). 

“There are several restrictions placed on this procedure: each statement 

can only be placed in one pile (i.e., an item cannot be placed in two piles 

simultaneously); all statements cannot be put into a single pile; and, all 

statements cannot be put into their own pile (although some items may 

be sorted by themselves). Except for these conditions, people may pile 

the cards in any way that makes sense to them. Often the participants 

perceive that there may be several different ways to sort the cards, all of 

which make sense. To address this, we have either instructed 

participants to select the most sensible arrangement or, in some studies, 

have had each participant sort the cards several times (Trochim, 1989).” 

Card sorting provides insight into the organisation of conceptual knowledge by 

individuals. Previous studies (de Jong & Ferguson-Hessler, 1986; Nievelstein et 

al, 2007; Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000; Rosenberg & Kim, 1975; Trochim, 1989) 

studied between 7 and 80 participants with 10-20 being most common. Studies 

with large numbers of participants used large numbers to generate the terms 

later sorted by brainstorming and usually had smaller numbers for the sorting 

stage (Trochim, 1989). In this study the terms have been identified by analysis 

of information systems research papers and it is only the sorting that will be 

undertaken in this investigation.  

Two sorting phases will be used. Firstly, the identified terms will be sorted into 

piles. The card sorting task does not normally require participants to label piles 

or draw links between concepts.  

However, the naming of, and relations between, the piles are central to this 

investigation. Participants will be requested to name and arrange the piles as a 

second sorting process, to gather information on the nature of the groups and 

the relationship of the groups to each other. Talk aloud protocol will be used in 

both sorting phases to capture the processes used by the participants. 

Talk Aloud Protocol 
The talking aloud and thinking aloud protocols are extensively documented in 

Ericsson and Simon (1980, 1984). The distinction between the two models of 

communication is based on whether the thoughts which the participant is 
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verbalising are already encoded in verbal form (talk aloud) or whether recoding 

from some other form, e.g. visual, is required (think aloud). Talk aloud is 

considered to more directly access the participant’s cognitive processes as it 

does not require translation from another form into verbalisations (Ericsson & 

Simon, 1984 p222). This approach has been used in educational psychology as 

a means of discovering how individuals know about what they know (Hofer, 

2004). It has also been used extensively in usability studies, although a critical 

analysis has argued that some of these studies depart from the Ericsson & 

Simon model (Boren & Ramey, 2000).  

The verbalisations of a participant are of three types (Ericsson & Simon, 1984 

p79). 

“Level 1 Verbalizations are those that need not be transformed before 

being verbalized during task performance … 

Level 2 Verbalizations are those that must be transformed before being 

verbalized during task performance … 

Level 3 Verbalizations are those that require additional cognitive 

processing beyond that required for task performance or verbalization 

(Boren & Ramey, 2000).” 

Significant sources of divergence included excessive intervention by the listener, 

frequent disregard of Level 1 and 2 verbalisations and impact of disruption of 

the task being performed, by systems failure, on the protocol. In this 

investigation, the stimuli will be presented to participants as text on cards and 

can be considered to be talk aloud protocol primarily at Level 1. Such 

verbalisations are considered to be “indicators of what information was heeded 

and in what order, a sort of time stamp of the contents of short-term memory 

(STM) (Boren & Ramey, 2000).” Emphasising this level of verbalisation should 

increase data reliability. 

“Close examination of the conditions under which reports are unreliable 

has shown that all discrepancies were found in situations in which there 

was either a delay in time between the cognitive process and the report, 

or there was a question by the experimenter that required an 

interpretation rather than a direct report, (‘Why did you do X instead of 

Y?’), or both. When asked for memories, explanations or motivations, 

people answer a question not from direct memory of the cognitive 
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process but from an interpretation that can easily be influenced by 

expectations (Someren et al, 1994).” 

Talking aloud is unnatural, and Ericsson and Simon (1984 pp240-1) 

recommend a warm up session. A set of terms has been generated from recipes, 

using the same ontological metacategories of states of affairs and represented 

objectivities to use during the warm-up. During the warm-up, a greater degree 

of intervention is permissible to provide guidance than in the main task 

(Ericsson & Simon, 1984 p82). 

Accordingly, the investigation will be conducted using the following principles 

(Boren & Ramey, 2000): 

• Collect and Analyze Only “Hard” Verbal Data 

• Give Detailed Initial Instructions for Thinking Aloud 

• Do some warm up tasks with oral information 

• Remind Participants to Think Aloud 

• Otherwise, Do Not Intervene 

Someren et al (1994) also have useful comments on conducting think aloud 

protocol investigations. 

“The subject should be settled comfortably. The room should be quiet, a 

glass of water should be at hand, the chair should be comfortable. … The 

situation should be focused on the task and the experimenter should 

interfere as little as possible with the thought process to avoid 

influencing its course. … It may be wise to emphasize that you are 

interested in the way people solve problems, and not in unconscious 

emotions and hidden thoughts. People may have reservations about this 

kind of research and it is best that you make your purpose clear and 

explain that there are no hidden motives. Explaining that the data are to 

be handled strictly confidentially is important. … In the context of 

knowledge acquisition it is important to make the experts collaborate. 

Otherwise the validity of the data is threatened: the expert may behave 

differently from his normal way of performing the task and avoid 

reasoning steps of which he himself is not certain. An acknowledged 

expert in a certain domain, for example, would not like to run the risk of 

his boss knowing about his failing to solve certain problems. (Someren et 

al, 1994, pp41-42)” 
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Limitations of card sorting and talk aloud protocol 
Physical limitations that could affect participation in the card sorting and talk 

aloud protocol methods include: limited vision (including colour-blindness), 

limited hearing, and speech limitations. The cards used in this study were 

simple black words on a white background, which eliminated any colour-

blindness issues. None of the participants exhibited any of the other conditions. 

When using card sorting, Rosenberg & Kim (1975) found that single-sort data 

may in some circumstances, not adequately represent the psychological 

categories and dimensions of the domain. However, this was not an issue with 

multidimensional sorting. Although our study did use single-sort data, it 

requested multidimensional sorting and hence would not have been affected by 

this issue. 

Full details of the Term Categorisation Phase protocol to be followed are at 

Appendix 1. 

4.2.3 Analysing the Participants’ Categories  
After following the Term Categorisation Phase protocol, each participant will 

have produced categories and spatially arranged those categories. This allows 

for examination of the names and arrangements of categories which have been 

formed by each participant. Comparison of those names and arrangements is a 

simple first step. 

The arrangement of the categories provides information on the way participants 

perceive relationships between categories. Categories could be arranged by 

proximity (See Figure 4.1) which would indicate a greater or lesser degree of 

closeness, but without necessarily implying any hierarchical relationship 

between the categories or groups.  

 
Figure 4.1 Categories arranged by proximity 
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Arrangement of the categories into an explicit hierarchy often indicated a more 

structured relationship between categories. This may or may not be reinforced 

by the participant explicitly linking categories based on their experience of 

traditional classification schemes (Figure 4.2). 

 
Figure 4.2 Categories arranged in a hierarchy 

It is also possible that a participant may combine proximity and hierarchy to 

form a complex structure, such as in Figure 4.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Categories arranged in in hierarchies and by proximity 

In addition to the general layout and number of categories, examination of the 

number of categories within a hierarchy or a group based on proximity would 

provide information of the degree of complexity in the arrangement of categories.  

Other information on participants that will be available for analysis include their 

occupational categorisation, the LCM category they adhere to, and the time 

taken will also be examined. For instance, an examination of the number of 

categories formed compared to the time taken might be significant. 

Given the amount of freedom the participants have in the number of categories 

they finally create, the number of terms in each category and the variety of 

arrangements they may use in their final stage, the task of comparing and 
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attempting to generalise in any way should be highly complex. To ameliorate the 

effects of this complexity, a pairwise comparison of categories will be 

undertaken. Using pairwise comparisons to deal with complexity has been 

successful in other methods, such as the Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 

2008). 

1. Pairs of participants will be identified as follows: 

• two participants at the lowest position classification; 

• two participants at the highest position classification; 

• two pairs of participants at extremes of position classification; 

and 

• two participants in similar position classification and similar LCM 

community. 

2. For each pair, the five highest populated categories identified by one 

participant will be analysed at the term level to determine the 

distribution of those terms by the second participant. 

3. For each category examined, a table will be prepared which lists the 

terms used by the first participant and the category into which the 

second participant had placed that term. The table will be sorted by the 

category name applied by the second participant. This will provide a 

clear presentation of the categories used by the second participant for 

the terms used by the first participant. From that table any identity or 

inclusion relationships may be identified. These relationships are defined 

below. 

4. This distribution of terms in the categories described in step 3 will also 

be shown diagrammatically. In the diagrams, the distribution of terms 

will be shown by colour density. Five gradations of colour will be used 

representing 20% increments; the denser the colour, the greater the 

number of terms placed. This will provide a graphical representation of 

the category analysis made in step 3, and also show how the identified 

categories were grouped in the second participant’s categorisation 

scheme. 

In analysing the pairs of categories, three forms of relationship will be looked 

for: 
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• Identity relationships, where the terms in common formed 50% or more 

of the terms in both participants’ categories; 

• Inclusion relationships, where the terms in common formed 50% or more 

of the terms in only one participant’s categories; and 

• No relationship, where an identity or inclusion relationship could not be 

found. These indicate areas where the two participants thought very 

differently about the grouping of terms. 

It should be noted that the expression “inclusion relationship” is used here as a 

description of the grouping of terms by the two participants being compared. 

The statement “Participant X’s Category A includes Participant Y’s Category B” is 

a description of the grouping of terms by the two participants. In other words it 

is saying that the terms placed by Participant Y into Category B, were placed 

into Category A by Participant X, along with other terms which Participant Y had 

placed into different categories. There is no implication of generality or of 

hierarchy within categorisation schemes in the statement.  

A possible criticism of this form of pairwise comparison, is that it is ignoring or 

abandoning the arrangements of groups by participants. However, abandoning 

structure as a means of dealing with the indexing of complex subjects is a 

procedure suggested by Foskett (1982, p116). He mentions that it will require 

multiple indexing of documents, but when dealing with electronic documents, 

even that deficiency is overcome by multiple links to the same document from 

the indexing terms. 

The final stage of the examination of the data will be to use Boisot’s Social 

Learning Cycle (Boisot, 2005, p184) to examine the participants’ categories. 

From this is may be possible to identify categories in terms of maximum and 

minimum entropy and from that to identify categories within the information 

systems discipline on which there is greater or lesser consensus.  

4.3 Summary 
This chapter has detailed the approach to be taken for a two phase analysis of 

information systems research literature and the perspectives from which 

information systems researchers view that literature. Taken together, it 

describes a comprehensive and rigorous approach that is strongly supported by 

compatible theoretical bases. 
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The use of this method should provide a categorisation of the information 

systems domain by each participant and allow for an examination of the 

categories formed by participants. This should assist in our understanding of 

how the participants categorise the information systems domain and the 

diversity exhibited in those categorisations. It would also assist in identifying 

areas where particular categories are accepted, and those might require further 

analysis. 

The following chapter contains a description of the application of the Term 

Extraction Phase – the identification of ontological terms within scientific works. 
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5 Applying the Term Extraction Phase 
In Chapter 4 we defined a two stage method for conducting this investigation. 

We now seek to apply that method in the information systems domain. The aim 

of this use of the methodology is not to produce a normative categorisation for 

the information systems domain, but to investigate the method. Our purpose is 

to test the application of the method, to establish the nature of the results it can 

produce in the context of the research questions and to determine the 

practicality of its use and whether it could be improved.  

The first stage of that method, the Term Extraction Phase, concerns the 

extraction terms from scientific works, to identify the states of affairs and 

represented objectivities that they deal with. In this chapter we report on the 

application of the Term Extraction Phase. 

Articles published in the selected journals in 2005 were analysed as this was 

the most recent year for which copies of all articles in the selected journals were 

available when analysis commenced in late 2006. This chapter is structured as 

follows: 

• The selection of the journals is described. 

• The analysis of each of the journals is described individually 

• The outcomes of the Term Extraction Phase are evaluated and the 

process discussed. 

Each of the sections describing a journal is structured as follows: 

• An outline of the issues being considered is given, including any special 

issues or features in the period of analysis; 

• The Editorial Statement defining the journal and its scope is included; 

• The results of the analysis are described; 

The Editorial Statement is provided to give an explicit indication of the scope of 

the journal, without any form of abstracting, summarising or classifying. 

Because of the large number of terms found in the journal articles, the tables of 

terms extracted from the journal issues are quite large and have been placed in 

Appendix 3.  
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The Information Systems Review (ISR) was unique among the journals studied, in 

that it had a list of prescribed keywords. Authors submitting articles to ISR were 

required to select keywords from this list to describe their work. As a postscript 

to this chapter, an examination of these keywords and the degree to which they 

are observed was undertaken. While this does not bear directly upon the work 

in this thesis, it provides another instance of an attempt to categorise 

information systems research from the perspective of ISR.  

5.1 Selecting Journals 
The issue of identification of high quality journals has been the subject of debate 

over the years. A commonly used measure is the Journal Impact Factor (JIF). 

However, even the maintainers of this measure point out “Thomson Reuters 

does not depend on the impact factor alone in assessing the usefulness of a 

journal, and neither should anyone else (Thompson Reuters, 1994).” A major 

factor to be considered is the relative youth of the Information Systems 

discipline, as can be seen in Figure 5.1 which shows that at the time of the 

selection, over half of the journals considered had been in existence for less than 

a decade. Even in 2011, only 264 of the 721 journals on Lamp (1995) are 

indexed by Thompson Reuters. 

A variety of ranking methodologies and rankings have been proposed e.g. Hurt 

et al (1986), MacMillan and Stern (1987), MacMillan (1989), Gillenson and Stutz 

(1991), MacMillan (1991), Holsapple et al (1994), Clarke (1995), Walstrom et al 

(1995), GSU CIS Department (1996), Walczak (1999), Whitman et al (1999), 

Mylonopoulos and Theoharakis (2001), Saunders (2001), Walstrom & Hargrave 

(2001), Bharati and Tarasewich (2002), Chua et al (2002), Katerattanakul et al 

(2003a), Katerattanakul et al (2003b), Peffers and Ya (2003), Shim (2003). These 

references were the significant works at the time of this study. Since that time a 

further forty-six articles have been added to the bibliography on Lamp (1995).  

Table 5.1 presents relative rankings of IS journals from published tables 

available when this work was undertaken. As Peffers (2003) was the most 

comprehensive ranking list available at the time, the order of the twenty highest 

ranked journals given in Peffers (2003) was used as a base, and the order of 

appearance of those journals in other studies is recorded in the relevant 

column.  

The studies by Katerattanakul et al (2003a and 2003b) could not obtain citation 

data for all journals, unavailable data is noted in the table as “nd”. At the time, 
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the number of IS journals was increasing – eight of the top twenty journals in 

Peffers (2003) commenced publication in the 1990s, three of those in 1999. 

Statistics on Lamp (1995) (Figure 1.1, p4) would seem to indicate that this rapid 

increase in new information systems journals may have slowed. 

 
Figure 5.1 Cumulative frequency chart of journals publishing IS research 

from Lamp (1995) 

From Table 5.1 below, there appears to be some consensus on the top three 

journals being MISQ, Information Systems Research and Journal of Management 

Information Systems. The work by Barki et al (1993) also investigated these 

journals. These three journals are selected to cover the core of information 

systems research. In addition, we included the European Journal of Information 

Systems, under the precepts of theoretical sampling, to investigate whether that 

journal, based in a different geographical area, provides terms not covered in the 

three core journals, all of which are based in the USA. 
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Table 5.1 Relative rankings of IS journals over the five years to 2004 
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The final selection of journals to be analysed is: 

1. Information Systems Research 

2. MIS Quarterly 

3. Journal of Management Information Systems 

4. European Journal of Information Systems 

The selection of journals was undertaken in late 2004. Since that time there 

have been further investigations into journal ranking, details of which are 

continuously updated on the Information Systems Journal Ranking and Analysis 

page at Lamp (1995). Given the amount of time that has elapsed since this 

decision, it is noteworthy that the Association for Information Systems Senior 

Scholars’ Basket of Journals (Saunders et al. 2007), which is internationally 

respected, nominated six journals as the top journals in information systems 

and that list includes the four journals selected for this study.  

The analysis of these journals follows in the order given above. The initial 

section dealing with Information Systems Research uses one of the articles 

analysed (Majchrzak et al, 2005) to illustrate the process in detail. NVivo (QSR, 

2009) was used as a tool to track the coding and articles. 

5.2 Information Systems Research 
The initial application of the Term Extraction Phase was to the four issues of 

volume 16 of Information Systems Research published in 2005. The ISR Editorial 

Statement defines the coverage of the journal as: 

“Information Systems Research (ISR) seeks to advance knowledge about 

the effective and efficient utilization of information technology by 

individuals, groups, organizations, society, and nations for the 

improvement of economic and social welfare.  The journal is receptive to 

a wide variety of phenomena and topics related to the design, 

management, use, valuation, and impacts of information technologies at 

different levels of analysis (i.e., individuals, groups, firms, networks, 

societies, and nations).  High quality theoretical, empirical, design, and 

analytical work on any of the above topics are welcomed by the journal.  

The journals seeks research that examines topics from a wide range of 

theories including, but not limited to, cognitive psychology, economics, 

computer science, operations research, design science, organization 
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theory, organization behavior, sociology, and strategic management.  

Diverse methods and approaches are welcome. Reviews and syntheses of 

prior contributions to relevant subjects are also welcome, provided they 

make significant contributions to ongoing research streams in the 

information systems research community. 

“The journal’s interests are wide ranging, seeking contributions that 

build on established lines of work as well as novel research streams.  

Research articles are the core of the journal and seek to break new 

ground, generate substantive insights on important phenomena, and 

have a strong grounding in a current or new theory.  These publications 

offer a contribution that is sufficiently original and significant so as to 

warrant a full-length article.  The journal also publishes Research Notes, 

which promote dialog among the information systems community by 

incrementally extending well-research phenomena or by providing 

methodological commentaries.  Occasionally, the journal will publish 

Research Commentaries, which are designed to provide a critical 

evaluation and roadmap for future research on important information 

systems phenomena.  Research Commentaries describe an interesting or 

novel perspective or phenomenon, explain why this perspective is 

needed, and how it is missing in the current research and thinking, and 

describe directions for further research and practice.” 

This volume consisted of four issues containing a total of twenty-five articles. 

Four of the articles were Editorials, and the balance of the articles reported 

research activities and can be considered scientific works for the purposes of 

this investigation.  

5.2.1 Illustrating the use of the Term Extraction 
Phase 

The following description uses passages from Majchrzak et al (2005) to illustrate 

the use of the Term Extraction Phase. The choice of article is not significant 

beyond the fact that it was the first article in Volume 16 – the same approach 

was used in all articles from all journals. 

Initially, detailed analyses of all the possible aspects that could be identified in a 

scientific work, regardless of possible ontological status, were tracked and in 

vivo terms were extracted. As the analysis progressed, specific attention was 

focussed on passages containing phrases such as “we derive,” “we specifically 
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focus on,” “we include” and “we do not try to” to identify Reported Research 

Activities (RRAs). Statements with phrases like these often characterise the 

represented objectivities or states of affairs contained in the RRAs being studied. 

This significantly expedited analysis.  

As an example of this coding process where text was reduced to terms, consider 

the following paragraph:  

“We derive a theoretical model from Te’eni’s (2001) cognitive-affective 

model of communication to elaborate how information technology (IT) 

can support an individual’s communication of context to develop 

collaboration know-how.”  

In Chapter 4 we established that the following questions should be considered 

to undertake coding of academic papers: 

1. What is this scientific work reporting research on? 

2. What category or property of a category, of what part of the emerging 

theory, does this research activity relate? 

3. What is actually being undertaken in the research? 

Using these questions to examine the paragraph, we can say that the paragraph 

is about “communication”, “collaboration” and “know-how” and “levels of IT 

support.” These terms become our states of affairs. To examine these states of 

affairs, they are building a model. They are not discussing building models as an 

activity in itself, but as a way of presenting or viewing their research. As such 

“model building” is not a state of affairs, but a represented objectivity. 

In contrast, “theory building” was coded as a state of affairs on the basis of 

applying the questions to the two following passages: 

“Our study represents an initial attempt at empirically demonstrating the 

value of ideas developed by Boland et al. (1994) and Hedberg and 

Jonsson (1978) that IT systems and work practices that support the 

exchange of contextual information are related to knowledge 

development. These researchers incorporated contextualization support 

within a broader concept of support for an active inquiry and sense-

making process.” 

“This suggests that, in contrast to both the task-technology theories and 

virtual team literature that argue for the importance of face-to-face 

contact (e.g., Bhappu et al. 2001, Cramton 2001, Hinds and Bailey 2003, 
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Mannix et al. 2002, Maznevski and Chudoba 2000), face-to-face contact 

is not required for nonroutine tasks when IT provides contextualization 

support. Second, the dip in collaboration know-how development found 

with routine tasks when IT support for contextualization was partial 

suggests that it may not be the richness of the media that contributes to 

collaboration know-how development, but rather the level of support for 

contextualization that the media provides.” 

In the two passages above, they are discussing the respective theories and their 

capabilities. The theories themselves are what is being studied and about which 

knowledge is being developed, rather than the application or use of the theories, 

therefore “theory building” would be coded as a state of affairs. 

Similarly, the passage:  

“In sum, we argue that the opportunities for misunderstanding when 

performing nonroutine tasks are so great that collaboration know-how 

development will benefit from any IT support for contextualization even if 

the support is partial. When individuals perform routine tasks, however, 

partial IT support will lead to reduced collaboration know-how 

development because individuals not only must perform the task, but 

must also expend cognitive resources at the same time to resolve and 

reconcile the implications of the missing context.”  

was coded as a represented objectivity, “a priori hypotheses,” as it was asserting 

a view held by the authors before their investigation took place, therefore 

describing the way they viewed their investigation.  

From the above analysis, we can begin to build a table of the discovered terms, 

separately listing states of affairs and represented objectivities. The terms in 

Table 5.2 were identified from the analysis of these four paragraphs. 

Represented 
Objectivities 

 States of Affairs 

A priori hypotheses  Collaboration 
Contextualization  Communication 
Interviewing  Descriptive results 
Model building  Implications for practice 
Multi-country  IT support 
Quantitative analysis  Know how 
Survey  Theory building 
Task-technology theory  Virtual teams 
Table 5.2 Terms extracted from Majchrzak et al (2005) 
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These examples clearly illustrate the value of distinguishing between 

represented objectivities and states of affairs as search terms. A researcher 

interested in papers exploring the concept of “model building” as an end in itself 

would be looking for “model building” as a state of affairs, and would not retrieve 

this paper. Similarly a search with “theory building” and “virtual teams,” 

identifying the theory being developed in the scientific work, as states of affairs 

would not return papers applying that theory, but would return this paper. 

The Term Extraction Phase identified forty-five represented objectivities and 

forty-three states of affairs, a total of eighty-eight terms over the whole volume of 

Information Systems Research. Eleven represented objectivities and thirteen 

states of affairs were used in more than one scientific work. The represented 

objectivities and states of affairs are presented in Tables A3.1 and A3.2 

respectively in Appendix 3. 

5.3 MIS Quarterly 
Unlike Information Systems Research, a specific scope description could not be 

located on the MIS Quarterly website. The instructions to authors area (MISQ, 

2009) did contain statements which provide some guidance, even though a 

number of these statements addressed what MISQ does not cover. 

“All papers submitted to MIS Quarterly must relate to the journal's 

mission, which is the enhancement and communication of knowledge 

concerning the development of IT-based services, the management of IT 

resources, and the use, impact, and economics of IT with managerial, 

organizational, and societal implications.  Professional issues affecting 

the IS field as a whole are also in the purview of the journal. (emphasis 

in original) 

“MIS Quarterly no longer has a priori restrictions on the types of papers it 

publishes.  If a Senior Editor deems a paper to be worthy of publication, 

this decision is the only remaining constraint for publication.  For 

example, if an SE determines that a paper that develops or validates a 

research instrument makes a sufficient contribution, then the paper will 

appear in MIS Quarterly. 

Scientometric papers will be considered, but the SEs at MISQ have 

historically required a large theoretical contribution in our Research 

Articles and so a simple journal ranking study, by itself, would be very 
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unlikely to meet the standards of our Senior Editors.  If a scientometric 

study addresses valuable professional concerns, it could find a home in 

the Issues and Opinions section, however. 

Design science and economics of IS papers are especially welcome. Since 

January 1, 2008 the journal has prominent SEs in both domains who 

are ready to handle such papers.” 

MIS Quarterly published four issues in 2005, comprising Volume 29. Issues 1 

and 2 constituted a special issue in two parts On Information Technologies and 

Knowledge Management. In total thirty-seven articles were published in 2005, 

nine of which were Editorials, leaving twenty-eight scientific works. The terms 

identified are shown in Tables A3.3 and A3.4. Seventy represented objectivities 

were identified, and Sixty-three states of affairs, a total of 133 terms. Twenty 

represented objectivities were identified more than once and twenty-two states of 

affairs were identified more than once. 

5.4 Journal of Management Information 
Systems 

The Journal of Management Information Systems describes itself as follows (JMIS, 

2009): 

“The journal is a widely recognized forum for the presentation of research 

that advances the practice and understanding of organizational 

information systems. It serves those investigating new modes of 

information delivery and the changing landscape of information policy 

making, as well as practitioners and executives managing the 

information resource. A vital aim of the quarterly is to bridge the gap 

between theory and practice of management information systems. 

“The journal accepts empirical and theoretical submissions that make a 

significant contribution to the field of management information systems. 

Such contributions may present: 

• experimental, survey-based, or theoretical research relevant to 

the progress of the field 

• paradigmatic designs and applications 

• analyses of informational policy making in an organizational, 

national, or international setting 
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• investigations of social and economic issues of organizational 

computing 

“Analytical attention is focused on the following issues: 

• Information systems for competitive positioning 

• Business processes and management enabled by information 

technology 

• Business value of information technology  

• Management of information resources 

• Integration of  information systems planning into business plans 

• Business globalization and information technology 

• Relationship between information technology and organizational 

performance and structures 

• Enterprise-wide systems architectures and infrastructures 

• Electronic commerce  and net-enabled organizations 

• Robustness and security of information-technology 

infrastructures 

• Informational support of collaborative work 

• Knowledge management, organizational learning, and 

organizational memory 

• Systems sourcing, development, and stewardship in organizations 

• The human element in organizational computing 

• Data- and knowledge-based system architectures” 

JMIS published four issues in 2005; 21(4) and 22(1, 2 & 3). There were three 

special sections in these issues as follows: 

21(4) Context-Driven Information Access and Deployment 

22(2) Information Systems in Competitive Strategies: Offshoring, Risk 

Management, Strategic Pricing, E-Sourcing, and Standards 

22(3) Human-Computer Interaction Research in Management Information 

Systems 
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In total forty-eight articles were published in 2005, of which six were editorials, 

leaving forty-two scientific works. The editorial of issue 22(1) of JMIS described 

Volume 22 as having a “significantly expanded format.” The editorial did not 

point to additional topics covered by the journal, rather to a “growth of excellent 

contributions” and the expansion providing the ability to “avoid publication 

delays.” At the beginning of 2004, issue 20(4) contained 9 articles and by the 

end of 2005, issue 22(3) contained 13 articles. There was also an adjustment in 

the number of reviewers. The editorial of issue 21(1) acknowledged 355 

reviewers, and issue 22(1) acknowledged 383 reviewers – eleven reviewers were 

no longer listed and 39 additional reviewers were added. This evidence points to 

an increase in the number of papers, rather than a widening of the range of 

topics covered by the journal. 

The terms identified are shown in Tables A3.5 and A3.6. Fifty-nine represented 

objectivities were identified, and sixty-three states of affairs, a total of 122 

terms. Twenty-one represented objectivities were identified more than once and 

thirty-three states of affairs were identified more than once. 

5.5 European Journal of Information Systems 
The European Journal of Information Systems has a very brief self description 

(EJIS, 2009): 

“The European Journal of Information Systems provides a distinctive 

European perspective on the theory and practice of information systems 

for a global audience. We encourage first rate research articles by 

academics, but also case studies and reflective articles by practitioners. 

We provide a critical view on technology, development, implementation, 

strategy, management and policy.” 

EJIS published five issues in 2005 as Volume 14. This was a transitional year 

for EJIS, which had published four issues a year previously. From 2006, EJIS 

moved to a six issue per year publication schedule. There were four special 

issues of EJIS in 2005: 

14(1) From Technical to Socio-technical change: Tackling the Human and 

Organisational Aspects of Systems Development Projects 

14(2) Making Enterprise Systems Work 
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14(4) Including a Special Section on the Pacific Asia Conference on Information 

Systems (PACIS) 2004 

14(5) Personal Reflections on Claudio Ciborra's Life and Work 

It should also be noted that issue 14(5) contained thirty-one obituaries on the 

late Claudio Ciborra. These obituaries were not considered to be publishing the 

results of research, and therefore were not analysed as part of this investigation. 

All figures relating to issue 14(5) reported in this thesis do not take the 

obituaries into account. Accordingly, while in total sixty-five articles were 

published in volume 14, for the purposes of this analysis a total of thirty-four 

articles were analysed, of which five were Editorials leaving twenty-nine as 

scientific works. The terms extracted are shown in Tables A3.7 and A3.8. Sixty-

seven represented objectivities were identified, and seventy-four states of affairs, 

a total of 141 terms. Twenty-four represented objectivities were identified more 

than once and twenty-one states of affairs were identified more than once. 

5.6 Analysis of Extracted Terms 
We now shift our focus from the journals in which the terms were discovered to 

the comparison of terms themselves across the journals. We begin this section 

by examining the terms, their discovery and the degree to which they overlap. A 

total of 144 articles were analysed yielding 156 represented objectivities and 157 

states of affairs.  
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ISR None 45 11 24 43 13 30 
MISQ Two of four 70 20 29 63 22 35 
JMIS Three of four 59 21 36 63 33 52 
EJIS Two of five 67 24 36 74 21 28 
Table 5.3 Overlapping terms within journals 

Table 5.3 looks at the overlapping terms in the journals. The number of special 

focus issues is also noted. Special focus issues are usually built around a 

specific theme and therefore would tend to increase the number of overlapping 

terms. It should be noted that two special issues in EJIS are not counted as a 

special focus issue – the special section on the Pacific Asia Conference on 

Information Systems (PACIS) and the commemorative section on Claudio Ciborra. 
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The articles concerning Claudio Ciborra were not analysed as part of this 

investigation as they were memorial pieces rather than research, and the PACIS 

articles were not focused on any particular topic(s) or approach(es). The table 

shows that in general the overlapping of terms increases with the number of 

special focus issues. Intuitively, that would be expected. 

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 gives a summary of the number and rate at which terms 

were identified in each journal. Comparison of the number of new Represented 

Objectivities or States of Affairs is complicated by the unsurprising fact that 

each journal published a different number of articles in 2005. Accordingly the 

measures are presented as a “new terms per article,” to allow for comparison. As 

each paper can use differing numbers of Represented Objectivities and States of 

Affairs in the course of the reported research, the number of terms actually 

added is presented as a percentage of the total terms used in the paper. 
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1 ISR 25 45 45 1.80 1.80 
2 MISQ 37 70 53 1.89 1.43 
3 JMIS 48 59 26 1.23 0.54 
4 EJIS 34 67 32 1.97 0.94 

Table 5.4 New represented objectivities progressively identified in the 
journals 
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1 ISR 25 43 43 1.72 1.72 
2 MISQ 37 63 51 1.70 1.38 
3 JMIS 48 63 22 1.31 0.46 
4 EJIS 34 74 41 2.18 1.21 

Table 5.5 New states of affairs progressively identified in the journals 

The rate at which new terms were added shows that the percentage of terms 

used decreased as the first three journals were analysed, but an increase was 

observed when the EJIS articles were analysed. This difference was more 

marked in states of affairs. On the surface this tends to suggest that analysing 

more journals would be necessary to determine the universe of terms used in 

information systems research. Table 5.6, which reports on the rate of occurrence 
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of identical terms across the journals, suggests an alternative explanation. 

Approximately two thirds of identified terms occurred in only one journal. This 

diversity is all the more surprising, given the number of special issues during 

2005. This suggests that even within this small sample of journals there is a 

wide diversity of published research, and only a small core of common 

Represented Objectivities and States of Affairs used. That explanation would be 

in accordance with the often stated view that information systems research is 

diverse. 
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4 10 5 
3 10 14 
2 35 43 
1 101 95 

156 157 
Table 5.6 Number of terms appearing across journals 

It is also worth noting that, examining the terms we have identified, the most 

frequently recurring terms concern the research process or artefacts (eg. 

quantitative results and quantitative analysis). This is not surprising but worth 

noting as a dimension often overlooked in categorisation schemes – that of the 

research method, tools, techniques etc.  
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quantitative analysis  83.33 45.95 62.50 9.23 
a priori hypotheses  66.67 45.95 35.42 4.62 
model building  50.00 32.43 31.25 9.23 
survey  29.17 29.73 29.17 6.15 
field study  20.83 8.11 12.50 7.69 
interviewing  8.33 8.11 8.33 20.00 
experimentation  25.00 5.41 8.33 4.62 
qualitative data collection  4.17 10.81 8.33 13.85 
perceptions  4.17 2.70 2.08 4.62 
conceptual framework  4.17 2.70 4.17 1.54 
Table 5.7 Represented Objectivities in common to all journals (% of articles, 

2% cut-off) 
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Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the states of affairs and percentages of articles that 

they occur in, within each journal. The data in these tables would appear to 

indicate that EJIS clearly has a different emphasis to the other journals, 

especially ISR. 
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implications for practice  45.83 40.54 20.83 3.08 
theory building  16.67 16.22 4.17 9.23 
users  20.83 8.11 8.33 3.08 
collaboration  12.5 2.7 6.25 3.08 
b2b ecommerce  4.17 2.7 6.25 3.08 
Table 5.8 States of Affairs in common to all journals (% of articles, 2% cut-

off) 

Common Represented Objectivities and States of Affairs were also analysed with 

the results for EJIS removed (Table 5.9). There are 10 states of affairs out of 117 

(8.54%) common to the three core journals and 13 represented objectivities out 

of 124 (10.48%). There is a very large degree of diversity of coverage even within 

the three core journals.  
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3 13 10 
2 24 24 
1 87 73 

124 117 
Table 5.9 Number of terms appearing across journals (EJIS removed) 

5.7 Summary 
The aim of the Term Extraction Phase was to develop a set of terms which could 

be categorised by information systems researchers and, through that process, 

explicitly articulate the nature of the information systems domain. As discussed 

in Chapter 4, typically between 95 and 150 terms are used in card sorting to 

generate conceptual maps (Trochim, 1989). The Term Extraction Phase of this 
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study examined 144 articles and identified 156 unique represented objectivities 

and 157 unique states of affairs. These are at the high end of that range and 

should be sufficient to form the terms to be used in a card sorting exercise on 

each set of terms. The second stage, the Term Categorisation Phase, concerns 

itself with that aspect of this study. 

The examination of the journals was undertaken by the investigator, working 

alone. At the outset of the Term Extraction Phase progress was slow, as the 

investigator was examining the article and reflecting on the process being 

followed. As the Phase progressed, and the investigator’s experience and 

confidence increased, the time taken to examine an article reduced. Initially, 40 

minutes per article was typical, reducing to 20 minutes by the end of the Phase. 

Overall, approximately 80 hours was required to examine the articles. 

In the course of undertaking the Term Extraction Phase, some basic statistical 

analysis was also undertaken on the extracted terms. This analysis established 

the existence of a high degree of diversity of terms between the four journals 

analysed. Even though EJIS appeared to be different to ISR, MISQ and JMIS, 

significant diversity among the remaining three journals was still apparent when 

the EJIS results were set aside. More than half of the journal issues analysed 

(nine of the seventeen issues) were special issues or contained special sections. 

Only ISR did not have any special issues. Special issues would be expected to 

reduce the diversity of terms.  

The diversity of the information systems domain was a theme noted in 

examination of the literature on the discipline in Chapter 1. The results obtained 

during the Term Extraction Phase confirm that observation.  
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5.8 Postscript: ISR Prescribed Keywords 
Many academic journals require authors to specify a number of keywords in the 

heading area of their article. Few journals give guidance on what sort of 

keywords should be used or how many keywords should be used, however, ISR 

is such a journal. The guidance is limited to a list of keywords (ISR, 2007; see 

Table 5.10), without any instructions on the status of these keywords, how 

many are to be used in an article or what to do if they are inappropriate. The 

issue of keywords is peripheral to this investigation, but the following analysis is 

presented to illustrate some of the inadequacies of keywords as an alternative to 

a categorisation scheme. 

The authors of Majchrzak et al (2005) chose the keywords “knowledge 

management, collaboration, virtual teams, distributed teams, knowledge 

sharing, group support systems” to describe the article. Our analysis identified a 

larger set of terms than those chosen by the authors. The following author 

assigned keywords were not identified by our method: knowledge management, 

distributed teams, knowledge sharing, group support systems. “Knowledge 

management” is an ISR prescribed keyword but only appears once in the body of 

the article as “knowledge management systems,” as a type of system which the 

conclusions in the paper could be extended to cover. “Distributed teams” is used 

as a synonym for “virtual teams.” It is not an ISR prescribed keyword, while 

“virtual teams” is a prescribed keyword. “Knowledge sharing” appears when 

discussing a form of survey instrument and when mentioning types of IT 

support applications. “Group support systems” does not appear in the body of 

the article. Neither “knowledge sharing” nor “group support systems” are ISR 

prescribed keywords. Only one ISR prescribed keyword was selected by the 

authors of Majchrzak et al (2005). 

Over the whole of volume 16 of ISR, a total of 109 keywords were used. The full 

list is at Appendix 2. Of these 109 keywords, only nine appear in the list of ISR 

prescribed keywords (see Table 5.11). This is a curious result, though perhaps 

hardly surprising given the lack of instruction. The number of keywords used in 

an article ranged from a minimum of three to a maximum of ten, with a median 

of five. Only two keywords, e-commerce and virtual teams were used more than 

once. These keywords were used twice. Of these two keywords, only virtual 

teams was a keyword prescribed by ISR. 
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There could be many explanations on why the prescribed keywords are not 

being used by ISR authors. These relate both to the nature of the keywords – 

whether they remain current, whether they are easily comprehended, whether 

they remain relevant – and to the ISR process – how are they brought to the 

attention of authors and reviewers, to what degree are prescribed keywords 

enforced by journal reviewers, editors or publishers. In the absence of any 

enforcement, it is hard to see why they have been mandated. A reader, 

attempting to find relevant ISR articles by using their prescribed keywords 

would be disappointed. 
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ISR Prescribed Keywords 

Analytical modeling 
Business value of IT 
Case studies 
Citation analysis 
Competitive impacts of IS 
Computer-mediated communication and collaboration 
Critical perspectives on IT 
Data communications 
Decision support systems 
Design and evaluation of IT infrastructure 
Econometrics 
Economics of IS 
E-learning 
Electronic commerce 
Electronic financial markets 
Electronic markets and auctions 
Enterprise systems 
Ethnographic research 
Event studies 
Field experiments 
Information Systems and Organizational Change 
Institutional aspects of Information Systems 
Inter-organizational information systems 
Interpretive research 
IS leadership 
IT and new organizational forms 
IT diffusion and adoption 
IT impacts on industry and market structure 
IT-enabled supply chains 
Knowledge management 
Laboratory experiments 
Longitudinal research 
Management of IS projects 
Management of IT human resources 
Mobile computing 
Network analysis 
Network economics 
Outsourcing 
Questionnaire surveys 
Software development methodologies 
Strategic management of IT 
Systems design and implementation 
User acceptance of IT 
Virtual teams 
Workflow and process management 
Table 5.10 Keywords prescribed by ISR 

 

Prescribed keywords Articles 
critical perspectives on IT 1 
ethnographic research 1 
interpretive research 1 
knowledge management 1 
management of IS projects 1 
outsourcing 1 
system design and implementation 1 
virtual teams 2 
workflow and process management 1 
Table 5.11 Prescribed Keywords Used in ISR articles, 2005 
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6 Applying the Term Categorisation 
Phase 

This chapter reports on the conduct of the Term Categorisation Phase – the 

second part of a two part method which is intended to identify what information 

systems research is and how the field of information systems research is 

understood by information systems researchers. The Term Categorisation Phase, 

along with the preceding Term Extraction Phase, is described in Chapter 4.  

The application of the first part of the method, the Term Extraction Phase, is 

reported in Chapter 5. Applying the Term Extraction Phase resulted in two sets 

of terms describing: 

a) the states of affairs with which the journal papers were concerned and  

b) the represented objectivities which had been used by the authors in the 

journal papers. 

The Term Categorisation Phase requires the involvement of suitably qualified 

participants – in this case information systems researchers. Their categorisation 

of terms should allow access to the schematized aspects held by them. From 

this an understanding of the conceptualisation of the information systems 

domain held by these information systems researchers may be discovered.  

The selection of participants for the study is dealt with in the first section of this 

chapter. That is followed by a participant by participant report on the 

application of the Term Categorisation Phase to these two sets of terms. The 

Term Categorisation Phase protocol followed is given in Appendix 1. A video 

recording of the sorting was made and the verbalisations from the Talk Aloud 

Protocol were used to confirm the participants’ sorting where necessary. Each 

participant’s backgrounds is described, followed by a presentation of their 

categorisation of the two sets of terms. The chapter concludes with a discussion 

of the categorisations and an introduction to their deeper analysis in the 

following chapters. 

6.1 Selection of Participants 
All participants were recruited by invitation by an email to the Australasian 

Information Systems mailing list. The participants were selected based on the 

criteria specified in Chapter 4: 

• A minimum of five years publication in refereed information systems 

outlets; and 
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• Deliberate purposive sampling to include information systems 

researchers  

o at least one participant at each position level from lecturer to 

professor; and 

o who are actively researching different areas within the 

information systems research domain. 

The distribution of participants within position classifications is given in Table 

6.1.  

Position Participant 
Lecturer 1 
Senior Lecturer 3 
Associate Professor  2, 4, 7, 9 
Professor 5, 6, 8, 10 

Table 6.1 Position held by Participants 

As a result of the selection criteria, the participants tended to be employed in 

higher academic positions, but still satisfied the purposive sampling aims.  

Participants were asked to self describe into an LCM community from their 

analysis of information systems journal articles. An eighth community of “Other” 

was also offered. Participants selecting the “Other” community were asked to 

describe their community. Where a participant had selected the “Other” 

community, their descriptions were then compared with the detailed 

descriptions of LCM communities in Larsen et al (2008) and allocated to one of 

the LCM communities from that detailed description (Table 6.2).  

 “Other” descriptions LCM community 
Information Security Management Systems and Software Engineering 
The Essence of IS Trans-community topic 
Decision Support Management Information Systems 
Conceptual Modelling Trans-community topic 

Table 6.2 Mapping of “Other” descriptions to an LCM community 

Two descriptions were considered to meet the criteria in Larsen et al (2008) to be 

considered a “trans-community topic”. The final mapping is shown in Table 6.3. 

LCM community Participant  
Management Information Systems 7, 8, 9 
Global and Societal Issues 1, 4 
Human-Computer Interaction 2 
Electronic Commerce  
Systems and Software Engineering 3, 5 
Information Storage and Retrieval  
Knowledge Based Systems  
Trans-community topic 6, 10 

Table 6.3 Final mapping of participants to LCM communities 

The sessions with the participants were conducted at a time convenient to them 

in their workplace or other location nominated by them in accordance with the 
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protocol in Appendix 1. The individual results of the Term Categorisation Phase 

are presented in the following sections. 
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6.2 Participant One 
Participant One is a Lecturer who self described as being involved with “Global 

and Societal Issues.” The Term Categorisation Phase exercise was run in a 

meeting room at Participant One’s workplace. Two breaks, one in each exercise, 

were taken for the participant to get a drink of water. The States of Affairs cards 

were sorted first, this took 67m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 

51m. The categorisations produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.1 and 

6.2. 

 
Figure 6.1 Participant One’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.2 Participant One’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.3 Participant Two 
Participant Two is an Associate Professor who self-described as being involved in 

“Human-Computer Interaction.” The exercise was run at Participant Two’s 

home. No breaks were taken. The States of Affairs cards were sorted first, this 

took 22m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 21m. The 

categorisations produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.3 and 6.4. 

 
Figure 6.3 Participant Two’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.4 Participant Two’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.4 Participant Three 
Participant Three is a Senior Lecturer who self-described as being involved in 

“Systems and Software Engineering.” The exercise was run in a meeting room at 

Participant Three’s workplace. No breaks were taken. The States of Affairs cards 

were sorted first, this took 41m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 

54m. The categorisations produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.5 and 

6.6. 

 
Figure 6.5 Participant Three’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.6 Participant Three’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.5 Participant Four 
Participant Four is an Associate Professor who self-described as being involved 

in “Global and Societal Issues.” The exercise was run in a meeting room at 

Participant Four’s workplace. No breaks were taken. The States of Affairs cards 

were sorted first, this took 81m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 

67m. Participant Four displayed a much finer level of granularity in the sorting 

of States of Affairs cards. The categorisations produced from these exercises are 

at Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9.  

  
Figure 6.7 Part 1 of Participant Four’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.8 Part 2 of Participant Four’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.9 Participant Four’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.6 Participant Five 
Participant Five is a Professor who self-described as being involved in “Systems 

and Software Engineering.” The exercise was run in a meeting room at 

Participant Five’s workplace. No breaks were taken. The States of Affairs cards 

were sorted first, this took 16m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 

15m. This was the shortest time taken for the Term Categorisation Phase. The 

categorisations produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.10 and 6.11. 

 
Figure 6.10 Participant Five States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.11 Participant Five Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.7 Participant Six 
Participant Six is a Professor who self-described as being involved in a “Trans-

community topic” which was described as “the essence of information systems.” 

The exercise was run in a meeting room at Participant Six’s workplace. No 

breaks were taken. The States of Affairs cards were sorted first, this took 48m, 

and the Represented Objectivities cards took 41m. The categorisations produced 

from these exercises are at Figures 6.12 and 6.13. 

 
Figure 6.12 Participant Six’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.13 Participant Six’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.8 Participant Seven 
Participant Seven is an Associate Professor who self-described as being involved 

in “Management Information Systems.” The exercise was run in a meeting room 

at Participant Seven’s workplace. No breaks were taken. The States of Affairs 

cards were sorted first, this took 27m, and the Represented Objectivities cards 

took 23m. The categorisations produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.14 

and 6.15. 

 
Figure 6.14 Participant Seven’s States of Affairs categorisations 

 
Figure 6.15 Participant Seven’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.9 Participant Eight 
Participant Eight is a Professor who self-described as being involved in 

“Management Information Systems.” The exercise was run in a meeting room at 

Participant Eight’s workplace. No breaks were taken. The States of Affairs cards 

were sorted first, this took 29m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 

27m. The categorisations produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.16 and 

6.17. 

 
Figure 6.16 Participant Eight’s States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.17 Participant Eight’s Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.10 Participant Nine 
Participant Nine is an Associate Professor who self-described as being involved 

in “Management Information Systems.” The exercise was run in a meeting room 

at Participant Eight’s workplace, over two sessions; one for States of Affairs 

sorting and the second for Represented Objectivities sorting. No breaks within 

the sessions were taken. The States of Affairs cards were sorted first, this took 

67m, and the Represented Objectivities cards took 61m. The categorisations 

produced from these exercises are at Figures 6.18 and 6.19. 

 
Figure 6.18 Participant Nine States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.19 Participant Nine Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.11 Participant Ten 
Participant Ten is a Professor who self-described as being involved in a “Trans-

community topic” which was described as “conceptual modelling.” The exercise 

was run in a meeting room at Participant Ten’s workplace. No breaks were 

taken. The States of Affairs cards were sorted first, this took 37m, and the 

Represented Objectivities cards took 26m. The categorisations produced from 

these exercises are at Figures 6.20 and 6.21. 

 
Figure 6.20 Participant Ten States of Affairs categorisation 

 
Figure 6.21 Participant Ten Represented Objectivities categorisation 
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6.12 Summary of Results 
In this section we bring together in summary form some aspects of the 

participants’ performance of the sorting exercises in Term Categorisation Phase. 

These summaries should provide information on the participants’ familiarity 

with the terms presented to them, any general similarities in categorisations and 

arrangement of categories, and the time taken by participants and the number 

of categories formed. 

The Term Categorisation Phase required participants to undertake sorting 

exercises with two sets of terms which were created in the Term Extraction 

Phase. An initial consideration in examining the results of the Term 

Categorisation Phase must be the degree of familiarity with the terms exhibited 

by the participants. All terms were sorted into a category by at least one 

participant. All participants discarded some terms (Table 6.4). This was not 

unexpected, given the instructions to participants, which included the following 

paragraph: 

“First thoughts are best in this case. Don’t agonise. If you need more 

than 10 seconds on a card, then maybe it’s something you are not really 

familiar with. No single researcher can be familiar with the entire 

domain. A pile for things you don’t know is a valid category. (Appendix 

1)” 
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1 8 50 
2 15 24 
3 15 60 
4 4 37 
5 16 38 
6 5 16 
7 5 4 
8 18 24 
9 11 11 

10 23 40 
Minimum 4 4 
Maximum 23 60 

Table 6.4 Terms discarded by participants 
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It is noteworthy that a greater number of Represented Objectivities than States 

of Affairs were discarded. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 report the actual terms discarded 

by half or more participants. 

State of Affairs 
automatic use  
reputation mechanisms  
replenishment  
communication encoding competence  
boundary spanner in practice  

Table 6.5 States of Affairs discarded by half or more participants 

Represented Objectivity 
cooperative elaboration  
mangle of practice  
instant activation perspective  
elaboration likelihood model  
habit-automaticity perspective  
virtuous circle  
vicious circle  
stimulus-organism-response approach  
nomological network  
domain familiarity  
informational model of place perception  
future vision  
technology power loop  
technology-organisation-environment  
set-theoretical notation  
psychological contract violation  
complex decisions  
boundary spanner  
technological frames analysis  
supporters  

Table 6.6 Represented Objectivities discarded by half or more participants 

Trochim (1989) states that, typically, between 95 and 150 terms are used to 

generate conceptual maps. In this investigation’s worst case, Participant Three’s 

Represented Objectivities, 96 terms were successfully distributed. These results 

would appear to indicate a degree of familiarity with the extracted terms that is 

sufficient for the results of the Term Categorisation Phase to provide useful 

insights. 

The participants’ arrangements of the categories (Figures 6.1 to 6.21) are 

interesting in their diversity and the names chosen for them. These variations in 

category arrangements are not surprising, as none of the participants were 

librarians or nominated any of the LCM categories that concern information or 

knowledge categorisation. To determine whether anything could be determined 

from other general characteristics of the participants’ card sorting, Tables 6.7 

and 6.8 were created to provide a comparative analysis of participant activity. 
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1 hierarchy 67 8 17 10 7 
2 hierarchy 22 15 10 7 4 
3 hierarchy 41 15 17 5 5 
4 both 81 4 37 6 15 
5 proximity 16 16 8 3 3 
6 both 48 5 27 9 12 
7 both 27 5 11 5 3 
8 both 29 18 10 7 7 
9 both 67 11 33 9 3 

10 both 37 23 12 4 9 
Average 43 12 18 7 7 
Minimum 16 4 8 3 3 
Maximum 81 23 37 10 15 

Table 6.7 States of Affairs analysis by participants 
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1 hierarchy 51 50 14 3 4 
2 hierarchy 21 24 9 5 5 
3 hierarchy 54 60 18 5 3 
4 both 67 37 15 2 4 
5 proximity 15 38 5 1 5 
6 both 41 16 15 5 5 
7 both 23 4 11 3 4 
8 both 27 24 10 8 8 
9 both 61 11 21 4 6 

10 hierarchy 26 40 7 4 3 
Average 38 30 13 4 5 
Minimum 15 4 5 1 3 
Maximum 67 60 21 8 8 

Table 6.8 Represented Objectivities analysis by participants 

Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show a wide variation in just about every attribute – time 

taken, number of categories, number of un-coded terms, number of groups of 

categories, number of categories within groups.  
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Figure 6.23 Time taken to perform the Term Categorisation Phase exercise by 

participants 

The time taken for the Term Categorisation Phase exercise varied between 

participants. The time taken by a participant for each Term Categorisation 

Phase exercise was, however, similar (Figure 6.23). With one exception 

(Participant Three) participants took less time over the Represented Objectivities 

Term Categorisation Phase exercise than the States of Affairs exercise (Figure 

6.23). The States of Affairs Term Categorisation Phase exercise was consistently 

performed before the Represented Objectivities Term Categorisation Phase 

exercise, so this may be a learning or a fatigue factor. 

The number of categories formed by a participant was related to the time taken 

performing the Term Categorisation Phase exercise (Figures 6.24 & 6.25). This 

relationship was similar for both the States of Affairs and Represented 

Objectivities Term Categorisation Phase exercises. A greater degree of guidance 

to future participants on the number of categories expected might ameliorate 

one of the major sources of variation.  
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Figure 6.24 Time series graph of number of States of Affairs categories formed 

 
Figure 6.25 Time series graph of number of Represented Objectivities 

categories formed 

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 also appear to show a difference in both the number of 

categories formed, and the number of categories formed over time. Considering 

first the States of Affairs graph (Figure 6.24), participants who took less than 45 

minutes to perform the Term Categorisation Phase exercise show the number of 

categories they formed clustering closely to the line of best fit. Participants who 

took longer came up with a number of categories which were further from the 

line of best fit. This pattern is much less obvious in the Represented 

Objectivities graph (Figure 6.25). It is also interesting to note that participants 

tended to form more categories of states of affairs, rather than represented 

objectivities. Taken together this suggests a greater diversity in states of affairs 

than represented objectivities. Intuitively this would be an expected outcome, as 
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the field of information systems is dynamic and rapidly expanding, while the 

repertoire of represented objectivities, while also expanding, is not doing so as 

rapidly as the states of affairs. 

6.13 Summary 
The application of the Term Categorisation Phase has generated a set of 

categorisation structures which illustrate a wide range of views on the things 

which information systems studies (states of affairs) and the perspectives from 

which they are studied (represented objectivities). Analysis of the time taken and 

outcomes of the Term Categorisation Phase exercises would appear to account 

for the apparent variation in time taken and number of categories formed by the 

participants. 

The single theme which emerges from the analysis in this chapter is diversity. 

The terms presented to the participants came from a group of information 

systems journals which do not have specialist focus within the discipline. The 

participants were chosen from diverse areas within the information systems 

discipline. It is therefore not surprising that the results reflect this diversity, but 

the question is how to investigate this complex circumstance. 

One approach which is used in other area to deal with complexity is pairwise 

comparison. This is at the core of experimental methods such as Analytic 

Hierarchy Process (Zahedy, 1986). The following chapter examines the 

categorisation of terms in greater detail, and using pairwise comparisons 

between participants.  

The results from Participants One and Three were selected for further analysis 

on basis of the similarity of most measures in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. For each of 

these participants, the actual terms coded into categories was analysed. 

Participants One and Three, while matching closely in their number of 

categories, happen to be a Lecturer and Senior Lecturer (Table 6.1). Two 

Professors were then selected for comparison between themselves and with 

Participants One and Three. The use of position classification in this way is 

justified as a measure of experience and peer recognition of expertise within the 

domain. Participants Eight and Ten were selected for comparison, as the 

number of categories they had determined were mid-range amongst the 

Professors (see Tables 6.7 and 6.8).  

To examine variability between the two position levels, comparisons were 

conducted between Participants One and Eight and Participants Three and Ten.  

These selections should provide comparisons between  
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• two participants categorising at similar levels of granularity; 

• two participants at the lowest position classifications; 

• two participants at the highest position classification 

• two pairs of participants at extremes of position classification. 
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7 Analysing the Participants’ Categories 
In this chapter we examine the semantic similarities in the categorisation of 

states of affairs and represented objectivities by analysing pairwise comparisons 

of participants. Semantic similarity is a qualitative measure to distinguish 

semantic relationships (Harvey, Kuhn et al., 1999, p229, Salzman, 2004). The 

discussion in this chapter draws on the ontological concepts state of affairs and 

represented objectivities which were introduced and described in Chapters 3 and 

4 of this thesis. 

Pairwise comparison is at the core of experimental methods such as Analytic 

Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 2008, Zahedy, 1986). In this instance we are seeking 

pairs of categories which are either identical or where one category includes the 

other category, based on the degree of commonality of the terms placed into the 

categories by the participants.  

At this point we have identified terms within the documents and presented them 

to individual information systems domain experts for abstraction into categories. 

The categorisation structures created exhibit a great deal of diversity, both in 

the number of categories chosen and in the terms which populate those 

categories. And yet, some individual categories appear to exhibit similarities in 

the terms they contain. This chapter contains a detailed examination of the 

categories formed by representative participants and seeks to identify any 

similarities. 

The results of the pairwise comparison are then considered from the perspective 

of Boisot’s I-space model (Boisot, 2005). Placing the categories formed by 

participants on the Social Learning Cycle within I-space allows clear distinctions 

to be made between categories. Domain specific categories such as e-commerce 

and knowledge management, fall in the E-min ordered zone. Using this model 

we are able to suggest an explanation for the different degrees of divergence 

between categories. The potential for the exploitation of the dynamic properties 

of the Social Learning Cycle is discussed as is the support of this analysis by 

automated techniques. 

Detailed discussion of the significance and implications of these comparisons 

may be found in Chapter 8. 

7.1 The Analysis Method 
The method described in Chapter 4 was followed. Participants One and Three 

were selected for comparison as they clearly occupied the lowest classified 
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positions (Table 6.1). Participants Eight and Ten were selected for comparison, 

as the number of categories they had determined was mid-range amongst the 

highest classified positions, the Professors (see Tables 6.1, 6.7 and 6.8). 

Participants Seven and Nine were chosen as meeting the criteria of similar 

position classifications and the same LCM community (see Tables 6.1 and 6.3). 

The detailed data on the participants chosen in step 1 appear in Appendix 4. 

The categories in Tables A4.1 to A4.12 are presented in descending order of the 

number of terms placed in the category by the participant.  

As described in Chapter 4, three forms of relationship were identified: 

• Identity relationships, where the terms in common formed 50% or more 

of the terms in both participants’ categories; 

• Inclusion relationships, where the terms in common formed 50% or more 

of the terms in only one participant’s categories; and 

• No relationship, where an identity or inclusion relationship could not be 

found. These indicate areas where the two participants thought very 

differently about the grouping of terms. 

The selection of the highest populated categories highlighted two issues. The 

decision to use five categories was appropriate, as in all but three instances, 

categories beyond the five highest populated contained fewer than 10 terms (see 

Appendix 4) which was considered insufficient for comparison. There were also 

instances where there were equally populated categories at the fifth position. In 

those instances all such categories were included in the analysis. The full details 

of the categories formed by the participants are given in Chapter 6, and the final 

number of categories compared for each participant is shown in Table 7.1. 

Participant States of 
Affairs 

Represented 
Objectivities 

One 5 5 
Three 7 5 
Seven 6 5 
Eight 5 5 
Nine 5 6 
Ten 5 5 
Table 7.1 The number of categories chosen for comparison. 

7.2 The Lowest Position Classifications 
The comparison of Participants One and Three examines two participants who 

formed similar numbers of categories and who are at the lowest end of position 

classifications. Participant One is a lecturer and identified with the LCM 
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community “global and societal issues.” Participant Three is a senior lecturer 

and identified with the LCM community “systems and software engineering.”  

The full analysis of these categories is presented in Appendix 5. 

7.2.1 States of Affairs 
The five categories with the most terms created by Participant One are presented 

in Table 7.2. 

Category Terms 
IS management 20 
Knowledge management 19 
People 19 
e-Commerce 15 
IS research 13 
Table 7.2 Top five States of Affairs categories chosen by Participant One 

(from Table A4.1) 

Participant Three created three categories with nine terms, creating three equal 

fifth, so seven categories from Participant Three will be compared (Table 7.3). 

Category Terms 
IS development 20 
IS applications 15 
e-Business 14 
Knowledge management 12 
Groups & teams 9 
Organisational processes 9 
Users & behaviour 9 
Table 7.3 Top seven States of Affairs categories chosen by Participant Three 

(from Table A4.3) 

Participant One’s category e-Commerce (15 terms) had 11 terms in common with 

Participant Three’s category e-Business (14 terms). Details of this analysis are in 

Tables A5.4 and A5.8.  

Participant One’s category knowledge management (19 terms) had 10 terms in 

common with Participant Three’s category knowledge management (12 terms). 

Details of this analysis are in Tables A5.2 and A5.9. 

Participant One’s category people (19 terms) contained 6 terms from Participant 

Three’s category groups & teams (9 terms). Details of this analysis are in Tables 

A5.12, A5.3. 

In summary, the results of comparing the States of Affairs categories defined by 

Participants One and Three showed: 

• Two identity relationships: 

o e-Commerce (73%) and e-Business (79%) 

o Knowledge management (53%) and knowledge management (83%) 
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• One inclusion relationships: 

o People includes groups & teams (67%) 

• Six category with no relationships: 

o IS management 

o IS research 

o IS development 

o IS applications 

o Organisational processes 

o Users & behaviour 

These participants identified with very different LCM categories – “global and 

societal issues” and “systems and software engineering.” The two categories 

identified as identical refer to research areas with information systems which 

have a high profile from the perspectives of both communities. It is interesting 

that the inclusion relationship involves people in a general sense and people in 

groups and teams. Both communities are intimately concerned with people, but 

the “systems and software engineering” community is more concerned with 

differing needs and abilities of particular groups. 

7.2.2 Represented Objectivities 
The five categories with the most terms created by Participant One are presented 

in Table 7.4. 

Category Terms 
Research approach, data collection 18 
Artefact, organisations 17 
Research approach, analysis 14 
Artefact, society 11 
Artefact, individuals 10 
Table 7.4 Top seven Represented Objectivities categories chosen by 

Participant One (from Table A4.2) 

The five categories with the most terms created by Participant Three are 

presented in Table 7.5. 

Category Terms 
Social & cultural lenses 10 
High level research approaches 9 
Foundations 8 
Systems development approach 8 
Theories 8 
Table 7.5 Top five Represented Objectivities categories chosen by 

Participant Three (from Table A4.4) 

No identity or inclusion relationships were observed. 
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In summary, the results of comparing the Represented Objectivities categories 

defined by Participants One and Three showed: 

• No identity relationships 

• No inclusion relationships 

• Ten categories with no relationships: 

o Research approach, data collection 

o Artefact, organisations 

o Research approach, analysis 

o Artefact, society 

o Artefact, individuals 

o Social & cultural lenses 

o High level research approaches 

o Foundations 

o Systems development approach 

o Theories 

The lack of any significant overlap between the categories formed around 

represented objectivities is not unexpected, as the two LCM communities that 

they participants identify with, “global and societal issues” and “systems and 

software engineering,” are focused on very different aspects of the information 

systems domain. 

7.3 The Highest Position Classifications 
Participants Eight and Ten were selected for this comparison. Participants Eight 

and Ten are both professors. Participant Eight identified with the LCM 

community “management information systems” and Participant Ten with “trans-

community topic – conceptual mapping.” 

The full analysis of these categories is presented in Appendix 6. 

7.3.1 States of Affairs 
The five categories with the most terms for Participant Eight are presented in 

Table 7.6. 
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Category Terms 
Constructs/variables 38 
High level fields of study 26 
Domains 22 
Method 15 
Academic fields of study 14 
Table 7.6 Top five States of Affairs categories chosen by Participant Eight 

(from Table A4.7) 

The five categories with the most terms for Participant Ten are presented in 

Table 7.7. 

Category Terms 
Building the system 19 
Management of IT 19 
Evaluation of IS and impacts 18 
Knowledge management 18 
Web based interface to org 14 
Table 7.7 Top five States of Affairs categories chosen by Participant Ten 

(from Table A4.11) 

Participant Eight’s category constructs/variables (38 terms) contained 11 terms 

in Participant Ten’s category evaluation of IS & Impacts (18 terms). Details of this 

analysis are in Table A6.1. 

Participant Eight’s category high level fields of study (26 terms) contained 8 

terms in Participant Ten’s category web based interface to org (14 terms). Details 

of this analysis are in Table A6.2. 

In summary, the results of comparing the States of Affairs categories defined by 

Participants Eight and Ten showed: 

• No identity relationships. 

• Two inclusion relationships. 

o Constructs/variables includes evaluation of IS & impacts (61%) 

o High level fields of study includes web based interface to org (57%) 

• Seven categories with no relationships: 

o Domains 

o Method 

o Academic fields of study 

o Building the system 

o Management of IT 

o Knowledge management 

o Web based interface to the organisation 
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The inclusion relationships formed by this comparison are interesting because 

while there is a significant overlap on terms, the nature of the categories formed 

is very different. It would appear that the two participants perceive these similar 

terms from very different perspectives. 

7.3.2 Represented Objectivities 
The five categories with the most terms for Participant Eight are presented in 

Table 7.8. 

Category Terms 
Theories 33 
Constructs 26 
Paradigms 14 
Methods 12 
Items/domains 10 
Table 7.8 Top five Represented Objectivities categories chosen by 

Participant Eight (from Table A4.8) 

The five categories with the most terms for Participant Ten are presented in 

Table 7.9. 

Category Terms 
Theories that inform IS research 44 
Qualitative research methods 33 
Quantitative research methods 15 
Design research methods 13 
Focus of research 3 
Table 7.9 Top five Represented Objectivities categories chosen by 

Participant Ten (from Table A4.12) 

Participant Eight’s category theories (33 terms) had 26 terms in common with 

Participant Ten’s category theories that inform IS research (44 terms). Details of 

this analysis are in Tables A6.11 and A6.16. 

Participant Ten’s category qualitative research methods (33 terms) contained 8 

terms in Participant Eight’s category paradigms (14 terms). Details of this 

analysis are in Table A6.17. 

The results of comparing the Represented Objectivities categories defined by 

Participants Eight and Ten showed: 

• One identity relationship 

o Theories (79%) and theories that inform IS research (59%) 

• One inclusion relationships 

o Qualitative research methods includes paradigms (57%) 

• Six categories with no relationships: 

o Constructs 
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o Methods  

o Items/domains 

o Quantitative research methods 

o Design research methods 

o Focus of research 

The identity and inclusion relationships formed by this comparison of 

represented objectivities show a greater convergence than do the states of 

affairs. Research in the two LCM communities that the participants identify 

with, “management information systems” and “trans-community topic – 

conceptual mapping,” could well use similar research perspectives, depending 

on the specific nature of the participants’ research within those communities. 

7.4 The Extremes of Position Classification 
The previous two comparisons involved academics with similar position 

classifications, at the lowest and higher extremes of position classification. The 

following two classifications use the same individuals, but this time comparing 

across classifications: Participant One with Participant Eight and Participant 

Three with Participant Ten. 

7.4.1 Participants One and Eight 
This exercise compares Participant One, a Lecturer who identifies with the LCM 

community “global and societal issues” and Participant Eight, a Professor who 

identifies with the LCM community “management information systems.” 

The full analysis of these categories is presented in Appendix 7. 

States of Affairs 
The five comparison categories for Participant One are presented in Table 7.2. 

The five comparison categories for Participant Eight are presented in Table 7.6.  

Participant Eight’s category constructs/variables (38 terms) contained 10 terms 

in Participant One’s category people (19 terms). Details of this analysis are in 

Table A7.6. 

Participant Eight’s category high level fields of study (26 terms) contains 10 

terms in Participant One’s category e-Commerce (15 terms). Details of this 

analysis are in Table A7.7. 

The results of comparing the States of Affairs categories defined by Participants 

One and Eight showed: 
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• No identity relationships 

• Two inclusion relationships 

o Constructs/variables includes people (53%) 

o High level fields of study includes e-Commerce (67%) 

• Six categories with no relationships 

o IS management 

o Knowledge management 

o IS research 

o Domains 

o Method 

o Academic fields of study 

These two participants identify with LCM communities which have a degree of 

similarity – “Global and Societal Issues” and “management information 

systems.” It is therefore not surprising that two inclusion relationships are 

identified. It is more interesting that the inclusion relationships seem 

semantically correct in their expression. 

Represented Objectivities 
The five comparison categories for Participant One are presented in Table 7.4. 

The five comparison categories for Participant Eight are presented in Table 7.8.  

Participant One’s category research approach, data collection (18 terms) had 9 

terms in common with Participant Eight’s category methods (12 terms). Details 

of this analysis are in Tables A7.11 and A7.19. 

Participant One’s category artefact, organisations (17 terms) contains 5 terms in 

Participant Eight’s category items/domains (10 terms). Details of this analysis 

are in Table A7.12. 

Participant Eight’s category constructs (26 terms) contains 9 terms in Participant 

One’s category artefact – individuals (10 terms). Details of this analysis are in 

Table A7.17. 

The results of comparing the Represented Objectivities categories defined by 

Participants One and Eight showed: 

• One identity relationship 

o Research approach, data collection (75%) and methods (50%) 
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• Two inclusion relationships 

o Artefact, organisations includes items/domains (50%) 

o Constructs includes artefacts, individuals (90%) 

• Five categories with no relationships 

o Research approach, analysis 

o Artefact, society 

o Theories 

o Paradigms 

As with the observations made on the states of affairs comparison, the 

represented objectivity identity and inclusion relationships observed seem to 

reflect a similarity in the research approaches used in these communities. 

7.4.2 Participant Three and Ten 
This exercise compares Participant Three, a Senior Lecturer who identifies with 

the LCM community “systems and software engineering” with Participant Ten, a 

Professor who identifies with the LCM community “trans-community topic.” It is 

the second of two comparisons of participants separated by position 

classifications. 

The full analysis of these categories is presented in Appendix 8. 

States of Affairs 
The seven comparison categories for Participant Three are presented in Table 

7.3 and the five comparison categories for Participant Ten are presented in Table 

7.7. 

Participant Three’s category e-Business (14 terms) had 12 terms in common with 

Participant Ten’s category web based interface to organisation (14 terms). Details 

of this analysis are in Tables A8.3 and A8.12. 

Participant Three’s category knowledge management (12 terms) had 11 terms in 

common with Participant Ten’s category knowledge management (18 terms). 

Details of this analysis are in Tables A8.4 and A8.11. 

The results of comparing the States of Affairs categories defined by Participants 

Three and Ten showed: 

• Two identity relationships 

o e-Business (79%) and web based interface to organisation (79%) 
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o Knowledge management (92%) and knowledge management (61%) 

• No inclusion relationships 

• Eight categories showing no significant relationships 

o IS development 

o IS applications 

o Groups & teams 

o Organisational processes 

o Users & behaviour 

o Building the system 

o Management of IT 

o Evaluation of IS and impacts 

Despite the wide separation of position classifications, two identity relationships 

were observed.  

Represented Objectivities 
The five comparison categories for Participant Three are presented in Table 7.5 

and the five comparison categories for Participant Ten are presented in Table 

7.9. 

Participant Ten’s category theories that inform IS research (44 terms) contained 6 

terms from Participant Three’s category social & cultural lenses (10 terms) and 7 

terms from Participant Three’s category theories (8 terms). Details of this 

analysis are in Table A8.18. 

Participant Ten’s category qualitative research methods (33 terms) contained 5 

terms from Participant Three’s category high level research approaches (9 terms). 

Details of this analysis are in Table A8.19. 

In summary, the results of comparing the Represented Objectivities categories 

defined by Participants Three and Ten showed: 

• No identity relationships 

• Three inclusion relationships 

o Theories that inform IS research include social & cultural lenses 

(60%) 

o Theories that inform IS research include theories (88%) 
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o Qualitative research methods include high level research 

approaches (56%) 

• Six categories showed no significant relationships 

o Foundations 

o Systems development approach 

o Theories 

o Quantitative research methods 

o Design research methods 

o Focus of research 

This analysis is difficult to comment upon. There are no identity relationships, 

but three inclusion relationships. However, the position classifications are 

widely separated and the relationship between the LCM communities is unclear, 

because one is “trans-community topic,” and therefore just what is covered by it 

is unclear. 

7.5 Similar Classifications and LCM 
Community 

The final comparison of Participants Seven and Nine examines two participants 

classified at a similar level (Associate Professor) and who self categorised to the 

same LCM community (Management Information Systems). 

The full analysis of these categories is presented in Appendix 9. 

7.5.1 States of Affairs 
Participant Seven created two categories with 12 terms, creating two equal fifth, 

so six categories from Participant Seven will be compared (Table 7.10). 

Category Terms 
IT management & real world 38 
Constructs researchers focus on 31 
Knowledge management 16 
Particular domains for research 14 
Marketing 12 
Research methods 12 
Table 7.10 Top six States of Affairs categories chosen by Participant Seven 

(from Table A4.5) 

The five categories with the most terms for Participant Nine are presented in 

Table 7.11. 
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Category Terms 
evaluation criteria 15 
users 10 
external & internal factors affecting IS 9 
information behaviours & quality 9 
organisational learning & intellectual capital 9 
Table 7.11 Top five States of Affairs categories chosen by Participant Nine 

(from Table A4.9) 

No identity relationships were observed.  

Participant Seven’s category constructs IS researchers focus on (31 terms) 

contained 6 terms from Participant Nine’s category external & internal factors 

affecting IS (9 terms) and 6 terms from Participant Nine’s category users (10 

terms). Details of this analysis are in Table A8.19. 

The results of comparing the States of Affairs categories defined by Participants 

Seven and Nine showed: 

• No identity relationships 

• Two inclusion relationships 

o Constructs IS researchers focus on includes external & internal 

factors affecting IS (67%) 

o Constructs IS researchers focus on includes users (60%) 

• Eight categories showed no significant relationships 

o IT management & real world 

o Knowledge management 

o Particular domains for research 

o Marketing 

o Research methods 

o evaluation criteria 

o information behaviours & quality 

o organisational learning & intellectual capital 

“Management information systems” is a broad community, however there are 

two inclusion relationships identified in states of affairs. Even with identical 

LCM communities and position classifications, there is a difference in the 

categorising of terms. 
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7.5.2 Represented Objectivities 
The five categories with the most terms for Participant Seven are presented in 

Table 7.12. 

Category Terms 
pragmatic constructs 42 
theories 40 
universal research tools 20 
anti-positivist constructs 16 
scientific method constructs 8 
Table 7.12 Top five Represented Objectivities categories chosen by 

Participant Seven (from Table A4.6) 

Participant Nine created two categories with nine terms, creating two equal fifth, 

so six categories from Participant Nine will be compared (Table 7.13). 

Category Terms 
reference disciplines 23 
lenses 19 
subject of enquiry 14 
research techniques 11 
quantitative data manipulation 9 
research methods 9 
Table 7.13 Top six Represented Objectivities categories chosen by Participant 

Nine (from Table A4.10) 

No identity relationships were observed. 

Participant Seven’s category pragmatic constructs (42 terms) contained 10 terms 

in Participant Nine’s category lenses (19 terms) and 11 terms in Participant 

Nine’s category subject of enquiry (14 terms). Details of this analysis are in Table 

A9.12. 

Participant Seven’s category theories (40 terms) contained 18 terms in 

Participant Nine’s category reference disciplines (23 terms). Details of this 

analysis are in Table A9.13. 

Participant Nine’s category quantitative data manipulation (9 terms) contained 4 

terms in Participant Seven’s category scientific method constructs (8 terms). 

Details of this analysis are in Table A9.21. 

The results of comparing the Represented Objectivities categories defined by 

Participants Seven and Nine showed: 

• No identity relationships 

• Four inclusion relationships 

o Pragmatic constructs includes lenses (53%) 

o Pragmatic constructs includes subject of enquiry (79%) 

o Theories includes reference disciplines (78%) 
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o Quantitative data manipulation includes scientific method 

constructs (50%) 

• Four categories showed no significant relationships 

o universal research tools 

o anti-positivist constructs 

o research techniques 

o research methods 

This analysis identified four inclusion relationships between represented 

objectivities. In this instance we have identical LCM communities and position 

classifications. There are more represented objectivity inclusions than states of 

affairs inclusions, but no identity relationships.  

7.6 Summary of pairwise comparisons 
The lack of any similarity of categorisation structures discovered in Chapter 6, 

prompted this closer examination of the categories formed by the participants, 

to determine their similarities based on the terms included in those categories. 

Examining the terms used by the participants to form categories provides a 

greater understanding of the categories formed by the participants and the 

labels applied to those categories, and would have been provided by a superficial 

examination of category names. The results of that examination are summarised 

in Table 7.14. 
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States of Affairs 
Represented 
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Lowest 
classifications 
(1 & 3) 

2 1 6 0 0 10 

Highest 
classifications 
(8 & 10) 

0 2 7 1 1 6 

Extremes of 
classifications  
(1 & 8) 

0 2 6 1 2 5 

Extremes of 
classifications  
(3 & 10) 

2 0 8 0 3 6 

Similar classification 
and identification 
(7 & 9) 

0 2 8 0 4 4 

Table 7.14 Summary of category comparisons 

These results indicate that, for the most part, the participants grouped the 

terms into different categories.  

7.6.1 Identities 
Two categories of States of Affairs were identified as identical in two pair 

matchings: 

1. e-Commerce (73%) and e-Business (79%) 

2. e-Business (79%) and web based interface to organisation (79%) 

3. Knowledge management (53%) and knowledge management (83%) 

4. Knowledge management (92%) and knowledge management (61%) 

These matchings are interesting on a number of counts. E-Commerce, which is 

in essence synonymous with e-Business, is the subject of widespread, active 

and sustained research within the information systems domain. On that basis it 

is not surprising to see it emerge as an area which is similarly viewed by IS 

researchers. The matching of the category web based interface to organisation is 

understandable given the rise to almost complete dominance of the world wide 

web as a vehicle for e-Business. Catch phrases from the nineteen eighties 

describing older technologies, such as electronic data interchange and integrated 

subscriber digital networks, have all but disappeared from the E-Commerce 
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literature. The use of web technology has become a virtually unspoken 

assumption. 

Knowledge management, as opposed to information management, is a relatively 

new field, considered to have emerged following Ikujiro Nonaka’s seminal paper 

The Knowledge Creating Company (Nonaka, 1991). Its recent emergence may 

well have assisted in this similarity of views. 

Two categories of Represented Objectivities were identified as identical in one 

pair matching: 

1. Theories (79%) and theories that inform IS research (59%) 

2. Research approach, data collection (75%) and methods (50%) 

The generality of these matchings tends to confirm the findings, discussed in 

Chapter 1, which emphasise the wide range of reference disciplines used within 

information systems.  

7.6.2 Inclusions 
In considering these statements, it must be remembered that the statement 

“Category A includes Category B” is a description of the grouping of terms by the 

two participants. In other words it is saying that the terms placed by Participant 

B into Category B, were placed into Category A by Participant A, along with 

other terms which Participant B had placed into different categories. There is no 

semantic implication of generality or of levels within categorisation schemes in 

the statement.  

Seven significant States of Affairs inclusion relationships were identified. 

1. 67% of terms in groups and teams were included in people 

2. 67% of terms in e-Commerce were included in high level fields of study 

3. 67% of terms in external & internal factors affecting IS were included in 

constructs IS researchers focus on 

4. 61% of terms in evaluation of IS & impacts were included in 

constructs/variables 

5. 60% of terms in users were included in constructs IS researchers focus on 

6. 57% of terms in web based interface to organisation were included in high 

level fields of study 

7. 53% of terms in people were included in constructs/variables 
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Relationship 1 above was formed between Participants One and Three, both of 

whom had formed 17 States of Affairs categories. Relationships 2 and 3 were 

between Participants Eight and Ten. Participant Eight formed 10 States of 

Affairs categories and Participant Ten formed 12 States of Affairs categories. 

Relationships 4 and 5 were between Participants One and Eight. Participant One 

formed 17 States of Affairs categories, while Participant Eight formed 10. 

Relationships 6 and 7 were between Participants Seven and Nine. Participant 

Seven formed 11 States of Affairs categories, while Participant Nine formed 28, 

close to three times the number of categories that Participant Seven formed. 

Ten significant Represented Objectivities inclusion relationships were identified. 

1. 90% of terms in artefacts/individuals were included in constructs 

2. 60% of terms in social and cultural lenses were included in theories that 

inform IS research 

3. 88% of terms in theories were included in theories that inform IS research 

4. 79% of terms in subject of enquiry were included in pragmatic constructs 

5. 78% of terms in reference disciplines were included in theories 

6. 57% of terms in paradigms were included in qualitative research methods 

7. 56% of terms in high level research approaches were included in 

qualitative research methods 

8. 53% of terms in lenses were included in pragmatic constructs 

9. 50% of terms in items/domains were included in artefact/organisations 

10. 50% of terms in scientific method constructs were included in quantitative 

data manipulation 

Relationships 1 and 9 were between Participants One and Eight. Participant One 

formed 12 Represented Objectivities categories and Participant Eight formed 7 

Represented Objectivities categories. Relationships 2, 3 and 7 were between 

Participants Three and Ten. Participant Three formed 18 Represented 

Objectivities categories and Participant Ten formed 7 Represented Objectivities 

categories. Relationships 4, 5, 8 and 10 were between Participants Seven and 

Nine. Participant Seven formed 11 Represented Objectivities categories and 

Participant Nine formed 17 Represented Objectivities categories. Relationship 6 

was between Participants Eight and Ten. Participant Eight formed 10 

Represented Objectivities categories and Participant Ten formed 7 Represented 

Objectivities categories. 
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An issue concerning the large variation in the number of categories formed by 

each participant in this experiment was been mentioned in Chapter 6. Perhaps 

greater guidance should be given to participants regarding the number of 

categories and/or time that the sorting process should be conducted over. The 

impact of the variation in number of Represented Objectivities categories can be 

seen in the following table. 

 

Participant's 
categories Difference Inclusions 

Lowest 
classifications 
(1 & 3) 

12 18 6 2 

Highest 
classifications 
(8 & 10) 

10 7 3 1 

Extremes of 
classifications  
(1 & 8) 

12 10 2 1 

Extremes of 
classifications  
(3 & 10) 

18 7 11 3 

Similar 
classification and 
identification 
(7 & 9) 

11 17 6 3 

Table 7.15 Represented Objectivities Category difference and number of 
inclusion relationships. 

Table 7.15 examines the issue of the difference in the number of categories 

formed and the number of inclusion relationships observed. This is also 

presented graphically in Figure 7.1. This material is not presented as a 

statistical analysis, but as evidence that the time taken tends to affect the 

number of categories formed by participants – that is it tends to increase the 

category density. 
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Figure 7.1 Represented Objectivities Category difference and number of 

inclusion relationships. 

If a participant who formed a small number of categories was compared to a 

participant who formed a large number of categories, then intuitively, one would 

expect a large number of inclusions. The limited number of inclusions reported 

in these results would also be affected by the restriction in the number of 

categories selected for pairwise comparison.  

The observation that terms are placed in different categories by different 

participants would suggest that we are dealing with a categorisation scheme, as 

opposed to a classification scheme. We now examine the observed properties of 

the categories produced in this investigation to determine whether or not we 

have produced a categorisation scheme. 

A key distinction between Jacob’s definitions of classification systems and 

categorisation systems concerned the requirement for mutual exclusivity, that 

is, entities may only appear in a single class within a classification scheme, 

while they may appear in more than one category in a categorisation scheme 

(2004, p531). Jacob also provides a table (Table 7.16) of differences between 

categorisations and classifications. These differences are distinguished by six 

systemic properties.  

The first property is process. The participants in this investigation synthesised 

categories of terms based on the perceived similarities of those terms. Any use of 

a systematic approach by participants was internalised and not explicitly 

expressed or shared between participants. This would appear to satisfy the 

description of categorisation. 
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Table 7.16 Comparison of Categorization and Classification (Jacob, 2004, 
p528) 

The second property is boundaries. The design of the Term Categorisation Phase 

did not provide for placing a term in more than one category. However, when 

comparing the categories formed by participants, terms were definitely placed in 

more than one category. Given that this aim of this investigation is to discover a 

categorisation scheme used by the discipline rather than individual researchers, 

the latter observation is significant and would satisfy Jacob’s description of 

categorisation.  

The third property is membership. In this investigation the placement of a term 

in a category was determined by the context of information systems and the 

participant’s knowledge of that domain. That was explicit in the design of the 

Term Categorisation Phase – no rules were imposed on participants on the 

allowed distribution of terms. That is also in accord with Jacob’s definition of 

categorisation. 

The fourth property is criteria for assignment. In classification schemes any 

criteria for assignment are predetermined, usually based on ideal forms of the 

item being classified. In this investigation participants were not provided with 

any such guidelines or principles, participants were explicitly asked to sort the 

terms based on first thoughts rather than considered principles. This property 

also indicates that we are dealing with a categorisation. 
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The fifth property is typicality. In classification a member of a class must 

“display the full set of essential features prescribed by the class definition 

(Jacob, 2004, p530).” This investigation did not prescribe any class definitions, 

and participants were free to decide whether a term should be part of a category 

as they saw fit. This would indicate that we are dealing with a categorisation. 

The sixth and final property is structure. As can be seen from Tables 6.7 and 

6.8, participants did not adhere to a hierarchical structure of fixed classes. 

Some used hierarchies, some used proximity and some a mixture of both. This 

property would also indicate that we are dealing with a categorisation. 

By all of Jacob’s criteria then, this investigation has produced a categorisation 

scheme. 

7.7 Analysis using Boisot’s I-space model 
Examination of the results using the I-Space model (Boisot, 2005) proposed by 

Boisot, provides a much more convincing explanation. In this section the 

empirical results based on Ingarden’s ontology are brought together and located 

within Boisot’s model.  

Boisot’s model of I-Space and the Social Learning Cycle is discussed in Chapter 

2, and, for convenience, is reproduced in Figure 7.2. The essential aspect of this 

model which bears on our study is that it proposes a dynamic process in which 

information moves through a series of stages. Diffused information is collated, it 

is then codified, then it is abstracted. At this stage it has been reduced to its 

essential features. These abstractions then become diffused by being shared 

within both specialist and general communities. Once the information has been 

shared, it can be used and applied, eventually becoming applied as second 

nature, without reference to the coding and abstraction which has taken place. 

The cycle finishes with the information becoming embedded in practices or 

artefacts. 
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Figure 7.2 The I-space and the Social Learning Cycle (Boisot, 1998, p60) 

The essence of Boisot’s model is that it provides a representation of information 

as a dynamic item, undergoing a cyclical process of transformation. 

Categorisation schemes, on the other hand, are static representations of 

information at a point in time. Even if they are regularly maintained and 

updated, that limited dynamic property would not be readily apparent to users 

and would not be synchronised with the transformations illustrated by the 

Social Learning Cycle. 

Boisot also considers I-Space as consisting of three regimes representing three 

states through which information passes as it moves through the Social 

Learning Cycle. In the regime labelled E-min in Figure 7.3, information has been 

collated and is at its most abstract and codified. In the regime labelled E-max in 

Figure 7.3, the data can be given no structure and its diffusion in the social 

system is pervasive and quite random. In between the two regimes, information 

is in a complex state intermediate between chaos and order. Information in the 

complex regimes is also moving between the other two regimes.  

These three regimes could also explain the results obtained in this analysis. The 

categories where there was agreement would be in the E-min regime, those 

categories where there was no agreement would be in the E-max regime, and 

those categories where there was an inclusion relationship, that is some limited 

agreement on the terms contained, would be in the complex regime as depicted 

in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3 The I-Space and category relationships 

To illustrate this concept, Figure 7.4 has been prepared. This figure places eight 

states of affairs identified by participants into their regimes. Two states of affairs 

(eCommerce and knowledge management) which showed identity relationships 

are placed in the ordered regime. A single state of affairs (quality) is placed in the 

chaotic regime. This state of affairs was identified by Participant Three (Table 

A4.3) and no relationship with it was identified. Five states of affairs (high level 

fields of study, evaluation of IS, constructs/variables, people and groups and 

teams) are placed in the complex regime. The placement of this last group poses 

a problem as the analysis undertaken provides no information on whether these 

categories are moving along the Social Learning Cycle from the ordered regime 

to the chaotic regime, or vice versa. The placement of these five terms then, is 

illustrative only and no insight into their actual direction of movement on the 

Social Learning Cycle is claimed.  
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Figure 7.4 Indicative States of Affairs within the I-Space 

The states of affairs eCommerce and high level fields of study were deliberately 

placed adjacent, as an inclusion relationship between them was identified in 

addition to the identity relationships with eCommerce. Similar considerations 

determined the placement of constructs/variables, people and groups and teams. 

Figure 7.5 provides a similar indicative selection of represented objectivities. 

Eight represented objectivities have been placed in the I-Space. Three 

represented objectivities (theories; research, data collection and methods) which 

showed identity relationships are placed in the ordered regime. A single 

represented objectivity (reasoning) is placed in the chaotic regime. This 

represented objectivity was identified by Participant Three (Table A4.4) and no 

relationship with it was identified. Four represented objectivities (artefacts, 

individuals; constructs; pragmatic constructs and lenses) are placed in the 

complex regime. As with the placement of states of affairs in the complex regime, 

the placement of these four terms is illustrative only and no insight into their 

actual direction of movement on the Social Learning Cycle is claimed.  
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Figure 7.5 Indicative Represented Objectivities within the I-Space 

The states of affairs and represented objectivities are deliberately represented in 

the figures by clouds as an indication that they occupy an area on the Social 

Learning Cycle, rather than a point. Each cloud represents a number of terms. 

Clouds in the ordered regime contain more points than clouds in the chaotic 

regime. Equally, the issue of identity and inclusion of terms in multiple 

categories suggests a cloud, with its properties of uneven boundaries and ability 

to merge or interpenetrate, is a good metaphor for the distribution of terms 

between categories.  

The use of a cloud analogy embodies some of the concepts mentioned by Rosch 

and Lakoff (Chapter 2) on centrality and gradience. It is also consistent with the 

comments of Sambamurthy (2005) and Whinston and Geng (2004) who 

discussed boundaries of and within information systems as porous and having a 

large gray area between what clearly is included and what is clearly excluded. 

Sambamurthy (2005) was also influential in the development of the Larson et al 

(2008) Latent Categorisation Method. 

It should also be noted that while a single Social Learning Cycle is shown, it is 

possible, indeed likely, that the actually shape of the cycle will vary between 

concepts. A moment’s reflection will identify issues which affect the 

dissemination of information – intellectual property rights, patents, translation, 

lack of shared context, which would limit movement along the diffusion axis. 

Equally, there are issues which affect the absorption of information such as the 

degree to which it can be standardised or automated, the ease of articulating 

that information which would limit movement on the coding axis. These are all 
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issues which will affect the shape of the Social Learning Cycle and the speed at 

which the information travels along the cycle (Boisot, 1968, pp61-66). 

This analysis has also thrown new light on the importance of the categories 

which fell into the chaotic regime. These categories were not analysed in this 

study, but may provide interesting insights. The manual analysis used in this 

study would not be appropriate, but other methods, such as data mining, on the 

full dataset may be appropriate. 

The results of the analysis of Represented Objectivities reported in Chapter 

Seven and illustrated in Figure 7.4 suggests that there is less agreement on 

research approaches than there is on the things being studied, that is, the 

States of Affairs.  

The analysis of the results using Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle model 

accommodates all of the observations and provides insights into the domain 

being studied which identify areas of further study, such as; 

• Adding a temporal dimension to the study of categorisation; 

• Targeting areas for closer study, based on the positions of the individual 

categories on Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle; and 

• Using automated techniques on the full dataset. 

Examining the details of the terms placed into categories has demonstrated the 

diversity of views on which terms belong in categories, even allowing for the 

differing numbers of categories formed. This, taken together with the results of 

the examination of the categorisation structures presented in Chapter 6, 

confirms the wide range of views held by the participants on the nature and 

structure of the things which information systems studies and the perspectives 

from which they are studied.  

The following chapter will examine these findings in the context of existing 

models and the original aim of determining how information systems academics 

perceive and classify the information systems domain. 
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8 Conclusions 
“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, 

would it?” Albert Einstein 

This was a journey which started over six years ago, with a very straightforward 

motivation. I wanted a classification scheme for the journals in my Index of 

Information Systems Journals. From that original thought, a much more 

interesting project emerged. Rather than coming up with a classification, this 

research has clarified some aspects of the perspectives individuals exhibit when 

categorising, and developed a method which identifies the differences and 

through that indicates areas where the categorisations are straightforward and 

will most likely be acceptable to the users of the scheme, and areas where there 

may well be greater disagreement over categorisation. 

Recall from Chapter 1, that the main research question addressed in this 

investigation was: 

• How do information systems researchers categorise the Information 

Systems domain? 

That question had a number of separate issues which then posed a number of 

sub-questions: 

• How can we rigorously determine what information systems researchers 

study? 

• How do information systems researchers categorise what they study? 

• How do those categories diverge? 

• How can the divergence in those categories be interpreted? 

These questions were posed in the context of information systems research, as 

chronicled in peer reviewed journals. The issue of structuring those 

categorisations into a mature classification is not addressed in this 

investigation. 

In this Chapter, we reflect on what has been achieved by this project. Firstly we 

consider the actual results obtained, then the method used is evaluated and we 

consider the two main bodies of theory used in this research. The research 

questions, and the degree to which this investigation answers them follows. The 

Chapter concludes with some comments on the significance of the research and 

directions for future work. 
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8.1 Outcomes of Applying the Method 
In this section we discuss the results and reflect on their implications. The 

method used consisted of two phases which are comprehensively described in 

Chapter 4: 

• The Term Extraction Phase; and 

• The Term Categorisation Phase. 

The application of the Term Extraction Phase is reported in Chapter 5. The 

selection of journals for analysis was undertaken in 2004, and predates the 

recent journal ranking exercises by ACPHIS (2008), ERA (ARC, 2010) and the 

establishment of the AIS Senior Scholars’ journal selections (AIS, 2010). The 

selection of journals for this investigation was made on the basis of reported 

studies on information systems journals available at that time. Notwithstanding 

that, the journals selected are considered to be top ranked journals in the more 

recent studies. The journals selected were: 

• Information Systems Research 

• MIS Quarterly 

• Journal of Management Information Systems 

• European Journal of Information Systems 

The papers published by these journals in 2005 were analysed, a total of 144 

articles, and 157 unique states of affairs and 156 unique represented 

objectivities were identified (Tables A3.1-A3.8). These terms were then used in 

the Term Categorisation Phase. 

Ten domain experts were recruited by invitation using an email to the 

Australasian Information Systems mailing list. All domain experts had a 

minimum of five years publication in refereed information systems journals. 

Purposive sampling was used to ensure a range of theoretical perspectives on 

the information systems domain. The domain experts self-classified in to LCM 

categories (Larsen et al, 2008). The application of the Term Categorisation Phase 

produced categorisations, reported in Chapter 6, which were extremely diverse. 

The categorisations differed in the number of categories, the arrangements of 

categories and whether and how the categories related one to another. Nothing 

significant could be deduced from inspection of the categorisation structures. 

One thing which is apparent from the results is that the longer a participant 

took in the categorisation process, the greater the number of categories they 

formed. No instructions or guidance was given to the participants on the 
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amount of time which should be taken or a target number of categories which 

should be formed.  

Further investigation was undertaken into the actual categories formed by the 

participants using pairwise comparisons of the terms in those categories. The 

full details of the procedures followed and results obtained from these 

comparisons are given in Chapter 7. The pairs of participants compared were: 

• two participants at the lowest position classifications; 

• two participants at the highest position classification; 

• two pairs of participants at extremes of position classification; and 

• two participants in the same position classification and the same LCM 

community. 

In analysing the pairs of categories, three forms of relationship were looked for: 

• Identity relationships, where the terms in common formed 50% or more 

of the terms in both participants’ categories; 

• Inclusion relationships, where the terms in common formed 50% or more 

of the terms in only one participant’s categories; and 

• No relationship, where an identity or inclusion relationship could not be 

found. These indicate areas where the two participants thought very 

differently about the grouping of terms. 

The pairwise comparisons successfully identified identity and inclusion 

relationships in both states of affairs and represented objectivities. However, 

there were more categories which fell into “no relationship.” The results of that 

analysis also were difficult to explain, other than falling back on the issue of the 

diversity of the information systems domain. As diversity of the domain was one 

starting point for the investigation, it is an unimpressive explanation, even if 

some degrees of difference in categorisation, implying degrees of diversity, have 

been shown. 

The use of Boisot’s I-Space model provided a much more interesting explanation 

of the results. The categories showing identity relationships were mapped into 

the E-min zone of I-Space. Those categories showing no relationship were 

mapped into the E-max zone of I-Space and the categories showing inclusion 

relationships were mapped into the zone between E-max and E-min. Rather 

than an arbitrary discrete division into categories, positioning within I-Space 

along the Social Learning Cycle provides for a continuum more in accordance 

with the results obtained. 
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As the investigation presented a single instance of categorisation by each 

participant, it was not possible to determine whether the categories in the zone 

between E-max and E-min were on the ascending or descending portions of the 

Social Learning Cycle. Even in the absence of this data, this gives a much more 

useful perspective on the results. It suggests an explanation for the diversity 

and for the difference in degrees of diversity. Further data collection could 

establish where inclusion categories fell on the Social Learning Cycle. Those 

categories moving towards E-min would be more likely to benefit from analysis 

as they would be moving to a greater degree of consensus on their nature. Those 

categories moving towards or at E-max would be less likely to have any great 

degree of consensus on categorisation. Rather than dismissing those categories 

which showed no relationship, it indicates that the understanding of those 

categories is in flux or in contention. 

Another interesting aspect of using Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle, is that it 

shifts the emphasis back from the categories to the terms grouped in the 

categories. It also changes the emphasis from simply looking at similarities 

between categories to also taking into account their differences. Without looking 

at both aspects it is not possible to place it within I-Space. 

This is a novel use of Boisot’s I-Space and could assist in focusing categorisation 

studies on areas where the schemes produced are more likely to be accepted by 

the classification users in that domain. In addition to producing more 

acceptable classification schemes, it should also allow for the more efficient use 

of resources. 

8.2 Reflections on the Method 
As mentioned before, the method used in this investigation consisted of two 

phases: 

• The Term Extraction Phase; and 

• The Term Categorisation Phase. 

In this section we reflect on the two phases and their application in this 

investigation. 

8.2.1 The Term Extraction Phase 
The development of the Term Extraction Phase is described fully in Chapters 3 

and 4 and its application is reported in Chapter 5. The process adopted 

incorporates the use of Roman Ingarden’s ontology of scientific works, a part of 

his literary ontology which has been largely ignored. Ingarden’s analysis 
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identified the items within scientific works which were ontologically significant. 

The significant ontic items to discover within the articles are the states of affairs 

and represented objectivities reported within the articles. Ingarden’s ontology 

provides a more rigorous and formal definition of the classes of terms than those 

used in librarianship, such as those documented by Foskett (1982, pp68-69). 

In order to discover these items within a particular scientific work, a procedure 

was required that would allow a systematic analysis of each document and the 

identification of the ontic terms prescribed by Ingarden. The coding process 

developed in Grounded Theory was appropriated – instead of looking for Basic 

Social Processes, Reported Research Activities were defined, and the guiding 

queries were recast as: 

1. What is this scientific work reporting research on? 

2. What category or property of a category, of what part of the emerging 

theory, does this research activity relate? 

3. What is actually being undertaken in the research? 

Initially, coding progress was slow but the pace of coding increased with 

repeated use of the method. There was a feeling of precision when identifying a 

term, as the three guiding queries became a mantra, based on which it became 

clear whether or not a term should be added to the either the list of states of 

affairs or the list of represented objectivities or discarded. Regardless of the 

speed of coding, the process required judgement; it was not a mechanical 

process. It would not be amenable to an automated process. 

The final lists produced by this process appeared sufficient for the Term 

Categorisation Phase – all identified terms were classified by at least one 

participant. 

The selection of the journals which were analysed to provide the terms was done 

on the basis of their appearance as highly ranked journals in a number of 

studies. It would be interesting to repeat this process using a variety of niche 

journals within the information systems domain. Such a suggestion, however, 

immediately opens up the question of classifying the journals, in the absence of 

a domain specific classification scheme – the very motivation for this research.  

8.2.2 The Term Categorisation Phase 
The Term Categorisation Phase is described in Chapter 4, and its application is 

described in Chapter 6. In this phase, domain experts classified the terms 

extracted in the Term Extraction Phase. A protocol (Appendix 1) was devised for 

taking the domain experts through the categorisation process. 
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The categorisation process combined open card sorting and talk aloud protocol. 

The extracted terms were each presented on a separate card and sorted into 

piles by the domain experts. The piles were then arranged and named by the 

domain experts.  

As mentioned before, one view of the results which was considered was: 

• The information systems discipline is just too diverse for any single 

coherent view of the discipline to have emerged; or 

• It is necessary to explicitly restrict the participants to forming a 

predetermined number of categories or a predetermined time for forming 

categories. 

The question of whether or not to mandate a specific number of categories to be 

formed by participants is one which was considered when devising the protocol. 

It was decided to not impose a limit, as this was considered inconsistent with 

the principles of open card sorting and talk aloud protocol. Rejecting a limit was 

also consistent with the aim of performing the sorting process based on the 

participant’s perceptions, and not the formal categories which may be accessed 

when more detailed cognitive processing is undertaken. The literature on open 

card sorting and talk aloud protocol is reported in Chapter 4 and emphasises 

the negative effect of a delay in time between the cognitive process and the 

report of that cognitive process. Introducing a delay by requiring consideration 

by the participant of the number of categories that they were forming, may 

produce such a negative effect. 

The pairwise comparison reported in Chapter 7 was undertaken manually. This 

was time consuming, but practical where a limited number of categories were 

involved, but if the categories in the chaotic regime are to be analysed, the 

practicalities of that identify the need for an automated tool. 

Using Boisot’s I-Space model to examine the categorisations changed our 

perceptions of the results and lead to the rejection of the points above 

concerning diversity and imposing limits. The I-Space model managed the 

complexity of the results and, using the Social Learning Cycle, represented them 

in a way that suggested an explanation for the apparent complexity. Introducing 

a dynamic perspective to explaining the results, opens up a new avenue for 

research in this area. 
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8.3 Reflections on Theory 
This investigation has made significant use of two bodies of theory – Ingarden’s 

model of scientific works and Boisot’s I-Space model and the Social learning 

Cycle.  

8.3.1 Ingarden’s Ontology of Literature 
An intriguing aspect of this study was that the areas that are engaged in 

categorisation in a practical sense have arrived at some similar concepts. 

Foskett’s semantic classes (Table 2.10) have some similarities with the way 

Rosch and Lakoff talk about categories (see p29). While none of these 

approaches explicitly acknowledge a debt to the works of philosophers back to 

Aristotle, the inference that some influence has occurred is inescapable. 

The explicit heir to the work of philosophers on categorisation of literature is the 

ontological study of literary works by Roman Ingarden. His ontology is 

comprehensive and well regarded. The specific contribution to this study is the 

ontological analysis of scientific works. His analysis identified four things which 

were essential for this study: 

• that the journals and their articles are real (part of reality); 

• that the articles contain genuine judgements of the authors;  

• that independent objects mentioned in articles are also real but must be 

understood from the perspective of the author and the intentions 

revealed in the work; and 

• that the states of affairs and represented objectivities identified in 

scientific works identify terms which may form the basis of a subject 

indexing scheme. 

Ingarden’s analysis immediately exposes a limitation of the AMC CCS and MISQ 

scheme. Both schemes use a single set of terms to classify states of affairs and 

represented objectivities. A brief reflection will immediately identify the added 

benefit of being able to distinguish between works which concern a particular 

matter as a state of affairs, as opposed to one dealing with the same matter as a 

represented objectivity – for example a paper discussing the merits of a specific 

methodology as opposed to a paper reporting an analysis using the same 

methodology. 

The main contribution of Ingarden’s ontology was defining an approach to 

analysing the journal articles. It provided guidance on the significant items and 

how to identify them. It provided the nucleus of the method used in this study. 
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8.3.2 Boisot’s I-Space 
A major issue in the design of categorisation schemes is that the result is a 

static representation, whereas the domain that it seeks to classify is dynamic 

and continues to change. Boisot’s I-Space offers a simple and elegant model 

within which this dynamic aspect can be understood and accommodated. His 

model also describes a path taken through I-Space called the Social Learning 

Cycle which charts the transformation of information from a state of maximum 

entropy to minimum entropy and return (Figure 2.1). 

Boisot (2005, p187) also asserts that information systems reflects the heritage of 

many of the disciplines from which it originated, by mainly concerning itself with 

highly codified and abstracted information. That was the orientation of the 

analysis in this investigation until his models were applied. 

Addressing information dispersed over the whole of the Social Learning Cycle 

requires the consideration of three questions (Bosiot, 2005, p188): 

• What kind of knowledge are we dealing with and where is it located in 

the I-Space? 

• What phase of the Social Learning Cycle are we dealing with? 

• What institutional and cultural processes are acting to support or 

impede their operation? 

This investigation can give a limited answer to the first question but the 

approach used contains none of the dynamic information required to fully 

answer that question, or to begin to answer the other two questions. An 

appropriate extension of this investigation would be to devise an investigation 

which fully addressed the questions raised by Boisot. 

Boisot’s I-Space and Social Learning Cycle provided a view of the dynamics of 

categorisation which is completely novel. While this investigation was unable to 

fully use the model, it is clear that this model has the potential for a great 

contribution to such studies and future research will benefit from taking this 

model into consideration. 

8.4 Significance 
From an initial starting point of examining the classification of categories within 

information systems, this study has devised and tested a philosophically 

consistent method for eliciting terms in academic papers and the categories into 

which domain experts place those terms and has identified a model which 

explains the results obtained by that method.  
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The results of this investigation are significant, intrinsically, as an investigation 

tool, and extrinsically in terms of how it builds upon previous research and in 

terms of what it can contribute to research in this and related areas. 

8.4.1 Intrinsic Significance 
The Term Extraction and Categorisation Method consists of two phases, the 

Term Extraction Phase and the Term Categorisation Phase, which are grounded 

in ontologically compatible theory.  

Ingarden’s ontological analysis identified the need for separately categorising the 

States of Affairs which a domain studies and categorising the Represented 

Objectivities which a domain uses to study those States of Affairs. A moment’s 

reflection will see that an article looking, for example, at the applicability of 

social network theory to the information systems discipline, and a second article 

on using social network theory to explain management decisions on a specific 

project, are two very different things. To be able to search selectively by 

specifying “social network theory” as either a State of Affairs or a Represented 

Objectivity would enhance information discovery. This distinction was embedded 

in the design of the Term Extraction Phase. 

The two phases can be used independently – the Term Extraction Phase to 

generate terms and the Term Categorisation Phase to categorise a given set of 

terms. The ability to use the phases separately is an advantage as the Term 

Categorisation Phase could be used on pre-existing sets of terms – for example 

already defined keyword lists – to test the lists and perceptions of those lists. In 

Chapter 5, there is a brief discussion of the lack of use by authors of the 

keywords prescribed by Information Systems Research. Using the Term 

Categorisation Phase on those keywords could assist in understanding the lack 

of their use. Equally the Term Extraction Phase may well be useful in generating 

terms from published articles to use as a starting point in developing keyword 

lists. Published curricula also might be able to be used as data for the Term 

Categorisation Phase to develop categorisations. 

In the Term Categorisation Phase, analysis of the elicited categories using 

pairwise comparisons can identify sets of categories with similar groupings of 

terms. It also identifies sets of categories which have little in common and which 

require more detailed analysis. Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle adds the potential 

for a dynamic perspective for understanding categorisations. This is significant 

because, for the first time, it offers a tool which can identify changes in views on 

categories in a specific categorisation. These changes can direct analysis to 

those categories which are moving towards the ordered regime, and hence would 
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be expected to attract a high degree of identity of terms. It would also identify 

those categories which are moving away from the ordered regime, and hence 

would be expected to show a high degree of diversity in categorisation of terms. 

This would allow identification of areas which may be about to slip into the 

chaotic regime, and hence require their categorisations to be reconsidered. 

The loose coupling of the two phases provides a versatile discovery and analysis 

tool which could be used in a variety of settings. The Method could be used in 

full or either of the Phases could be used independently, as appropriate to the 

particular situation. As mentioned previously, an automated tool could be used 

to perform the pairwise comparisons, which would enable easy comparison of all 

categories formed by all participants and make repeated applications of the 

Term Categorisation Phase a practical proposition. Such repeated applications 

of the Term Categorisation Phase should uncover the dynamics of the categories 

and allow the addressing of all of Boisot’s three questions. 

8.4.2 Extrinsic Significance 
A major thread running through the history of classification in the library and 

information science discipline is the respective merits of the literary warrant 

approach and the consensus approach. The literary warrant approach draws on 

the content of the actual works being classified to inform the classification 

systems. The consensus approach draws on the views of domain experts for the 

classification of that domain. Beghtol (1995, p32), in her investigation of 

fictional literature, suggests that these two approaches need not necessarily be 

viewed as opposing, and that they both can supply complementary information 

in designing a classification. She further suggests that literary warrant should 

be used to supply the terms used in a classification and that the consensus 

approach should supply organisation and structure. 

The approach taken in this investigation follows the principles articulated by 

Beghtol. The Term Extraction Phase focuses on terms used in the literature 

following the principles of literary warrant, and the Term Categorisation Phase 

uses domain experts for input on categories, following the principles of the 

consensus approach. Beghtol’s work involved a quantitative analysis of the MLA 

International Bibliography (MLA, 1983), which was a very different approach 

with a different purpose to that taken in this investigation. Beghtol’s proposals 

regarding literary warrant and consensus, however, remain appropriate for this 

investigation and the Term Extraction and Categorisation Method developed in 

our investigation provides a further example of using these two approaches in a 

complementary fashion. 
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This investigation explicitly built upon the ontological work of Roman Ingarden, 

and specifically his analysis of scientific works. As far as could be determined, 

this was the first use of this aspect of Ingarden’s ontology. Ingarden’s ontology of 

scientific works clearly distinguished between the substantive topic that was 

being reported on, the states of affairs, and the perspective, the research 

approaches being used, the represented objectivities. The Term Extraction Phase 

was explicitly designed and undertaken with those principles in mind. Once 

Ingarden’s principles were understood, the need for and advantage of two sets of 

terms, one for each of the ontological concepts, becomes clear and unequivocal.  

Appropriating and adapting the open coding process from the Grounded Theory 

method operationalised the analysis of the state of affairs and represented 

objectivities concepts and ensured that focus was maintained when analysing 

the journal papers. This greatly enhanced efficiency.  

The use of domain experts in the Term Categorisation Phase also addresses the 

problem of special meanings of terms and the related issues of homonymy, 

synonymy, polysemy, colloquialisms and acronyms, as domain experts’ 

categorisation input is conditioned by their use of these otherwise ambiguous 

terms by their familiarity with and use of them within their domain. Resolving 

that ambiguity should lead to more accurate searching by reducing the number 

of false drops. 

Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle transforms a static view of the degree of 

consensus of the nature and content of participant developed categories into a 

dynamic view which offers an explanation for the differing degrees of agreement 

between participants. It opens up a completely new approach to analysing and 

maintaining categorisation schemes. More work needs to be done on this 

application of the SLC. If its potential is confirmed through further investigation, 

then it may be possible to predict areas within categorisations where focused 

reviews would be timely and generate results which would reflect and attract a 

high degree of consensus within the domain. The ability to identify areas where 

categorisation work would be of most benefit would directly address the 

concerns (e.g. Grudin, 2006) regarding the effort required to maintain 

classification schemes. 

The strength of classification systems, as opposed to categorisation systems, 

even at a superficial level, is the “ability to establish relationships between 

classes that are stable and meaningful (Jacob, 2004, p538).” However, in the 

context of a domain that is subject to rapid and even paradigm shifting change, 

where is the virtue in that? The ACM CCS and the MISQ classifications both had 

issues with the amount of work required to keep the classification current. In 
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the case of the MISQ scheme, resources were refused for maintaining the 

scheme. In the case of the ACM CCS, there seems to be an organisational 

paralysis, which may well be related to the scope of the task. 

Herold (2001, p1) asserts that information is a-categorial.  

“Information happens without pre-definition into certain or rigid 

structures, orders or classes in any exclusive or preferred way. 

Information is rich in potential taxonomies and capable of varying 

interpretation schematically, while at the same time conditional and 

dependent in the sense of not having an assigned final status.” 

Herold’s comment reminds us that there is no particular virtue in any specific 

categorisation or classification scheme. But there very much appears to be an 

issue of inertia when changes to these schemes are contemplated. An extreme 

instance of this is exemplified by the University of Tasmania preferring to 

maintain three separate library catalogues (Bliss, Library of Congress and 

Dewey) rather than amalgamating them, some 30 years after the organisational 

decisions which lead to the merging of the collections. The perception of the 

issues of reclassifying and concomitant physical reshelving of the collections are 

so closely bound together that Herold even offers “the systematic arrangement of 

books and materials” as a definition of classification (2001, p7). 

Of course, 30 years ago cataloguing was implemented using physical cards, so 

amalgamating catalogues would have required a major rearrangement to these 

cards. The introduction of Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) systems has 

greatly minimised those issues. The development and adoption of the Machine 

Readable Catalogue (MARC) standard has made obtaining records with 

classification data from the major cataloguing systems has largely removed 

another difficulty. 

In addition to maintaining catalogues using OPAC technology, a growing 

number of library holdings are now electronic, and physical reshelving is not an 

issue for those holdings. Many special purpose collections and indexes are 

wholly electronic including the Index of Information Systems Journals which was 

the genesis of this investigation. Changes in classification or categorisation 

schemes require fewer physical adjustments. 

It could be argued that the use of the Term Extraction and Categorisation 

Method for the rapid and repeated generation of categorisation schemes would 

result in categorisation schemes which could be implemented relatively easily in 

electronic systems and changes accommodated without major additional 
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overheads. Over time, the results from its repeated use could be used to identify 

areas where amendments to classification schemes would be beneficial.  

As well as identifying where within classification schemes amendments may be 

advisable, it would be possible to give some indication of the scope of changes 

required and a more precise justification of resources required for the 

undertaking of the amendment.  

In the context of Gregor’s (2006) work on the nature of theory, the results of this 

investigation are in the form of a theory for design and action.  

“This type of theory says how to do something. It is about the principles 

of form and function, methods, and justificatory theoretical knowledge 

that are used in the development of IS (Gregor, 2006, p628).” 

In this investigation we have taken a number of existing theories which provided 

explanations (Ingarden’s ontology of literary works, Latent Categorisation 

Method), explained and predicted (Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle) and adapted 

other theories for design and action (Grounded Theory method, Open Card 

Sorting, Talk Aloud Protocol) and created the Term Extraction and 

Categorisation Method. 

The method could validly be applied to any other domain which was 

documented in academic papers and had domain experts willing to participate 

in the Term Categorisation Phase. 

8.5 Limitations 
This section addresses limitations of the investigation as a whole. Limitations of 

the research methods incorporated in the investigation are addressed in Chapter 

4. There are two major areas in which limitations are evident; the scope of the 

journals and the selection of the domain experts. 

The selection of the specific journals chosen could be criticised. The selection of 

the journals was based on the perception of excellence of the journals. It could 

be argued that journals should have been selected purposively to ensure that all 

information systems research areas were covered. As has been repeatedly 

mentioned, the information systems domain is very diverse. Analysing sufficient 

journals to cover the entire information systems domain would greatly expand 

this investigation. Such an expanded investigation may well produce such a 

volume of terms as to make the Term Classification Phase impractical. Separate 

investigations looking at aspects of the information systems domain may be 

preferable. 
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The second major area which could be criticised is the selection of domain 

experts for the Term Classification Phase. All participants were employed in 

tertiary education institutions in the Australian state of Victoria. Despite their 

similar location, the participants had different countries of origin, received their 

degrees from different institutions from a range of countries and undertook 

research in different areas within information systems. We feel that this 

ameliorated any bias which could be suggested their similar location introduced. 

The final and lesser limitation is the lack of exploration of the dynamic aspect of 

Boisot’s SLC. This is recognised and has been indicated as an area of future 

work in these conclusions. 

8.6 Addressing the Research Questions 
The research questions which initiated this investigation were: 

• How do information systems researchers categorise the Information 

Systems domain? 

The sub-questions arising from that were: 

• How can we rigorously determine what information systems researchers 

study? 

• How do information systems researchers categorise what they study? 

• How do those categories diverge? 

• How can the divergence in those categories be interpreted? 

Each of the sub-questions will now be addressed, followed by a consideration of 

how they inform the main question. 

Before you can analyse a particular domain, the domain must be identified, and 

we need to know what that domain consists of. The first sub-question, “how can 

we rigorously determine what information systems researchers study?” was 

addressed by reviewing the findings of the disciplines which undertake this form 

of analysis, librarianship and information studies, sociology and philosophy. The 

ontological work of Roman Ingarden formed the basis of the Term Extraction 

Phase of the method used in this investigation. 

Applying the Term Extraction Phase to research papers as described in Chapter 

5, generated terms which we assert identified what information systems 

researchers had studied in those papers. Those terms were then used in the 

Term Categorisation Phase. 
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Our approach to answering the sub-question “how do information systems 

researchers categorise what they study?” was to use the open card sorting 

technique with a sample of domain experts as participants. The participants 

were selected using purposive sampling, so that experienced researchers with a 

variety of perspectives on information systems were obtained. The 

categorisations which were obtained as a result of this exercise (See Chapter 6) 

were very diverse and illustrated the wide range of areas studied within 

information systems and the wide range of perspectives with which they are 

studied. 

The next sub-question was “how do those categories diverge?” The 

categorisations produced by the participants varied in just about all possible 

ways – the number of terms per category, the number of categories produced, 

the use of hierarchy or proximity as a basis for categorisations and the 

distribution of categories within the structures used by the participants. These 

variations in category arrangements are not surprising, as none of the 

participants were librarians or nominated any of the LCM categories that 

concern information or knowledge classification. More in-depth analysis was 

undertaken of the categories formed using pairwise comparison of the terms 

used included in the categories by participants. Using this it was possible to 

identify degrees of similarity or difference between categories. The details of 

these comparisons are contained in Chapter 7.  

The final sub-question was “how can the divergence in those categories be 

interpreted?” Three alternative explanations are proposed to explain the 

differences in the categorisations produced by the participants: 

1. An inherent aspect of diversity of the information systems domain; 

2. An artefact of the experimental procedure; or 

3. A characteristic of trying to impose a static model onto a dynamic 

phenomenon. 

The first proposed explanation again raises the view that the information 

systems discipline is too diverse or immature to have any coherence. That view 

would not be in accordance with the views of senior researchers in the discipline 

(e.g. Baskerville & Myers, 2002). 

The issue of the diversity of the information systems discipline was discussed in 

Chapter 1, and while it is an established fact that information systems has its 

origins in the coming together of researchers from a number of disciplines, the 

existence of the discipline of information systems, as distinct from other closely 

related disciplines, such as computer science, information science or 
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management, is articulated by the discipline itself and accepted by other 

disciplines. The discipline had definitely emerged as a distinct body by the 

1980s and continues to develop along with the technology and social theories on 

which it draws. By 1989 MIS Quarterly was being reported on as a significant 

journal for business policy scholars (MacMillan, 1989, p394). In 1992 work 

commenced on a distinct Information Systems Curriculum which was eventually 

adopted as IS’95 based on recommendations of a joint committee from the 

Association for Computing Machinery, the Data Processing Management 

Association, the International Conference on Information Systems, and the then 

newly formed academic society, the Association of Information Systems (Couger, 

Davis, et al., 1995). It could therefore be argued that information systems 

existed as a distinct discipline at that time, even if a variety of views existed on 

its precise nature and boundaries. 

The second proposed explanation refers to the suggestion that it is necessary to 

mandate the number of categories to be formed by participants. That 

proposition requires further investigations to determine its validity. 

The third explanation refers to the use of Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle to use 

its dynamic view of the transformation of information to explain the results. 

Positioning the categories elicited from academics on the Social Learning Cycle 

allows for an understanding of the state of the discipline as an outcome of that 

positioning. It gives an indication of the areas where there is a high degree of 

consensus of views and those where views are either being challenged or re-

formed. 

Understanding the results of the categorisation phase without Boisot’s Social 

Learning Cycle would have produced a thesis with trivial results, a negative 

contribution. With the Social Learning Cycle, it’s a program for research. It 

provides a direction towards areas within the discipline where future research 

would be most useful. 

Finally, we can turn to the main question, “how do information systems 

researchers categorise the Information Systems domain?” From the results 

obtained in investigating the sub-questions, it would appear that while there are 

areas of agreement, there is a great deal of divergence in the way information 

systems researchers perceive the domain to be classified. The information 

systems domain is characterised by rapid and extensive change, as information 

technology changes and as new applications for existing technology and systems 

are discovered.  
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Interpreting the categorisations using Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle confirms 

this, and can assist in identifying those areas where there is some consensus 

within the domain. More usefully it may be used to identify areas where there is 

an emerging consensus, or where the diffusion of particular concepts have 

resulted in the breakdown of any consensus on particular categories and the 

terms they are composed from. The potential to use this information to focus on 

specific areas within classifications systems is another advantage of the method 

devised in this investigation. 

8.7 Future work 
This work opens up a number of areas for future research. Some of these are 

prompted by issues with the approach which remain indeterminate. 

• Whether this approach is sensitive to the degree of diversity within the 

discipline being tested should be tested by an examination of disciplines 

whose domains are either more tightly focused or have been in existence 

for a longer period should be undertaken. 

• Whether restricting the number of categories formed at the Term 

Categorisation Phase significantly affects the distribution of categories 

within the three regimes of the Social Learning Cycle. 

• Whether it is able to track the development and change in categories 

should be tested by repeating the examination of a specific discipline 

over time. This should be done using two approaches – one which reused 

the terms identified by the original application of the Term Extraction 

Phase, and one which started with a new application of the Term 

Extraction Phase to a new journal set. 

There are also other areas which may increase the effectiveness of this approach 

or extend its application. 

• An automated analysis tool is required. A tool which performs the 

pairwise comparisons, and can be used over time to track evolution of 

categories needs to be developed. 

• Exploring the outcomes of applying the Term Categorisation Phase to 

pre-existing sets of terms (e.g. mandated journal keywords, social tags) to 

examine the applicability of that Phase as a standalone tool. 

• Exploring alternative approaches to the Term Categorisation Phase by 

using techniques such as crowd sourcing or modifying the categorisation 

phase to recognise when a saturation of categories emerges. 
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Since the start of this investigation a whole new phenomenon on the Internet 

has emerged – that of social tagging, where many users annotate textual or non-

textual objects with free-form strings (tags) of their choosing. A number of recent 

papers have investigated social tags as a basis for categorisation schemes (e.g. 

Heymann and Garcia-Molina, 2006; Shepitsen, Gemmell, et al, 2008). The 

analysis of social tags using the Term Categorisation Phase is another 

interesting avenue of investigation. 

Behind all of the possible extensions of use of the approach taken in this 

investigation is the need for process improvements so that it can be more easily 

and generally used. These improvements must take into account Ingarden’s 

ontological analysis of scientific works and in particular the critical role of States 

of Affairs and Represented Objectivities. In the approach taken in this 

investigation those constraints were applied at the Term Extraction Phase to 

identify the terms to be categorised. In the context of the domain investigated 

and the development of technology at the time of the investigation, that was an 

appropriate approach, given the lack of any generally accepted categorisation of 

the information systems domain. 

In the intervening time, social tagging has emerged along with a variety of other 

social networking approaches, all of which are generating a rich set of terms and 

phrases from many sources, rather than being limited to authors, reviewers or 

editors of journals. An obvious question is “how can the approach be modified to 

take advantage of this existing term set, and yet retain the ontological categories 

mandated by Ingarden?” If that can be achieved, then a major reduction in the 

work associated with this approach could be achieved. This change moves the 

application of Ingarden’s ontology from the Term Extraction Phase to the Term 

Categorisation Phase. Perhaps providing guidance to the participants involved in 

the Term Categorisation Phase would be sufficient. This guidance could be 

through instructions on what to look for, or by providing participants with two 

root categories on which to build – one for the States of Affairs and one for 

Represented Objectivities. Such an approach, combined with an automated 

analysis tool would greatly reduce the workload. 

A further improvement would be the ability to recognise when category 

saturation has been achieved. Identification of saturation would allow for 

completion of the Term Categorisation Phase at an optimal time, rather than 

after a set number of participants. This has the potential to further reduce the 

workload associated with the approach, but, more importantly to deliver 

certainty that the Phase has been sufficiently deployed. The identification of 
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saturation would require further instances of the approach and analysis of the 

data gained from that. 

The successful development of the approach along these lines would provide a 

set of flexible procedures which could provide results commensurate with the 

effort involved in its use.  

The explosion of information and of naïve users on the Internet has highlighted 

problems of effective access to information. It has been argued that classification 

is no longer necessary as full text searching has made this redundant (e.g. 

Weber, 2003). The growing capabilities to store non-textual information, and 

information in multiple languages, let alone the well known technical issues of 

synonyms and homonyms have made classification schemes the subject of even 

greater research. 

This investigation has made a number of significant original contributions: 

• Roman Ingarden’s ontology of scientific works has been operationalised 

for the first time; 

• An original method has been constructed using contributions from 

compatible fields which allows the generation and analysis of the 

categorisation of specific domains; and 

• The inclusion of Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle as part of the analysis 

tool for the first time provides for the rigorous analysis of changes in 

perception of categorisations. 
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Appendix 1 The Term Categorisation 
Phase 

Protocol 
1. Make contact - Phone or email 

2. Main Interview 
docs – plain language statement, consent form 
interview script, video recorder 

a. Introduce myself 

b. Go through plain language statement from ethics application 

c. Ask about recording the interview 

d. Obtain consent 

e. Undertake warm up task 

f. Undertake substantive task 

g. Thank participant 

3. Write up interview 
Identify any clarifications needed 

4. Summary to participant and thank you letter 

5. Add data to categorisation analysis 

Instructions to Participant 
The aim of this investigation is to generate categories which describe the domain 

of information systems research. You will be given two decks of cards, one at a 

time. Each deck contains approximately 150 cards. Each card has on it a term 

used in information systems research. The first deck of cards relates to the 

matters on which information systems research is undertaken. I would like you 

to sort the cards into piles in a way that seems most sensible to you.  

Each card can only be placed in one pile (i.e., a card cannot be placed in two 

piles simultaneously); all cards cannot be put into a single pile; and, all cards 

cannot be put into their own pile (although some cards may be sorted by 

themselves).  

First thoughts are best in this case. Don’t agonise. If you need more than 10 

seconds on a card, then maybe it’s something you are not really familiar with. 
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No single researcher can be familiar with the entire domain. A pile for things you 

don’t know is a valid category.  

While sorting, I would like you to talk out loud about the sorting process. If you 

forget to talk, I may prompt you, “please keep talking.”  

Once all the cards are sorted, arrange the piles in any way that makes sense to 

you. While arranging, I would like you to talk out loud about the arranging 

process. This arrangement will then be transcribed onto a sheet of butchers’ 

paper. 

The second deck relates to the tools, methodologies and approaches used in 

information systems research. The sorting, arranging and talking process is 

repeated with this deck of cards. 

Interview Checklist 
Video recorder 

Spare batteries 

Recording media 

Interview script, cards and related documents 

Business cards 
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Appendix 2 Keywords Actually Used in 
ISR Volume 16 

Keyword Articles Prescribed? 
accounting information systems 1   
automaticity 1   
back-end integration 1   
bid evaluation metrics 1   
collaboration 1   
collaborative technologies 1   
computational techniques for combinatorial 
auctions 

1   

computer-supported group work 1   
concurrent development and debugging 1   
critical perspectives on IT 1 Yes 
cross-validation 1   
data quality 1   
digital products 1   
distributed group decision making 1   
distributed teams 1   
eBay 1   
e-business 1   
e-commerce 2   
economics of IT security 1   
elaboration likelihood model 1   
ethnographic research 1 Yes 
execution quality 1   
experience goods 1   
expert systems 1   
externality benefit 1   
firm performance 1   
group performance 1   
group size 1   
group support systems 1   
habit 1   
human computer interaction 1   
impact of information technology 1   
information quality 1   
information sharing 1   
information systems personnel management 1   
information systems success 1   
information technology professionals 1   
innovation 1   
input distortion 1   
institutional structures 1   
integrative complexity 1   
internal control 1   
international perspective 1   
interpretive research 1 Yes 
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intrusion detection systems (IDSs) 1   
IT HR strategy 1   
IT investment 1   
IT security management 1   
item set mining 1   
iterative combinatorial auctions 1   
knowledge management 1 Yes 
knowledge sharing 1   
longitudinal study 1   
management of IS projects 1 Yes 
mathematical modeling 1   
mixed-strategy equilibria 1   
moral hazard 1   
noise handling 1   
online auction marketplaces 1   
online auctions 1   
online exchanges 1   
optimal control theory 1   
optimal software development 1   
outsourcing 1 Yes 
persuasion 1   
piracy 1   
preference matching 1   
pricing 1   
pricing power 1   
privacy 1   
Psychological Contract Violation 1   
real-time bidder support 1   
recommendation set size 1   
reputation mechanisms 1   
resource-based view 1   
reverse auctions 1   
risk 1   
ROC curves 1   
sales leads 1   
sample selection 1   
sampling 1   
security breaches 1   
security configuration 1   
security technology investment 1   
sequential information gathering 1   
social loafing 1   
social welfare 1   
sorting cue 1   
spillover effect 1   
staffing 1   
structural equation modeling 1   
system design and implementation 1 Yes 
system quality 1   
technology acceptance model 1   
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technology diffusion 1   
theory of reasoned action 1   
trust 1   
two-stage model 1   
unbundling 1   
usage 1   
user behavior 1   
user evaluation 1   
user satisfaction 1   
value 1   
vertical segmentation 1   
virtual teams 2 Yes 
web personalization 1   
website traffic 1   
workflow and process management 1 Yes 
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Appendix 3 Tables of Extracted Terms 
 

Term Articles Term Articles 
a priori hypotheses  16 interviewing  2 
analytical framework  1 methodology development  1 
attitude theories  1 model building  12 
conceptual framework  1 multi-country  2 
configuration theory  1 observation  1 
consumer-piracy behaviour model  1 ontology  1 
contextualization  1 optimal control theory  1 
contract-theoretic framework  1 perceptions  1 
cost  4 practice-theoretical approach  1 
design science  1 psychological contract violation  1 
developing country  1 qualitative data collection  1 
diversity of participants  1 quantitative analysis  20 
econometrics  1 reflection-in-action  1 
economic analysis  3 resource based theory  1 
elaboration likelihood model  1 set-theoretical notation  1 
ethnography  1 social impact theory  1 
experimentation  6 structural equation modeling  1 
field study  5 survey  7 
game theory  3 task-technology theory  1 
grounded theory  1 technology acceptance  1 

habit-automaticity perspective  1 
technology-organisation-
environment  1 

induction  1 trust  1 
instant activation perspective  1 
Table A3.1 Represented Objectivities in 25 ISR articles published in 2005 

 

Term Articles Term Articles 
accounting firms  1 know how  1 
accounting information systems  1 market segmentation  1 
algorithms  2 online auctions  3 
automatic use  1 online brokerage  1 
b2b ecommerce  1 power  1 
buyer-seller relationships  1 pricing strategies  2 
collaboration  3 privacy  1 
communication  1 project management  1 
consumers  1 quantitative results  15 
control  1 reputation mechanisms  1 
data mining  1 security  3 
data structures  1 social loafing  1 
descriptive results  9 software engineering  1 
e-business  5 system development  1 
expert systems  1 system quality  1 
groups and teams  1 theory building  4 
human resource practices  1 user satisfaction  3 
implications for practice  11 users  5 
information processing  1 virtual teams  1 
information quality  3 web personalisation  1 
information sharing  1 website promotion  1 
IT support  1 

 
Table A3.2 States of Affairs in 25 ISR articles published in 2005 
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Term Articles Term Articles 
a priori hypotheses  17 naturalistic model of enquiry  1 
absorptive capacity lens  1 nomological network  2 
activity theory  1 objective data  1 
benefits  1 organisation theory  1 
boundary object  1 organisational info processing  1 
boundary spanner  1 organisational levels  2 
capability  1 organisational stress  1 
case study  4 ownership  1 
causal processes  1 perceptions  1 
cognition model  1 political view  1 
cognitive fit  1 process focus  4 
collective action theories  1 psychometric analysis  1 
complex decisions  1 qualitative data collection  4 
conceptual framework  1 quantitative analysis  17 
contextualization  1 resource based theory  1 
cooperative elaboration  1 semantic analysis  1 
coping model  1 sender-receiver framework  1 
cost  1 simulation  1 
creativity  1 skills-organisation alignment  1 
dialectic  1 social capital theory  2 
economic theory  1 social exchange theory  1 
empirical research  2 social-cultural aspects  1 

experimentation  2 
stimulus-organism-response 
approach  1 

field study  3 survey  11 
game theory  1 systems perspective  2 
grounded theory  2 technology acceptance  2 
induction  1 thematic analysis  1 
innovation diffusion  1 theory of practice  1 
institutional theory  1 theory of reasoned action  1 
interpretive approach  1 theory of trying  1 
interviewing  3 vicious circle  1 
longditudinal study  2 virtuous circle  1 
model building  12 work autonomy  1 
model testing  3 work environment  1 
motivation  3 work overload  1 

 
Table A3.3 Represented Objectivities in 37 MISQ articles published in 2005 
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Term Articles Term Articles 
b2b ecommerce  1 IT innovation  1 
boundary object in use  1 IT resources  4 
boundary spanner in practice  1 IT support  1 
client learning  2 IT-dependent strategic initiatives  1 
collaboration  1 knowledge contribution  2 
communication encoding 
competence  1 knowledge creation  2 
consumers  1 knowledge flow  1 
content rating  1 knowledge management  6 
decision making process  1 knowledge sharing  2 
decision performance  1 knowledge transfer  2 
descriptive results  1 learning processes  1 
division of labour  1 managing technology  2 
electronic knowledge repositories  1 multi-business firms  1 
electronic network of practice  1 organisational competence  1 
enterprise information portal  1 organisational documents  1 
ERP systems  2 organisational profit  3 
gender differences  1 outsourcing  1 
group resistance  2 pair match study  1 
harnessing knowledge  1 public sector organisations  1 
households  1 quantitative results  2 
human resource practices  1 search and evaluation processes  1 
implications for practice  15 service quality  2 
incomplete information  1 social capital  2 
individual motivation  4 source credibility  2 
information sharing  1 supply chain  1 
information structure  1 technology adoption  5 
intellectual property  1 theory building  6 
interorganisational relationships  1 user adaption  2 
investment decisions  1 user satisfaction  1 
IS domain  1 users  3 
IS implementation  1 virtual reality  1 
IS research practice  3 

 
Table A3.4 States of Affairs in 37 MISQ articles published in 2005 
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Terms Articles Terms Articles 
a priori hypotheses  17 investment  1 
adoption-innovation theory  1 model building  15 
benefits  1 model testing  2 
case study  3 multi-country  1 
cognition model  1 objective data  1 
cognitive fit  1 observation  2 
cognitive style  1 optimisation techniques  1 
cognitive theory of multimedia 
learning  1 organisational info processing  1 
communication theory  1 ownership  1 
conceptual framework  2 perceptions  1 
consumer information processing  1 person-environment fit  1 
cost  2 playfulness  1 
cost-benefit framework  1 power  1 
customer loyalty  1 qualitative data collection  4 
data mining  1 quantitative analysis  30 
Delphi method  2 resource based theory  1 
diversity of participants  1 self organising maps  1 
econometrics  1 simulation  1 
economic analysis  5 social exchange theory  1 
economic theory  1 social influence  2 
empirical research  7 social-cultural aspects  2 
experimentation  4 structural equation modeling  1 
field study  6 survey  14 
focus group  1 systems dynamics  1 
game theory  2 systems perspective  1 
genetic programming  1 taxonomy  1 
indiv ISD expertise  1 training  1 
information processing theory  1 transaction cost theory  1 
information quality  2 visualisation  2 
interviewing  4 

 
Table A3.5 Represented Objectivities in 38 JMIS articles published in 2005 
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Terms Articles Terms Articles 
b2b ecommerce  3 IT support  1 
buyer-seller relationships  2 IT-dependent strategic initiatives  1 
client learning  1 knowledge discovery  1 

collaboration  3 
long term access to digital 
document  1 

communication  3 managing technology  1 
competitive advantage  2 mutual understanding  1 
consumers  3 negotiation support system  1 
control  1 online auctions  1 
creativity  1 organisational competence  3 
data mining  1 organisational documents  2 
data structures  1 organisational learning  1 
decision making outcomes  1 organisational profit  2 
decision making process  2 outsourcing  3 
descriptive results  3 pricing strategies  4 
developer performance  1 quantitative results  3 
e-business  11 risk  2 
employment offshoring  1 search and evaluation processes  1 
experience  1 software engineering  1 
forecasting  1 standards  1 
groups and teams  3 supply chain  2 
growth  1 system development  2 
human computer interface  1 system quality  1 
implications for practice  10 taxonomy  1 
information processing  2 technology adoption  3 
information sharing  2 theory building  2 
information structure  1 trust  3 
interface design  2 user adaption  1 
interorganisational relationships  1 user commitment  2 
investment decisions  3 users  4 
IS complexity  2 virtual teams  1 
IS implementation  2 web documents  2 
IT resources  3 

 
Table A3.6 States of Affairs in 38 JMIS articles published in 2005 
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Terms Articles Terms Articles 
a priori hypotheses  3 model testing  1 
action research  2 motivation  1 
alignment IS-org  1 observation  3 
analytical framework  2 online consumer interaction  1 
attitude theories  4 organisation theory  2 
case study  19 organisational levels  1 
causal processes  1 organisational stress  1 
change dynamics  1 perceptions  3 
conceptual framework  1 performance measurement  1 
critical analysis  2 personalisation of systems  1 
Delphi method  1 political view  1 
design science  1 power  1 
determinism  1 process focus  1 
domain familiarity  1 project organisation  1 
emergence  1 qualitative data collection  9 
empirical research  1 quantitative analysis  6 
environment  1 reflection-in-action  1 
ethnography  1 social capital theory  1 
evaluation framework  1 social constructivism  1 
experimentation  3 social influence  1 
expert groups  1 social ties  2 
field study  5 social-cultural aspects  2 
future vision  1 sociology of governance 1 
grounded theory  2 socio-technical approaches  4 
hermeneutics  1 success factors  2 
information system  1 supporters  1 
informational model of place 
perception 1 survey  4 
interface metaphors  1 team capability  1 
interpretive approach  4 technological frames analysis  1 
interviewing  13 technology acceptance  1 
knowledge sharing  1 technology power loop  1 
literature review  3 technology use mediation  1 
mangle of practice  1 thematic analysis  2 
model building  6 

 
Table A3.7 Represented Objectivities in 34 EJIS articles published in 2005 
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Terms Articles Terms Articles 
actor network theory  1 managing technology  1 
b2b ecommerce  2 mediation  1 
balanced scorecard  1 organisational documents  6 
collaboration  2 organisational impact  2 
cross functional coordination  1 organisational learning  1 
e-commerce  1 pervasive IT  1 
electronic data interchange  1 planning  1 
electronic medical records  2 process modelling  1 
enterprise application integration  2 project management  2 
enterprise information portal  1 rapport  1 
enterprise system  3 relationship management system  2 
ERP systems  7 replenishment  1 
existing systems  1 reverse auction  1 
experiential tasks  1 security  1 
forecasting  1 small medium enterprises  1 
groups and teams  2 social practices  1 
harnessing knowledge  1 software technologies  1 
health care intranet  1 stakeholder  1 
human computer interface  1 structuration theory  1 
implications for practice  2 supply chain  1 
information seeking  1 sustainability 1 
integration effects  1 system benefits  1 
interface design  1 system development  7 
interorganisational relationships  1 systems failure  1 
IS adoption  2 systems use  1 
IS evaluation  2 team flexibility  1 
IS implementation  6 telecentre  1 
IS research practice  2 tendering  1 
knowledge contribution  1 theory building  6 
knowledge creation  1 trust  1 
knowledge discovery  1 user involvement  1 
knowledge flow  1 user satisfaction  3 
knowledge management  1 users  2 
knowledge transfer  1 virtual teams  1 
knowledge transformation  1 web documents  2 
lifecycle management  1 web page perception  1 
management action  1 web personalisation  1 

 
Table A3.8 States of Affairs in 34 EJIS articles published in 2005 
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Appendix 4 Detailed Data on the 
Participants Chosen for Comparison 

Participant One 
State of Affairs No terms 
IS management 20 
knowledge management 19 
people 19 
e-commerce 15 
IS research 13 
organisational issues 12 
management 9 
building artefact 8 
types of systems 7 
designing artefact 6 
societal issues 6 
business management 4 
types of organisations 4 
artefact adoption 3 
health informatics 2 
managing design 1 
technology & organisations 1 
not coded 8 
  157 

Table A4.1 Participant One’s States of Affairs with term counts 

 

 
Figure A4.1 Participant One’s States of Affairs map, with term counts 
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Represented Objectivity No terms 
research approach, data collection 18 
artefact, organisations 17 
research approach, analysis 14 
artefact, society 11 
artefact, individuals 10 
theory, individuals 8 
theory, organisations 8 
theory, society 7 
artefact focus 5 
research approach, design 4 
artefact, groups/teams 3 
theory, teams 1 
not coded 50 
  156 

Table A4.2 Participant One’s Represented Objectivities, with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.2 Participant One’s Represented Objectivities map with term counts 
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Participant Three 
State of Affairs No terms 
IS development 20 
IS applications 15 
e-business 14 
knowledge management 12 
groups & teams 9 
organisational processes 9 
users & behaviour 9 
business IT 8 
decision support systems 8 
societal IT 8 
organisational studies 7 
quality 6 
technology management 5 
theory 5 
research methods 3 
security & privacy 3 
project management 1 
not coded 15 
  157 

Table A4.3 Participant Three’s States of Affairs with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.3 Participant Three’s States of Affairs map, with term counts 
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Represented Objectivity No terms 
social & cultural lenses 10 
high level research approaches 9 
foundations 8 
systems development approach 8 
theories 8 
methods 7 
organisation work issues 6 
people based frameworks 6 
techniques 6 
cognition models 5 
quantitative methods 5 
analysis approaches 3 
general concepts 3 
organisations 3 
technology adoption 3 
cross cultural 2 
reasoning 2 
tools 2 
not coded 60 
  156 

Table A4.4 Participant Three’s Represented Objectivities, with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.4 Participant Three’s Represented Objectivities map with term 

counts 
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Participant Seven 
State of Affairs No terms 
IT management & real world  38 
constructs IS researchers focus on  31 
knowledge management  16 
particular domains for research  14 
marketing  12 
research methods  12 
software engineering  10 
teams  7 
attributes of information systems  4 
decision making  4 
theories  4 
not coded  5 

157 
Table A4.5 Participant Seven’s States of Affairs with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.5 Participant Seven’s States of Affairs map, with term counts 
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Represented Objectivity No terms 
pragmatic constructs  42 
theories  40 
universal research tools  20 
anti-positivist constructs  16 
scientific method constructs  8 
individual cognitive world view  7 
abstract constructs  5 
economic view  4 
software engineering constructs  4 
pragmatic low level frames  3 
specific research techniques  3 
not coded  4 

156 
Table A4.6 Participant Seven’s Represented Objectivities, with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.6 Participant Seven’s Represented Objectivities map with term 

counts 
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Participant Eight 
State of Affairs No terms 
constructs/variables 38 
high level fields of study 26 
domains 22 
method 15 
academic fields of study 14 
people 9 
organisational fields of study 7 
research inputs 4 
lenses 2 
outcomes 2 
not coded 18 
  157 

Table A4.7 Participant Eight’s States of Affairs with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.7 Participant Eight’s States of Affairs map, with term counts 
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Represented Objectivity No terms 
theories 33 
constructs 26 
paradigms 14 
methods 12 
items/domains 10 
analysis 9 
data collection 8 
design 8 
frameworks 7 
unit of analysis 5 
not coded 24 
  156 

Table A4.8 Participant Eight’s Represented Objectivities, with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.8 Participant Eight’s Represented Objectivities map, with term 

counts 
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Participant Nine 
State of Affairs No Terms 
evaluation criteria  15 
users  10 
external & internal factors affecting IS  9 
information behaviours & quality  9 
organisational learning & intellectual capital  9 
knowledge management & processes  8 
accounting IS  7 
e-business  6 
communication & collaboration  5 
enterprise IS & context  5 
information technology  5 
management  5 
research methodologies  5 
technical IS  5 
web systems  5 
auctions  4 
groups  4 
interorganisational system & integration  4 
virtual communication  4 
decision making  3 
social aspects  3 
software engineering  3 
types of IS  3 
adoption & diffusion innovation  2 
human computer interface  2 
medical informatics  2 
outsourcing/offshoring  2 
research results  2 
not coded  11 

157 
Table A4.9 Participant Nine’s States of Affairs with term counts 

 

 
Figure A4.9 Participant Nine’s States of Affairs map, with term counts 
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Represented Objectivity No terms 
reference disciplines  23 
lenses  19 
subject of enquiry  14 
research techniques  11 
quantitative data manipulation  9 
research methods  9 
IS theories  8 
modelling  8 
perspectives  7 
user factors  7 
philosophical methods of enquiry  6 
abstract research outcomes  5 
concrete research frameworks (outcomes)  5 
factors of organisational settings  4 
interpretive approaches  4 
epistemological positions  3 
settings  3 
not coded  11 

156 
Table A4.10 Participant Nine’s Represented Objectivities, with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.10 Participant Nine’s Represented Objectivities map, with term 

counts 
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Participant Ten 
State of Affairs No terms 
building the system 19 
management of IT 19 
evaluation of IS & impacts 18 
knowledge management 18 
web based interface to org 14 
research methods 10 
application areas 8 
technology infrastructure to build system 8 
team based IT - DSS etc 6 
controls on systems 5 
marketing & selling 5 
enterprise systems 4 
not coded 23 
  157 

Table A4.11 Participant Ten’s States of Affairs with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.11 Participant Ten’s States of Affairs map, with term counts 
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Represented Objectivity No terms 
theories that inform IS research 44 
qualitative research methods 33 
quantitative research methods 15 
design research methods 13 
focus of research 5 
research generally 3 
work 3 
not coded 40 
  156 

Table A4.12 Participant Ten’s Represented Objectivities with term counts 

 

 

 
Figure A4.12 Participant Ten’s Represented Objectivities map, with term counts 
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Appendix 5 Comparison of Participants 
One & Three 

States of Affairs 
The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant One 

are: 

• IS management 

• Knowledge management 

• People 

• E-commerce 

• IS research 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A5.1 – A5.5 

and Figures A5.1 – A5.5. 
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Participant One – IS management 
Term Participant Three category 
enterprise application integration IS applications 
outsourcing IS applications 
systems use IS development 
IS complexity IS development 
information processing IS development 
existing systems IS development 
IS adoption IS development 
IS evaluation IS development 
systems failure IS development 
integration effects organisational processes 
system benefits quality 
standards quality 
service quality quality 
privacy security & privacy 
risk security & privacy 
security security & privacy 
IT support technology management 
IT resources technology management 
managing technology technology management 
users users & behaviour 

Table A5.1 Participant One “IS management” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.1 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “IS management” 
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Participant One – knowledge management 
Term Participant Three category 
enterprise information portal e-business 
electronic network of practice e-business 
information sharing groups & teams 
information structure IS development 
harnessing knowledge knowledge management 
knowledge management knowledge management 
organisational documents knowledge management 
knowledge flow knowledge management 
knowledge transfer knowledge management 
knowledge creation knowledge management 
electronic knowledge repositories knowledge management 
knowledge discovery knowledge management 
knowledge transformation knowledge management 
knowledge sharing knowledge management 
content rating not coded 
incomplete information not coded 
data mining not coded 
information quality quality 
information seeking users & behaviour 

Table A5.2 Participant One “knowledge management” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.2 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant One – people 
Term Participant Three category 
mediation decision support systems 
trust e-business 
groups and teams groups & teams 
team flexibility groups & teams 
rapport groups & teams 
collaboration groups & teams 
mutual understanding groups & teams 
communication groups & teams 
social loafing not coded 
know how not coded 
experiential tasks not coded 
individual motivation not coded 
learning processes organisational processes 
control quality 
Creativity societal IT 
gender differences societal IT 
power societal IT 
group resistance users & behaviour 
experience users & behaviour 

Table A5.3 Participant One “people” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.3 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “people” 
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Participant One – e-commerce 
Term Participant Three category 
buyer-seller relationships business IT 
pricing strategies business IT 
consumers business IT 
supply chain business IT 
online auctions e-business 
web personalisation e-business 
online brokerage e-business 
website promotion e-business 
web documents e-business 
web page perception e-business 
electronic data interchange e-business 
reverse auction e-business 
e-business e-business 
b2b ecommerce e-business 
e-commerce e-business 

Table A5.4 Participant One “e-commerce” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.4 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “e-commerce” 
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Participant One – IS research 
Term Participant Three category 
IS domain IS development 
knowledge contribution knowledge management 
boundary object in use not coded 
boundary spanner in practice not coded 
source credibility not coded 
quantitative results research methods 
descriptive results research methods 
implications for practice research methods 
taxonomy theory 
IS research practice theory 
theory building theory 
actor network theory theory 
structuration theory theory 

Table A5.5 Participant One “IS research” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.5 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “IS research” 
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The four most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Three 

are: 

• IS development 

• IS applications 

• E-business 

• Knowledge management 

In fifth place there were three States of Affairs with equal numbers of terms. All 

three States of Affairs were compared: 

• Groups and teams 

• Organisational processes 

• Users and behaviour 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A5.6 – 

A5.12 and Figures A5.6 – A5.12. 
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Participant Three – IS development 
Term Participant One category 
developer performance building artefact 
IS implementation building artefact 
software engineering building artefact 
system development building artefact 
software technologies building artefact 
process modelling building artefact 
algorithms building artefact 
data structures building artefact 
interface design designing artefact 
human computer interface designing artefact 
lifecycle management designing artefact 
IS complexity IS management 
information processing IS management 
existing systems IS management 
IS adoption IS management 
IS evaluation IS management 
systems failure IS management 
systems use IS management 
IS domain IS research 
information structure knowledge management 

Table A5.6 Participant Three “IS development” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.6 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “IS development” 
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Participant Three – IS applications 
Term Participant One category 
electronic medical records health informatics 
health care intranet health informatics 
outsourcing IS management 
enterprise application integration IS management 
balanced scorecard management 
telecentre not coded 
human resource practices organisational issues 
employment offshoring organisational issues 
households societal issues 
multi-business firms types of organisations 
public sector organisations types of organisations 
accounting firms types of organisations 
accounting information systems types of systems 
ERP systems types of systems 
enterprise system types of systems 

Table A5.7 Participant Three “IS applications” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.7 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “IS applications” 
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Participant Three – e-business 
Term Participant One category 
web page perception e-commerce 
electronic data interchange e-commerce 
web documents e-commerce 
b2b ecommerce e-commerce 
e-business e-commerce 
online auctions e-commerce 
web personalisation e-commerce 
reverse auction e-commerce 
e-commerce e-commerce 
website promotion e-commerce 
online brokerage e-commerce 
enterprise information portal knowledge management 
electronic network of practice knowledge management 
trust people 

Table A5.8 Participant Three “e-business” 

 

 

  
Figure A5.8 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “e-business” 
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Participant Three – knowledge management 
Term Participant One category 
knowledge contribution IS research 
knowledge management knowledge management 
organisational documents knowledge management 
knowledge flow knowledge management 
knowledge transfer knowledge management 
knowledge sharing knowledge management 
electronic knowledge repositories knowledge management 
knowledge creation knowledge management 
knowledge discovery knowledge management 
harnessing knowledge knowledge management 
knowledge transformation knowledge management 
long term access to digital document societal issues 

Table A5.9 Participant Three “knowledge management” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.9 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant Three – organisational processes 
Term Participant One category 
Client learning artefact adoption 
integration effects IS management 
management action management 
planning management 
tendering management 
replenishment not coded 
search and evaluation processes not coded 
learning processes people 
relationship management system types of systems 

Table A5.10 Participant Three “organisational processes” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.10 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “organisational processes” 
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Participant Three – users & behaviour 
Term Participant One category 
user satisfaction artefact adoption 
user adaption artefact adoption 
user commitment designing artefact 
user involvement designing artefact 
stakeholder designing artefact 
users IS management 
information seeking knowledge management 
experience people 
group resistance people 

Table A5.11 Participant Three “users & behaviour” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.11 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “users & behaviour” 
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Participant Three – groups & teams 
Term Participant One category 
division of labour business management 
information sharing knowledge management 
groups and teams people 
collaboration people 
communication people 
mutual understanding people 
team flexibility people 
rapport people 
virtual teams technology & organisations 

Table A5.12 Participant Three “groups & teams” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.12 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “groups & teams” 
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Represented Objectivities 
The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant One are: 

• Research approach, data collection 

• Artefact, organisations 

• Research approach, analysis 

• Artefact, society 

• Artefact, individuals 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A5.13 – A5.17 and Figures A5.13 – A5.17. 
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Participant One – research approach, data collection 
Term Participant Three category 
ethnography high level research approaches 
action research high level research approaches 
interpretive approach high level research approaches 
qualitative data collection methods 
case study methods 
delphi method methods 
field study methods 
experimentation methods 
naturalistic model of enquiry methods 
longditudinal study methods 
diversity of participants organisation work issues 
survey quantitative methods 
interviewing techniques 
simulation techniques 
expert groups techniques 
focus group techniques 
observation techniques 
grounded theory theories 

Table A5.13 Participant One “research approach, data collection” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.13 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “research approach, data collection” 
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Participant One – artefact, organisations 
Term Participant Three category 
success factors general concepts 
performance measurement not coded 
benefits not coded 
online consumer interaction not coded 
training not coded 
information quality not coded 
data mining not coded 
optimisation techniques not coded 
organisational info processing not coded 
customer loyalty not coded 
knowledge sharing organisation work issues 
organisational stress organisation work issues 
alignment IS-org organisations 
organisational levels organisations 
project organisation organisations 
information system systems development approach 
technology acceptance technology adoption 

Table A5.14 Participant One “artefact, organisations” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.14 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “artefact, organisations” 
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Participant One – research approach, analysis 
Terms Participant Three category 
thematic analysis analysis approaches 
semantic analysis analysis approaches 
psychometric analysis analysis approaches 
analytical framework foundations 
contextualization foundations 
conceptual framework foundations 
critical analysis high level research approaches 
taxonomy high level research approaches 
hermeneutics high level research approaches 
structural equation modeling quantitative methods 
quantitative analysis quantitative methods 
causal processes reasoning 
model building systems development approach 
systems perspective systems development approach 

Table A5.15 Participant One “research approach, analysis” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.15 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “research approach, analysis” 
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Participant One – artefact, society 
Term Participant Three category 
multi-country cross cultural 
developing country cross cultural 
emergence general concepts 
future vision not coded 
environment not coded 
technology-organisation-environment not coded 
social influence not coded 
sociology of governance social & cultural lenses 
social-cultural aspects social & cultural lenses 
political view social & cultural lenses 
social ties social & cultural lenses 

Table A5.16 Participant One “artefact, society” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.16 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “artefact, society” 
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Participant One – artefact, individuals 
Term Participant Three category 
playfulness cognition models 
perceptions cognition models 
motivation foundations 
creativity general concepts 
work overload not coded 
capability not coded 
work autonomy organisation work issues 
work environment organisation work issues 
person-environment fit people based frameworks 
Indiv ISD expertise people based frameworks 

Table A5.17 Participant One “artefact, individuals” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.17 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “artefact, individuals” 
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The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Three are: 

• Social and cultural lenses 

• High level research approaches 

• Foundations 

• Systems development approach 

• Theories 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A5.18 – A5.22 and Figures A5.18 – A5.22. 
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Participant Three – social & cultural lenses 
Term Participant One category 
trust artefact, groups/teams 
power artefact, groups/teams 
political view artefact, society 
social ties artefact, society 
social-cultural aspects artefact, society 
sociology of governance artefact, society 
psychological contract violation not coded 
coping model not coded 
social capital theory theory, society 
social constructivism theory, society 

Table A5.18 Participant Three “social & cultural lenses” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.18 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “social & cultural lenses” 
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Participant Three – high level research approaches 
Term Participant One category 
design science artefact focus 
taxonomy research approach, analysis 
critical analysis research approach, analysis 
hermeneutics research approach, analysis 
action research research approach, data collection 
ethnography research approach, data collection 
interpretive approach research approach, data collection 
ontology research approach, design 
empirical research research approach, design 

Table A5.19 Participant Three “high level research approaches” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.19 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “high level research approaches” 
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Participant Three – foundations 
Term Participant One category 
motivation artefact - individuals 
determinism not coded 
evaluation framework not coded 
theory of practice not coded 
analytical framework res approach - analysis 
conceptual framework res approach - analysis 
contextualization res approach - analysis 
literature review res approach - design 

Table A5.20 Participant Three “foundations” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.20 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “foundations” 
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Participant Three – systems development approach 
Term Participant One category 
information system artefact, organisations 
methodology development artefact focus 
change dynamics not coded 
systems dynamics not coded 
model testing not coded 
model building research approach, analysis 
systems perspective research approach, analysis 
socio-technical approaches theory, society 

Table A5.21 Participant Three “systems development approach” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.21 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “systems development approach” 
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Participant Three - theories 
Term Participant One category 
information processing theory not coded 
institutional theory not coded 
grounded theory res approach - data collection 
communication theory theory - individuals 
cognitive theory of multimedia 

learning theory - individuals 
organisation theory theory - organisations 
economic theory theory - organisations 
activity theory theory - teams 

Table A5.22 Participant Three “theories” 

 

 

 
Figure A5.22 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “theories” 
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Appendix 6 Comparison of Participants 
Eight & Ten 

States of Affairs 
The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Eight 

are: 

• Constructs/variables 

• High level fields of study 

• Domains 

• Method 

• Academic fields of study 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A6.1 – A6.5 

and Figures A6.1 – A6.5. 
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Participant Eight – constructs/variables 
Term Participant Ten category 
decision making process  building the system 
group resistance  building the system 
information processing  building the system 
IS complexity  building the system 
power  building the system 
rapport  building the system 
user adaption  building the system 
user commitment  building the system 
user involvement  building the system 
control  controls on systems 
systems failure  controls on systems 
trust  controls on systems 
client learning  evaluation of IS & impacts 
decision making outcomes  evaluation of IS & impacts 
decision performance  evaluation of IS & impacts 
information quality  evaluation of IS & impacts 
organisational impact  evaluation of IS & impacts 
service quality  evaluation of IS & impacts 
stakeholder  evaluation of IS & impacts 
system benefits  evaluation of IS & impacts 
system quality  evaluation of IS & impacts 
systems use  evaluation of IS & impacts 
user satisfaction  evaluation of IS & impacts 
creativity  knowledge management 
organisational competence  knowledge management 
developer performance  management of IT 
investment decisions  management of IT 
organisational profit  management of IT 
risk  management of IT 
technology adoption  management of IT 
buyer-seller relationships  marketing & selling 
experience  not coded 
gender differences  not coded 
individual motivation  not coded 
social loafing  not coded 
information seeking  web based interface to org 
interorganisational relationships  web based interface to org 
web page perception  web based interface to org 

Table A6.1 Participant Eight “constructs/variables” 

 
Figure A6.1 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “constructs/variables” 
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Participant Eight – high level fields of study 
Term Participant Ten category 
relationship management system  application areas 
supply chain  application areas 
human computer interface  building the system 
interface design  building the system 
enterprise system  enterprise systems 
sustainability evaluation of IS & impacts 
expert systems  knowledge management 
balanced scorecard  management of IT 
human resource practices  management of IT 
managing technology  management of IT 
market segmentation  marketing & selling 
pricing strategies  marketing & selling 
forecasting  not coded 
pervasive IT  not coded 
negotiation support system  team based IT - DSS etc 
data mining  technology infrastructure to build system 
electronic data interchange  technology infrastructure to build system 
software technologies  technology infrastructure to build system 
b2b ecommerce  web based interface to org 
e-business  web based interface to org 
e-commerce  web based interface to org 
online auctions  web based interface to org 
online brokerage  web based interface to org 
virtual reality  web based interface to org 
web personalisation  web based interface to org 
website promotion  web based interface to org 

Table A6.2 Participant Eight “high level fields of study” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.2 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “high level fields of study” 
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Participant Eight – domains  
Term  Participant Ten category 
accounting information systems  application areas 
health care intranet  application areas 
IS implementation  building the system 
lifecycle management  building the system 
project management  building the system 
system development  building the system 
privacy  controls on systems 
security  controls on systems 
enterprise application integration  enterprise systems 
ERP systems  enterprise systems 
competitive advantage  evaluation of IS & impacts 
electronic knowledge repositories  knowledge management 
knowledge discovery  knowledge management 
knowledge management  knowledge management 
employment offshoring  management of IT 
IS adoption  management of IT 
IT innovation  management of IT 
IT support  management of IT 
outsourcing  management of IT 
IS domain  research methods 
software engineering  technology infrastructure to build system 
enterprise information portal  web based interface to org 

Table A6.3 Participant Eight “domains” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.3 Participant Ten mapping of terms from Participant Eight category 

“domains” 
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Participant Eight – method  
Term Participant Ten category 
incomplete information  evaluation of IS & impacts 
integration effects  evaluation of IS & impacts 
boundary object in use  knowledge management 
knowledge contribution  knowledge management 
knowledge creation  knowledge management 
communication encoding competence  not coded 
content rating  not coded 
experiential tasks  not coded 
search and evaluation processes  not coded 
source credibility  not coded 
implications for practice  research methods 
IS research practice  research methods 
pair match study  research methods 
taxonomy  research methods 
theory building  research methods 

Table A6.4 Participant Eight “method” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.4 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “method” 
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Participant Eight – academic fields of study 
Term Participant Ten category 
process modelling  building the system 
IS evaluation  evaluation of IS & impacts 
organisational learning  evaluation of IS & impacts 
harnessing knowledge  knowledge management 
knowledge flow  knowledge management 
knowledge sharing  knowledge management 
knowledge transfer  knowledge management 
knowledge transformation  knowledge management 
IT-dependent strategic initiatives  management of IT 
management action  management of IT 
learning processes  not coded 
virtual teams  team based IT - DSS etc 
algorithms  technology infrastructure to build system 
data structures  technology infrastructure to build system 

Table A6.5 Participant Eight “academic fields of study” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.5 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “academic fields of study” 
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The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Ten are: 

• Building the system 

• Management of IT 

• Evaluation of IS & impacts 

• Knowledge management 

• Web based interface to org 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A6.6 – 

A6.10 and Figures A6.6 – A6.10. 
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Participant Ten – building the system 
Term Participant Eight category 
process modelling  academic fields of study 
decision making process  constructs/variables 
group resistance  constructs/variables 
information processing  constructs/variables 
IS complexity  constructs/variables 
power  constructs/variables 
rapport  constructs/variables 
user adaption  constructs/variables 
user commitment  constructs/variables 
user involvement  constructs/variables 
IS implementation  domains 
lifecycle management  domains 
project management  domains 
system development  domains 
human computer interface  high level fields of study 
interface design  high level fields of study 
existing systems  not coded 
social practices  not coded 
team flexibility  people 

Table A6.6 Participant Ten “building the system” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.6 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “building the system” 
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Participant Ten – management of IT 
Term Participant Eight category 
IT-dependent strategic initiatives  academic fields of study 
management action  academic fields of study 
developer performance  constructs/variables 
investment decisions  constructs/variables 
organisational profit  constructs/variables 
risk  constructs/variables 
technology adoption  constructs/variables 
employment offshoring  domains 
IS adoption  domains 
IT innovation  domains 
IT support  domains 
outsourcing  domains 
balanced scorecard  high level fields of study 
human resource practices  high level fields of study 
managing technology  high level fields of study 
standards  not coded 
tendering  not coded 
planning  organisational fields of study 
IT resources  research inputs 

Table A6.7 Participant Ten “management of IT” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.7 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “management of IT” 
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Participant Ten – evaluation of IS & impacts 
Term Participant Eight category 
IS evaluation  academic fields of study 
organisational learning  academic fields of study 
Client learning  constructs/variables 
decision making outcomes  constructs/variables 
decision performance  constructs/variables 
information quality  constructs/variables 
organisational impact  constructs/variables 
service quality  constructs/variables 
stakeholder  constructs/variables 
system benefits  constructs/variables 
system quality  constructs/variables 
systems use  constructs/variables 
user satisfaction  constructs/variables 
competitive advantage  domains 
sustainability high level fields of study 
incomplete information  method 
integration effects  method 
growth  not coded 

Table A6.8 Participant Ten “evaluation of IS & impacts” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.8 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “evaluation of IS & impacts” 
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Participant Ten – knowledge management 
Term Participant Eight category 
harnessing knowledge  academic fields of study 
knowledge flow  academic fields of study 
knowledge sharing  academic fields of study 
knowledge transfer  academic fields of study 
knowledge transformation  academic fields of study 
Creativity  constructs/variables 
organisational competence  constructs/variables 
electronic knowledge repositories  domains 
knowledge discovery  domains 
knowledge management  domains 
expert systems  high level fields of study 
boundary object in use  method 
knowledge contribution  method 
knowledge creation  method 
boundary spanner in practice  not coded 
electronic network of practice  not coded 
know how  people 
organisational documents  research inputs 

Table A6.9 Participant Ten “knowledge management” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.9 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant Ten – web based interface to org 
Term Participant Eight category 
information seeking  constructs/variables 
interorganisational relationships  constructs/variables 
web page perception  constructs/variables 
enterprise information portal  domains 
b2b ecommerce  high level fields of study 
e-business  high level fields of study 
e-commerce  high level fields of study 
online auctions  high level fields of study 
online brokerage  high level fields of study 
Virtual reality  high level fields of study 
web personalisation  high level fields of study 
website promotion  high level fields of study 
reverse auction  not coded 
web documents  research inputs 

Table A6.10 Participant Ten “web based interface to org” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.10 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “web based interface to org” 
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Represented Objectivities 
The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Eight are: 

• Theories 

• Constructs 

• Paradigms 

• Methods 

• Items/domains 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A6.11 – A6.15 and Figures A6.11 – A6.15. 
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Participant Eight – theories  
Term Participant Ten category 
optimal control theory  design research methods 
sender-receiver framework  design research methods 
configuration theory  not coded 
consumer-piracy behaviour model  not coded 
collective action theories  qualitative research methods 
grounded theory  qualitative research methods 
social impact theory  qualitative research methods 
absorptive capacity lens  theories that inform IS research 
activity theory  theories that inform IS research 
adoption-innovation theory  theories that inform IS research 
attitude theories  theories that inform IS research 
cognition model  theories that inform IS research 
cognitive fit  theories that inform IS research 
cognitive theory of multimedia 

learning  theories that inform IS research 
communication theory  theories that inform IS research 
coping model  theories that inform IS research 
economic theory  theories that inform IS research 
game theory  theories that inform IS research 
information processing theory  theories that inform IS research 
innovation diffusion  theories that inform IS research 
institutional theory  theories that inform IS research 
organisation theory  theories that inform IS research 
person-environment fit  theories that inform IS research 
political view  theories that inform IS research 
resource based theory  theories that inform IS research 
social capital theory  theories that inform IS research 
social exchange theory  theories that inform IS research 
task-technology theory  theories that inform IS research 
technology acceptance  theories that inform IS research 
theory of practice  theories that inform IS research 
theory of reasoned action  theories that inform IS research 
theory of trying  theories that inform IS research 
transaction cost theory  theories that inform IS research 

Table A6.11 Participant Eight “theories” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.11 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “theories” 
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Participant Eight – constructs 
Term Participant Ten category 
emergence  design research methods 
success factors  focus of research 
benefits  not coded 
capability  not coded 
cost  not coded 
creativity  not coded 
customer loyalty  not coded 
indiv ISD expertise  not coded 
motivation  not coded 
ownership  not coded 
personalisation of systems  not coded 
social ties  not coded 
supporters  not coded 
team capability  not coded 
training  not coded 
trust  not coded 
perceptions  qualitative research methods 
cognitive style  theories that inform IS research 
investment  theories that inform IS research 
organisational stress  theories that inform IS research 
playfulness  theories that inform IS research 
power  theories that inform IS research 
social influence  theories that inform IS research 
work autonomy  work 
work environment  work 
work overload  work 

Table A6.12 Participant Eight “constructs” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.12 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “constructs” 
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Participant Eight – paradigms  
Terms Participant Ten category 
ontology  design research methods 
systems perspective  design research methods 
dialectic  qualitative research methods 
ethnography  qualitative research methods 
hermeneutics  qualitative research methods 
induction  qualitative research methods 
interpretive approach  qualitative research methods 
naturalistic model of enquiry  qualitative research methods 
social constructivism  qualitative research methods 
socio-technical approaches  qualitative research methods 
determinism  quantitative research methods 
nomological network  quantitative research methods 
empirical research  research generally 
econometrics  theories that inform IS research 

Table A6.13 Participant Eight “paradigms” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.13 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “paradigms” 
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Participant Eight – methods  
Terms Participant Ten category 
design science  design research methods 
action research  qualitative research methods 
case study  qualitative research methods 
Focus group  qualitative research methods 
interviewing  qualitative research methods 
longditudinal study  qualitative research methods 
Delphi method  quantitative research methods 
experimentation  quantitative research methods 
field study  quantitative research methods 
survey  quantitative research methods 
taxonomy  research generally 
systems dynamics  theories that inform IS research 

Table A6.14 Participant Eight “methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.14 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “methods” 
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Participant Eight – items/domains 
Terms Participant Ten category 
genetic programming  design research methods 
alignment IS-org  focus of research 
performance measurement  focus of research 
complex decisions  not coded 
information system  not coded 
methodology development  not coded 
online consumer interaction  not coded 
project organisation  not coded 
skills-organisation alignment  not coded 
consumer information processing  theories that inform IS research 

Table A6.15 Participant Eight “items/domains” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.15 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “items/domains” 
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The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Ten are: 

• Theories that inform IS research 

• Qualitative research methods 

• Quantitative research methods 

• Design research methods 

• Focus of research 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A6.16 – A6.20 and Figures A6.16 – A6.20. 
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Participant Ten – theories that inform IS research 
Terms Participant Eight category 
cognitive style  constructs 
investment  constructs 
organisational stress  constructs 
playfulness  constructs 
power  constructs 
social influence  constructs 
economic analysis  data collection 
boundary object  design 
econometrics  paradigms 
consumer information processing  items/domains 
systems dynamics  methods 
boundary spanner  not coded 
informational model of place perception  not coded 
psychological contract violation  not coded 
sociology of governance not coded 
stimulus-organism-response approach  not coded 
technology power loop  not coded 
technology use mediation  not coded 
absorptive capacity lens  theories 
activity theory  theories 
adoption-innovation theory  theories 
attitude theories  theories 
cognition model  theories 
cognitive fit  theories 
cognitive theory of multimedia learning  theories 
communication theory  theories 
coping model  theories 
economic theory  theories 
game theory  theories 
information processing theory  theories 
innovation diffusion  theories 
institutional theory  theories 
organisation theory  theories 
person-environment fit  theories 
political view  theories 
resource based theory  theories 
social capital theory  theories 
social exchange theory  theories 
task-technology theory  theories 
technology acceptance  theories 
theory of practice  theories 
theory of reasoned action  theories 
theory of trying  theories 
transaction cost theory  theories 

Table A6.16 Participant Ten “theories that inform IS research” 
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Figure A6.16 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “theories that inform IS research” 
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Participant Ten – qualitative research methods 
Term Participant Eight category 
critical analysis  analysis 
semantic analysis  analysis 
thematic analysis  analysis 
perceptions  constructs 
observation  data collection 
qualitative data collection  data collection 
reflection-in-action  data collection 
contextualization  design 
diversity of participants  frameworks 
social-cultural aspects  frameworks 
dialectic  paradigms 
ethnography  paradigms 
hermeneutics  paradigms 
induction  paradigms 
interpretive approach  paradigms 
naturalistic model of enquiry  paradigms 
social constructivism  paradigms 
socio-technical approaches  paradigms 
action research  methods 
case study  methods 
focus group  methods 
interviewing  methods 
longditudinal study  methods 
interface metaphors  not coded 
practice-theoretical approach  not coded 
process focus  not coded 
self organising maps  not coded 
technological frames analysis  not coded 
collective action theories  theories 
grounded theory  theories 
social impact theory  theories 
environment  unit of analysis 
expert groups  unit of analysis 

Table A6.17 Participant Ten “qualitative research methods” 

 
Figure A6.17 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “qualitative research methods” 
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Participant Ten – quantitative research methods 
Term Participant Ten category 
psychometric analysis  analysis 
structural equation modeling  analysis 
model testing  data collection 
quantitative analysis  data collection 
a priori hypotheses  design 
causal processes  design 
model building  design 
objective data  design 
conceptual framework  frameworks 
determinism  paradigms 
nomological network  paradigms 
Delphi method  methods 
experimentation  methods 
field study  methods 
survey  methods 

Table A6.18 Participant Ten “quantitative research methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.18 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “quantitative research methods” 
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Participant Ten – design research methods 
Term Participant Eight category 
set-theoretical notation  analysis 
simulation  analysis 
emergence  constructs 
data mining  data collection 
optimisation techniques  data collection 
analytical framework  frameworks 
cost-benefit framework  frameworks 
ontology  paradigms 
systems perspective  paradigms 
genetic programming  items/domains 
design science  methods 
optimal control theory  theories 
sender-receiver framework  theories 

Table A6.19 Participant Ten “design research methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.19 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “design research methods” 
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Participant Ten – focus of research 
Term Participant Eight category 
success factors  constructs 
Information quality  design 
evaluation framework  frameworks 
alignment IS-org  items/domains 
performance measurement  items/domains 

Table A6.20 Participant Ten “focus of research” 

 

 

 
Figure A6.20 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “focus of research” 
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Appendix 7 Comparison of Participants 
One & Eight 

States of Affairs 
The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant One 

are: 

• IS management 

• Knowledge management 

• People 

• E-commerce 

• IS research 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A7.1 – A7.5 

and Figures A7.1 – A7.5. 
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Participant One – IS management 
Term Participant Eight category 
IS evaluation  academic fields of study 
information processing  constructs/variables 
IS complexity  constructs/variables 
risk  constructs/variables 
service quality  constructs/variables 
system benefits  constructs/variables 
systems failure  constructs/variables 
systems use  constructs/variables 
enterprise application integration  domains 
IS adoption  domains 
IT support  domains 
outsourcing  domains 
privacy  domains 
security  domains 
managing technology  high level fields of study 
integration effects  method 
existing systems  not coded 
standards  not coded 
users  people 
IT resources  research inputs 

Table A7.1 Participant One “IS management” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.1 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “IS management” 
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Participant One – knowledge management 
Term Participant Eight category 
harnessing knowledge  academic fields of study 
knowledge flow  academic fields of study 
knowledge sharing  academic fields of study 
knowledge transfer  academic fields of study 
knowledge transformation  academic fields of study 
information quality  constructs/variables 
information seeking  constructs/variables 
electronic knowledge repositories  domains 
enterprise information portal  domains 
knowledge discovery  domains 
knowledge management  domains 
data mining  high level fields of study 
content rating  method 
incomplete information  method 
knowledge creation  method 
electronic network of practice  not coded 
information sharing  not coded 
information structure  not coded 
organisational documents  research inputs 

Table A7.2 Participant One “knowledge management” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.2 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant One – people  
Term Participant Eight category 
learning processes  academic fields of study 
control  constructs/variables 
Creativity  constructs/variables 
experience  constructs/variables 
gender differences  constructs/variables 
group resistance  constructs/variables 
individual motivation  constructs/variables 
power  constructs/variables 
rapport  constructs/variables 
social loafing  constructs/variables 
trust  constructs/variables 
experiential tasks  method 
collaboration  people 
communication  people 
groups and teams  people 
know how  people 
mediation  people 
mutual understanding  people 
team flexibility  people 

Table A7.3 Participant One “people” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.3 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “people” 
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Participant One – e-commerce 
Term Participant Eight category 
buyer-seller relationships  constructs/variables 
web page perception  constructs/variables 
b2b ecommerce  high level fields of study 
e-business  high level fields of study 
e-commerce  high level fields of study 
electronic data interchange  high level fields of study 
online auctions  high level fields of study 
online brokerage  high level fields of study 
pricing strategies  high level fields of study 
supply chain  high level fields of study 
web personalisation  high level fields of study 
website promotion  high level fields of study 
reverse auction  not coded 
consumers  people 
web documents  research inputs 

Table A7.3 Participant One “e-commerce” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.3 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “e-commerce” 
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Participant One – IS research 
Term Participant Eight category 
IS domain  domains 
actor network theory  lenses 
structuration theory  lenses 
boundary object in use  method 
implications for practice  method 
IS research practice  method 
knowledge contribution  method 
source credibility  method 
taxonomy  method 
theory building  method 
boundary spanner in practice  not coded 
descriptive results  outcomes 
quantitative results  outcomes 

Table A7.5 Participant One “IS research” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.5 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “IS research” 
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The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Eight 

are: 

• Constructs/variables 

• High level fields of study 

• Domains 

• Method 

• Academic fields of study 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A7.6 – 

A7.10 and Figures A7.6 – A7.10. 
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Participant Eight – constructs/variables 
Term Participant One category 
client learning  artefact adoption 
user adaption  artefact adoption 
user satisfaction  artefact adoption 
developer performance  building artefact 
technology adoption  business management 
stakeholder  designing artefact 
user commitment  designing artefact 
user involvement  designing artefact 
buyer-seller relationships  e-commerce 
web page perception  e-commerce 
information processing  IS management 
IS complexity  IS management 
risk  IS management 
service quality  IS management 
system benefits  IS management 
systems failure  IS management 
systems use  IS management 
information quality  knowledge management 
information seeking  knowledge management 
decision making outcomes  management 
decision making process  management 
decision performance  management 
system quality  managing design 
interorganisational relationships  organisational issues 
investment decisions  organisational issues 
organisational competence  organisational issues 
organisational impact  organisational issues 
organisational profit  organisational issues 
control  people 
creativity  people 
experience  people 
gender differences  people 
group resistance  people 
individual motivation  people 
power  people 
rapport  people 
social loafing  people 
trust  people 

Table A7.6 Participant Eight “constructs/variables” 
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Figure A7.6 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “constructs/variables” 
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Participant Eight – high level fields of study 
Term Participant One category 
software technologies  building artefact 
human computer interface  designing artefact 
interface design  designing artefact 
b2b ecommerce  e-commerce 
e-business  e-commerce 
e-commerce  e-commerce 
electronic data interchange  e-commerce 
online auctions  e-commerce 
online brokerage  e-commerce 
pricing strategies  e-commerce 
supply chain  e-commerce 
web personalisation  e-commerce 
website promotion  e-commerce 
managing technology  IS management 
data mining  knowledge management 
balanced scorecard  management 
forecasting  management 
human resource practices  organisational issues 
market segmentation  organisational issues 
pervasive IT  societal issues 
sustainability societal issues 
enterprise system  types of systems 
expert systems  types of systems 
negotiation support system  types of systems 
relationship management system  types of systems 
virtual reality  types of systems 

Table A7.7 Participant Eight “high level fields of study” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.7 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “high level fields of study” 
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Participant Eight – domains 
Term Participant One category 
IS implementation  building artefact 
software engineering  building artefact 
system development  building artefact 
IT innovation  business management 
lifecycle management  designing artefact 
health care intranet  health informatics 
enterprise application integration  IS management 
IS adoption  IS management 
IT support  IS management 
outsourcing  IS management 
privacy  IS management 
security  IS management 
IS domain  IS research 
electronic knowledge repositories  knowledge management 
enterprise information portal  knowledge management 
knowledge discovery  knowledge management 
knowledge management  knowledge management 
project management  management 
competitive advantage  organisational issues 
employment offshoring  organisational issues 
accounting information systems  types of systems 
ERP systems  types of systems 

Table A7.8 Participant Eight “domains” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.8 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “domains” 
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Participant Eight – method 
Term Participant One category 
integration effects  IS management 
boundary object in use  IS research 
implications for practice  IS research 
IS research practice  IS research 
knowledge contribution  IS research 
source credibility  IS research 
taxonomy  IS research 
theory building  IS research 
content rating  knowledge management 
incomplete information  knowledge management 
knowledge creation  knowledge management 
communication encoding competence  not coded 
pair match study  not coded 
search and evaluation processes  not coded 
experiential tasks  people 

Table A7.9 Participant Eight “method” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.9 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “method” 
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Participant Eight – academic fields of study 
Term Participant One category 
algorithms  building artefact 
data structures  building artefact 
process modelling  building artefact 
IT-dependent strategic initiatives  business management 
IS evaluation  IS management 
harnessing knowledge  knowledge management 
knowledge flow  knowledge management 
knowledge sharing  knowledge management 
knowledge transfer  knowledge management 
knowledge transformation  knowledge management 
management action  management 
organisational learning  organisational issues 
learning processes  people 
virtual teams  technology & organisations 

Table A7.10 Participant Eight “academic fields of study” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.10 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “academic fields of study” 
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Represented Objectivities 
The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant One are: 

• Research approach, data collection 

• Artefact, organisations 

• Research approach, analysis 

• Artefact, society 

• Artefact, individuals 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A7.11 – A7.15 and Figures A7.11 – A7.15. 
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Participant One – research approach, data collection 
Term Participant Eight category 
simulation  analysis 
observation  data collection 
qualitative data collection  data collection 
diversity of participants  frameworks 
action research  methods 
case study  methods 
Delphi method  methods 
experimentation  methods 
field study  methods 
focus group  methods 
interviewing  methods 
longditudinal study  methods 
survey  methods 
ethnography  paradigms 
interpretive approach  paradigms 
naturalistic model of enquiry  paradigms 
grounded theory  theories 
expert groups  unit of analysis 

Table A7.11 Participant One “research approach, data collection” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.11 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “research approach, data collection” 
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Participant One – artefact, organisations 
Term Participant Eight category 
benefits  constructs 
customer loyalty  constructs 
organisational stress  constructs 
success factors  constructs 
training  constructs 
data mining  data collection 
optimisation techniques  data collection 
information quality  design 
alignment IS-org  items/domains 
information system  items/domains 
online consumer interaction  items/domains 
performance measurement  items/domains 
project organisation  items/domains 
knowledge sharing  not coded 
organisational info processing  not coded 
technology acceptance  theories 
organisational levels  unit of analysis 

Table A7.12 Participant One “artefact, organisations” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.12 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “artefact, organisations” 
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Participant One – research approach, analysis 
Term Participant Eight category 
critical analysis  analysis 
psychometric analysis  analysis 
semantic analysis  analysis 
structural equation modeling  analysis 
thematic analysis  analysis 
quantitative analysis  data collection 
causal processes  design 
contextualization  design 
model building  design 
analytical framework  frameworks 
conceptual framework  frameworks 
taxonomy  methods 
hermeneutics  paradigms 
systems perspective  paradigms 

Table A7.13 Participant One “research approach, analysis” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.13 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “research approach, analysis” 
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Participant One – artefact, society 
Term Participant Eight category 
emergence  constructs 
social influence  constructs 
social ties  constructs 
social-cultural aspects  frameworks 
future vision  not coded 
sociology of governance not coded 
technology-organisation-environment  not coded 
political view  theories 
developing country  unit of analysis 
environment  unit of analysis 
multi-country  unit of analysis 

Table A7.14 Participant One “artefact, society” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.14 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “artefact, society” 
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Participant One – artefact, individuals 
Term Participant Eight category 
capability  constructs 
creativity  constructs 
individual ISD expertise  constructs 
motivation  constructs 
perceptions  constructs 
playfulness  constructs 
work autonomy  constructs 
work environment  constructs 
work overload  constructs 
person-environment fit  theories 

Table A7.15 Participant One “artefact, individuals” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.15 Participant Eight mapping of terms from the Participant One 

category “artefact, individuals” 
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The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Eight are: 

• Theories 

• Constructs 

• Paradigms 

• Methods 

• Items/domains 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A7.16 – A7.20 and Figures A7.16 – A7.20. 
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Participant Eight – theories 
Terms Participant One category 
person-environment fit  artefact - individuals 
technology acceptance  artefact - organisations 
political view  artefact - society 
absorptive capacity lens  not coded 
configuration theory  not coded 
consumer-piracy behaviour model  not coded 
coping model  not coded 
game theory  not coded 
information processing theory  not coded 
institutional theory  not coded 
optimal control theory  not coded 
resource based theory  not coded 
sender-receiver framework  not coded 
theory of practice  not coded 
theory of trying  not coded 
transaction cost theory  not coded 
grounded theory  res approach - data collection 
attitude theories  theory - individuals 
cognition model  theory - individuals 
cognitive fit  theory - individuals 
cognitive theory of multimedia 

learning  theory - individuals 
communication theory  theory - individuals 
task-technology theory  theory - individuals 
theory of reasoned action  theory - individuals 
adoption-innovation theory  theory - organisations 
economic theory  theory - organisations 
organisation theory  theory - organisations 
collective action theories  theory - society 
innovation diffusion  theory - society 
social capital theory  theory - society 
social exchange theory  theory - society 
social impact theory  theory - society 
activity theory  theory - teams 

Table A7.16 Participant Eight “theories” 

 
Figure A7.16 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “theories” 
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Participant Eight – constructs 
Term Participant One category 
power  artefact - groups/teams 
team capability  artefact - groups/teams 
trust  artefact - groups/teams 
capability  artefact - individuals 
creativity  artefact - individuals 
individual ISD expertise  artefact - individuals 
motivation  artefact - individuals 
perceptions  artefact - individuals 
playfulness  artefact - individuals 
work autonomy  artefact - individuals 
work environment  artefact - individuals 
work overload  artefact - individuals 
benefits  artefact - organisations 
customer loyalty  artefact - organisations 
organisational stress  artefact - organisations 
success factors  artefact - organisations 
training  artefact - organisations 
emergence  artefact - society 
social influence  artefact - society 
social ties  artefact - society 
personalisation of systems  artefact focus 
cost  not coded 
investment  not coded 
ownership  not coded 
supporters  not coded 
cognitive style  theory - individuals 

Table A7.17 Participant Eight “constructs” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.17 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “constructs” 
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Participant Eight – paradigms 
Term Participant One category 
determinism  not coded 
dialectic  not coded 
econometrics  not coded 
induction  not coded 
nomological network  not coded 
hermeneutics  res approach - analysis 
systems perspective  res approach - analysis 
ethnography  res approach - data collection 
interpretive approach  res approach - data collection 
naturalistic model of enquiry  res approach - data collection 
empirical research  res approach - design 
ontology  res approach - design 
social constructivism  theory - society 
socio-technical approaches  theory - society 

Table A7.18 Participant Eight “paradigms” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.18 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “paradigms” 
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Participant Eight – methods 
Term Participant One category 
design science  artefact focus 
systems dynamics  not coded 
taxonomy  res approach - analysis 
action research  res approach - data collection 
case study  res approach - data collection 
Delphi method  res approach - data collection 
experimentation  res approach - data collection 
field study  res approach - data collection 
focus group  res approach - data collection 
interviewing  res approach - data collection 
longditudinal study  res approach - data collection 
survey  res approach - data collection 

Table A7.19 Participant Eight “methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.19 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “methods” 
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Participant Eight – items/domains 
Term Participant One category 
alignment IS-org  artefact - organisations 
information system  artefact - organisations 
online consumer interaction  artefact - organisations 
performance measurement  artefact - organisations 
project organisation  artefact - organisations 
methodology development  artefact focus 
complex decisions  not coded 
consumer information processing  not coded 
genetic programming  not coded 
skills-organisation alignment  theory - organisations 

Table A7.20 Participant Eight “items/domains” 

 

 

 
Figure A7.20 Participant One mapping of terms from the Participant Eight 

category “items/domains” 
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Appendix 8 Comparison of Participants 
Three & Ten 

States of Affairs 
The four most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Three 

are: 

• IS development 

• IS applications 

• E-business 

• Knowledge management 

In fifth place there were three States of Affairs with equal numbers of terms. All 

three States of Affairs were compared: 

• Organisational processes 

• Users and behaviour 

• Groups and teams 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A8.1 – A8.7 

and Figures A8.1 – A8.7. 
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Participant Three – IS development 
Term Participant Ten category 
existing systems  building the system 
human computer interface  building the system 
information processing  building the system 
interface design  building the system 
IS complexity  building the system 
IS implementation  building the system 
lifecycle management  building the system 
process modelling  building the system 
system development  building the system 
systems failure  controls on systems 
IS evaluation  evaluation of IS & impacts 
systems use  evaluation of IS & impacts 
developer performance  management of IT 
IS adoption  management of IT 
IS domain  research methods 
algorithms  technology infrastructure to build 

system 
data structures  technology infrastructure to build 

system 
information structure  technology infrastructure to build 

system 
software engineering  technology infrastructure to build 

system 
software technologies  technology infrastructure to build 

system 
Table A8.1 Participant Three “IS development” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.1 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “IS development” 
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Participant Three – IS applications 
Term Participant Ten category 
accounting information systems  application areas 
electronic medical records  application areas 
health care intranet  application areas 
multi-business firms  application areas 
public sector organisations  application areas 
accounting firms  enterprise systems 
enterprise application integration  enterprise systems 
enterprise system  enterprise systems 
ERP systems  enterprise systems 
balanced scorecard  management of IT 
employment offshoring  management of IT 
human resource practices  management of IT 
outsourcing  management of IT 
households  marketing & selling 
telecentre  not coded 

Table A8.2 Participant Three “IS applications” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.2 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “IS applications” 
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Participant Three – e-business 
Term Participant Ten category 
trust  controls on systems 
electronic network of practice  knowledge management 
electronic data interchange  technology infrastructure to build system 
b2b ecommerce  web based interface to org 
e-business  web based interface to org 
e-commerce  web based interface to org 
enterprise information portal  web based interface to org 
online auctions  web based interface to org 
online brokerage  web based interface to org 
reverse auction  web based interface to org 
web documents  web based interface to org 
web page perception  web based interface to org 
web personalisation  web based interface to org 
website promotion  web based interface to org 

Table A8.3 Participant Three “e-business” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.3 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “e-business” 
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Participant Three – knowledge management 
Term Participant Ten category 
electronic knowledge repositories  knowledge management 
harnessing knowledge  knowledge management 
knowledge contribution  knowledge management 
knowledge creation  knowledge management 
knowledge discovery  knowledge management 
knowledge flow  knowledge management 
knowledge management  knowledge management 
knowledge sharing  knowledge management 
knowledge transfer  knowledge management 
knowledge transformation  knowledge management 
organisational documents  knowledge management 
long term access to digital document  technology infrastructure to build 

system 
Table A8.4 Participant Three “knowledge management” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.4 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant Three – organisational processes 
Term Participant Ten category 
relationship management system  application areas 
client learning  evaluation of IS & impacts 
integration effects  evaluation of IS & impacts 
management action  management of IT 
planning  management of IT 
tendering  management of IT 
learning processes  not coded 
replenishment  not coded 
search and evaluation processes  not coded 

Table A8.5 Participant Three “organisational processes” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.5 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “organisational processes” 
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Participant Three – users & behaviour 
Term Participant Ten category 
group resistance  building the system 
user adaption  building the system 
user commitment  building the system 
user involvement  building the system 
stakeholder  evaluation of IS & impacts 
user satisfaction  evaluation of IS & impacts 
experience  not coded 
users  not coded 
information seeking  web based interface to org 

Table A8.6 Participant Three “users & behaviour” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.6 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “users & behaviour” 
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Participant Three – groups & teams 
Term Participant Ten category 
rapport  building the system 
team flexibility  building the system 
division of labour  not coded 
mutual understanding  not coded 
collaboration  team based IT - DSS etc 
communication  team based IT - DSS etc 
groups and teams  team based IT - DSS etc 
information sharing  team based IT - DSS etc 
virtual teams  team based IT - DSS etc 

Table A8.7 Participant Three “groups & teams” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.7 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “groups & teams” 
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The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Ten are: 

• Building the system 

• Management of IT 

• Evaluation of IS & impacts 

• Knowledge management 

• Web based interface to org 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A8.8 – 

A8.12 and Figures A8.8 – A8.12. 
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Participant Ten – building the system 
Term Participant Three category 
decision making process  decision support systems 
rapport  groups & teams 
team flexibility  groups & teams 
existing systems  IS development 
human computer interface  IS development 
information processing  IS development 
interface design  IS development 
IS complexity  IS development 
IS implementation  IS development 
lifecycle management  IS development 
process modelling  IS development 
system development  IS development 
project management  project management 
power  societal IT 
social practices  societal IT 
group resistance  users & behaviour 
user adaption  users & behaviour 
user commitment  users & behaviour 
user involvement  users & behaviour 

Table A8.8 Participant Ten “building the system” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.8 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “building the system” 
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Participant Ten – management of IT 
Term Participant Three category 
investment decisions  business IT 
balanced scorecard  IS applications 
employment offshoring  IS applications 
human resource practices  IS applications 
outsourcing  IS applications 
developer performance  IS development 
IS adoption  IS development 
management action  organisational processes 
planning  organisational processes 
tendering  organisational processes 
organisational profit  organisational studies 
technology adoption  organisational studies 
standards  quality 
risk  security & privacy 
IT innovation  technology management 
IT resources  technology management 
IT support  technology management 
IT-dependent strategic initiatives  technology management 
managing technology  technology management 

Table A8.9 Participant Ten “management of IT” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.9 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “management of IT” 
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Participant Ten – evaluation of IS & impacts 
Term Participant Three category 
competitive advantage  business IT 
decision making outcomes  decision support systems 
decision performance  decision support systems 
IS evaluation  IS development 
systems use  IS development 
incomplete information  not coded 
Client learning  organisational processes 
integration effects  organisational processes 
growth  organisational studies 
organisational impact  organisational studies 
organisational learning  organisational studies 
information quality  quality 
service quality  quality 
system benefits  quality 
system quality  quality 
sustainability societal IT 
stakeholder  users & behaviour 
user satisfaction  users & behaviour 

Table A8.10 Participant Ten “evaluation of IS & impacts” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.10 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “evaluation of IS & impacts” 
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Participant Ten – knowledge management 
Term Participant Three category 
expert systems  decision support systems 
electronic network of practice  e-business 
electronic knowledge repositories  knowledge management 
harnessing knowledge  knowledge management 
knowledge contribution  knowledge management 
knowledge creation  knowledge management 
knowledge discovery  knowledge management 
knowledge flow  knowledge management 
knowledge management  knowledge management 
knowledge sharing  knowledge management 
knowledge transfer  knowledge management 
knowledge transformation  knowledge management 
organisational documents  knowledge management 
boundary object in use  not coded 
boundary spanner in practice  not coded 
know how  not coded 
organisational competence  organisational studies 
Creativity  societal IT 

Table A8.11 Participant Ten “knowledge management” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.11 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant Ten – web based interface to organisation 
Term Participant Three category 
virtual reality  decision support systems 
b2b ecommerce  e-business 
e-business  e-business 
e-commerce  e-business 
enterprise information portal  e-business 
online auctions  e-business 
online brokerage  e-business 
reverse auction  e-business 
web documents  e-business 
web page perception  e-business 
web personalisation  e-business 
website promotion  e-business 
interorganisational relationships  organisational studies 
information seeking  users & behaviour 

Table A8.12 Participant Ten “web based interface to organisation” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.12 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “web based interface to organisation” 
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Represented Objectivities 
The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant One are: 

• Research approach, data collection 

• Artefact, organisations 

• Research approach, analysis 

• Artefact, society 

• Artefact, individuals 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A8.13 – A8.17 and Figures A8.13 – A8.17. 
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Participant Three – social & cultural lenses 
Term Participant Ten category 
social ties  not coded 
trust  not coded 
social constructivism  qualitative research methods 
social-cultural aspects  qualitative research methods 
coping model  theories that inform IS research 
political view  theories that inform IS research 
power  theories that inform IS research 
psychological contract violation  theories that inform IS research 
social capital theory  theories that inform IS research 
sociology of governance theories that inform IS research 

Table A8.13 Participant Three “social & cultural lenses” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.13 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “social & cultural lenses” 
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Participant Three – high level research approaches 
Term Participant Ten category 
design science  design research methods 
ontology  design research methods 
action research  qualitative research methods 
critical analysis  qualitative research methods 
ethnography  qualitative research methods 
hermeneutics  qualitative research methods 
interpretive approach  qualitative research methods 
empirical research  research generally 
taxonomy  research generally 

Table A8.14 Participant Three “high level research approaches” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.14 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “high level research approaches” 
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Participant Three – foundations 
Term Participant Ten category 
analytical framework  design research methods 
evaluation framework  focus of research 
motivation  not coded 
contextualization  qualitative research methods 
conceptual framework  quantitative research methods 
determinism  quantitative research methods 
literature review  research generally 
theory of practice  theories that inform IS research 

Table A8.15 Participant Three “foundations” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.15 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “foundations” 
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Participant Three – systems development approach 
Term Participant Ten category 
systems perspective  design research methods 
change dynamics  not coded 
information system  not coded 
methodology development  not coded 
socio-technical approaches  qualitative research methods 
model building  quantitative research methods 
model testing  quantitative research methods 
systems dynamics  theories that inform IS research 

Table A8.16 Participant Three “systems development approach” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.16 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “systems development approach” 
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Participant Three – theories 
Term Participant Ten category 
grounded theory  qualitative research methods 
activity theory  theories that inform IS research 
cognitive theory of multimedia 

learning  theories that inform IS research 
communication theory  theories that inform IS research 
economic theory  theories that inform IS research 
information processing theory  theories that inform IS research 
institutional theory  theories that inform IS research 
organisation theory  theories that inform IS research 

Table A8.17 Participant Three “theories” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.17 Participant Ten mapping of terms from the Participant Three 

category “theories” 
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The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Ten are: 

• Theories that inform IS research 

• Qualitative research methods 

• Quantitative research methods 

• Design research methods 

• Focus of research 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A8.18 – A8.22 and Figures A8.18 – A8.22. 
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Participant Ten – theories that inform IS research 
Term Participant Three category 
cognition model  cognition models 
cognitive fit  cognition models 
cognitive style  cognition models 
playfulness  cognition models 
theory of practice  foundations 
absorptive capacity lens  not coded 
attitude theories  not coded 
boundary object  not coded 
boundary spanner  not coded 
consumer information processing  not coded 
econometrics  not coded 
economic analysis  not coded 
game theory  not coded 
informational model of place 

perception  not coded 
investment  not coded 
resource based theory  not coded 
social exchange theory  not coded 
social influence  not coded 
stimulus-organism-response approach  not coded 
task-technology theory  not coded 
technology power loop  not coded 
technology use mediation  not coded 
theory of reasoned action  not coded 
theory of trying  not coded 
transaction cost theory  not coded 
organisational stress  organisation work issues 
person-environment fit  people based frameworks 
coping model  social & cultural lenses 
political view  social & cultural lenses 
power  social & cultural lenses 
psychological contract violation  social & cultural lenses 
social capital theory  social & cultural lenses 
sociology of governance social & cultural lenses 
systems dynamics  systems development approach 
adoption-innovation theory  technology adoption 
innovation diffusion  technology adoption 
technology acceptance  technology adoption 
activity theory  theories 
cognitive theory of multimedia 

learning  theories 
communication theory  theories 
economic theory  theories 
information processing theory  theories 
institutional theory  theories 
organisation theory  theories 

Table A8.18 Participant Ten “theories that inform IS research” 
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Figure A8.18 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “theories that inform IS research” 
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Participant Ten – qualitative research methods 
Terms Participant Three category 
semantic analysis  analysis approaches 
thematic analysis  analysis approaches 
perceptions  cognition models 
contextualization  foundations 
action research  high level research approaches 
critical analysis  high level research approaches 
ethnography  high level research approaches 
hermeneutics  high level research approaches 
interpretive approach  high level research approaches 
case study  methods 
longditudinal study  methods 
naturalistic model of enquiry  methods 
qualitative data collection  methods 
collective action theories  not coded 
dialectic  not coded 
environment  not coded 
process focus  not coded 
social impact theory  not coded 
technological frames analysis  not coded 
diversity of participants  organisation work issues 
practice-theoretical approach  people based frameworks 
reflection-in-action  people based frameworks 
induction  reasoning 
social constructivism  social & cultural lenses 
social-cultural aspects  social & cultural lenses 
socio-technical approaches  systems development approach 
expert groups  techniques 
focus group  techniques 
interviewing  techniques 
observation  techniques 
grounded theory  theories 
interface metaphors  tools 
Self organising maps  tools 

Table A8.19 Participant Ten “qualitative research methods” 

 
Figure A8.19 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “qualitative research methods” 
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Participant Ten – quantitative research methods 
Term Participant Three category 
psychometric analysis  analysis approaches 
conceptual framework  foundations 
determinism  foundations 
Delphi method  methods 
experimentation  methods 
field study  methods 
nomological network  not coded 
a priori hypotheses  quantitative methods 
objective data  quantitative methods 
quantitative analysis  quantitative methods 
structural equation modeling  quantitative methods 
survey  quantitative methods 
causal processes  reasoning 
model building  systems development approach 
model testing  systems development approach 

Table A8.20 Participant Ten “quantitative research methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.20 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “quantitative research methods” 
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Participant Ten – design research methods 
Term Participant Three category 
analytical framework  foundations 
emergence  general concepts 
design science  high level research approaches 
ontology  high level research approaches 
cost-benefit framework  not coded 
data mining  not coded 
genetic programming  not coded 
optimal control theory  not coded 
optimisation techniques  not coded 
set-theoretical notation  not coded 
sender-receiver framework  people based frameworks 
systems perspective  systems development approach 
simulation  techniques 

Table A8.21 Participant Ten “design research methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.21 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “design research methods” 
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Participant Ten – focus of research 
Term Participant Three category 
evaluation framework  foundations 
success factors  general concepts 
Information quality  not coded 
performance measurement  not coded 
alignment IS-org  organisations 

Table A8.22 Participant Ten “focus of research” 

 

 

 
Figure A8.22 Participant Three mapping of terms from the Participant Ten 

category “focus of research” 
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Appendix 9 Comparison of Participants 
Seven and Nine 

States of Affairs 
The four most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Seven 

are: 

• IT management & real world 

• Constructs IS researchers focus on 

• Knowledge management 

• Particular domains for research 

In fifth place were two States of Affairs with equal numbers of terms. Both 

States of Affairs were compared. 

• Marketing 

• Research methods 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A9.1 – A9.6 

and Figures A9.1 – A9.6. 
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Participant Seven – IT management & real world  
Term Participant Nine category 
management action  auctions 
b2b ecommerce  e-business 
enterprise system  enterprise IS and context 
ERP systems  enterprise IS and context 
intellectual property  enterprise IS and context 
competitive advantage  evaluation criteria 
growth  evaluation criteria 
IS evaluation  evaluation criteria 
organisational impact  evaluation criteria 
system benefits  evaluation criteria 
systems failure  evaluation criteria 
privacy  external & internal factors affecting IS 
risk  external & internal factors affecting IS 
security  external & internal factors affecting IS 
IT innovation  information technology 
IT resources  information technology 
IT support  information technology 
IT-dependent strategic initiatives  information technology 
enterprise application integration  interorganisational system & integration 
interorganisational relationships  interorganisational system & integration 
IS implementation  management 
lifecycle management  management 
managing technology  management 
planning  management 
project management  management 
boundary spanner in practice  not coded 
existing systems  not coded 
replenishment  not coded 
tendering  not coded 
multi-business firms  organisational environments/context 

organisational competence  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 

organisational learning  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 
employment offshoring  outsourcing/offshoring 
outsourcing  outsourcing/offshoring 
system development  research methodologies 
standards  software engineering 
experience  users  
stakeholder  users  

Table A9.1 Participant Seven “IT management and the real world” 
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Figure A9.1 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “IT management and the real world” 
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Participant Seven – constructs IS researchers focus 
on  
Term Participant Nine category 
Forecasting  accounting IS 
IS adoption  adoption & diffusion innovation 
technology adoption  adoption & diffusion innovation 
communication encoding 

competence  communication & collaboration 
information sharing  communication & collaboration 
mutual understanding  communication & collaboration 
individual motivation  evaluation criteria 
organisational profit  evaluation criteria 
systems use  evaluation criteria 
control  external & internal factors affecting IS 
Creativity  external & internal factors affecting IS 
gender differences  external & internal factors affecting IS 
power  external & internal factors affecting IS 
sustainability external & internal factors affecting IS 
trust  external & internal factors affecting IS 
group resistance  groups 
groups and teams  groups 
information seeking  information behaviours & quality 
cross functional coordination  interorganisational system & integration 
automatic use  not coded 
social loafing  not coded 
division of labour  social aspects 
social capital  social aspects 
social practices  social aspects 
households  users  
user adaption  users  
user commitment  users  
user involvement  users  
user satisfaction  users  
users  users  
web page perception  web systems 

Table A9.2 Participant Seven “constructs IS researchers focus on” 
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Figure A9.2 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “constructs IS researchers focus on” 
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Participant Seven – knowledge management  
Term Participant Nine category 
search and evaluation processes  information behaviours & quality 
knowledge contribution  knowledge management & processes 
knowledge creation  knowledge management & processes 
knowledge flow  knowledge management & processes 
knowledge management  knowledge management & processes 
knowledge sharing  knowledge management & processes 
knowledge transfer  knowledge management & processes 
knowledge transformation  knowledge management & processes 

electronic knowledge repositories  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 

know how  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 

learning processes  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 

organisational documents  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 
data mining  technical IS 
expert systems  technical IS 
knowledge discovery  technical IS 
long term access to digital 

document  web systems 
Table A9.3 Participant Seven “knowledge management” 

 

 
Figure A9.3 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “knowledge management” 
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Participant Seven – particular domains for research  
Term Participant Nine category 
accounting firms  accounting IS 
accounting information systems  accounting IS 
reverse auction  auctions 
electronic data interchange  e-business 
telecentre  e-business 
relationship management system  enterprise IS and context 
pervasive IT  information technology 
electronic medical records  medical informatics 
health care intranet  medical informatics 
public sector organisations  organisational environments/context 
small medium enterprises  organisational environments/context 
Virtual reality  virtual communication 
web documents  web systems 
web personalisation  web systems 

Table A9.4 Participant Seven “particular domains for research” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.4 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “particular domains for research” 
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Participant Seven – marketing  
Term Participant Nine category 
buyer-seller relationships  accounting IS 
market segmentation  accounting IS 
pricing strategies  accounting IS 
online auctions  auctions 
online brokerage  auctions 
e-business  e-business 
e-commerce  e-business 
enterprise information portal  e-business 
supply chain  enterprise IS and context 

Client learning  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 
consumers  users  
website promotion  web systems 

Table A9.5 Participant Seven “marketing” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.5 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “marketing” 
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Participant Seven – research methods 
Term Participant Nine category 
implications for practice  evaluation criteria 
content rating  information behaviours & quality 
incomplete information  information behaviours & quality 
source credibility  information behaviours & quality 
IS domain  not coded 
IS research practice  not coded 
pair match study  not coded 

experiential tasks  
organisational learning & intellectual 

capital 
theory building  research methodologies 
descriptive results  research results 
quantitative results  research results 
rapport  users  

Table A9.6 Participant Seven “research methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.6 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “research methods” 
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The five most highly populated States of Affairs identified by Participant Nine 

are: 

• Evaluation criteria 

• Users 

• External & internal factors affecting IS 

• Information behaviours & quality 

• Organisational learning & intellectual capital 

The comparison of terms in those States of Affairs is given in Tables A9.7 – 

A9.11. 
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Participant Nine – evaluation criteria  
Term Participant Seven category 

service quality  
attributes of information 

systems 

system quality  
attributes of information 

systems 

individual motivation  
constructs IS researchers 

focus on 

organisational profit  
constructs IS researchers 

focus on 

systems use  
constructs IS researchers 

focus on 
competitive advantage  IT management & real world 
growth  IT management & real world 
IS evaluation  IT management & real world 
organisational impact  IT management & real world 
system benefits  IT management & real world 
systems failure  IT management & real world 
reputation mechanisms  not coded 
implications for practice  research methods 
developer performance  software engineering 
balanced scorecard  theories 

Table A9.7 Participant Nine “evaluation criteria” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.7 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “evaluation criteria” 
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Participant Nine – users  
Term Participant Seven category 
households  constructs IS researchers focus on 
user adaption  constructs IS researchers focus on 
user commitment  constructs IS researchers focus on 
user involvement  constructs IS researchers focus on 
user satisfaction  constructs IS researchers focus on 
users  constructs IS researchers focus on 
experience  IT management & real world 
stakeholder  IT management & real world 
consumers  marketing 
rapport  research methods 

Table A9.8 Participant Nine “users” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.8 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “users” 
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Participant Nine – external & internal factors 
affecting IS  
Term Participant Seven category 
control  constructs IS researchers focus on 
Creativity  constructs IS researchers focus on 
gender differences  constructs IS researchers focus on 
power  constructs IS researchers focus on 
sustainability constructs IS researchers focus on 
trust  constructs IS researchers focus on 
privacy  IT management & real world 
risk  IT management & real world 
security  IT management & real world 

Table A9.9 Participant Nine “external & internal factors affecting IS” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.9 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “external & internal factors affecting IS” 
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Participant Nine – information behaviours & quality  
Term Participant Seven category 
information quality  attributes of information systems 
information seeking  constructs IS researchers focus on 
search and evaluation processes  knowledge management 
content rating  research methods 
incomplete information  research methods 
source credibility  research methods 
information processing  software engineering 
information structure  software engineering 
taxonomy  theories 

Table A9.10 Participant Nine “information behaviours & quality” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.10 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “information behaviours & quality” 
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Participant Nine – organisational learning & 
intellectual capital 
Term Participant Seven category 
organisational competence  IT management & real world 
organisational learning  IT management & real world 
electronic knowledge repositories  knowledge management 
know how  knowledge management 
learning processes  knowledge management 
organisational documents  knowledge management 
Client learning  marketing 
human resource practices  not coded 
experiential tasks  research methods 

Table A9.11 Participant Nine “organisational learning & intellectual capital” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.11 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “organisational learning & intellectual capital” 
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Represented Objectivities 
The five most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Seven are: 

• Pragmatic constructs 

• Theories 

• Universal research tools 

• Anti-positivist constructs 

• Scientific method constructs 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A9.12 – A9.16. 
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Participant Seven – pragmatic constructs  
Term Participant Nine category 
performance measurement  abstract research outcomes 
success factors  abstract research outcomes 
organisational stress  factors of organisational settings 
work autonomy  factors of organisational settings 
work environment  factors of organisational settings 
work overload  factors of organisational settings 
alignment IS-org  IS theories 
cognitive fit  IS theories 
benefits  lenses 
capability  lenses 
change dynamics  lenses 
cost  lenses 
emergence  lenses 
environment  lenses 
motivation  lenses 
ownership  lenses 
psychological contract violation  lenses 
trust  lenses 
boundary object  not coded 
boundary spanner  not coded 
consumer information processing  not coded 
future vision  not coded 
information system  not coded 
organisational levels  perspectives 
Visualisation  quantitative data manipulation 
organisational info processing  reference disciplines 
developing country  settings 
complex decisions  subject of enquiry 
customer loyalty  subject of enquiry 
Information quality  subject of enquiry 
investment  subject of enquiry 
knowledge sharing  subject of enquiry 
online consumer interaction  subject of enquiry 
project organisation  subject of enquiry 
social ties  subject of enquiry 
supporters  subject of enquiry 
team capability  subject of enquiry 
training  subject of enquiry 
domain familiarity  user factors 
Indiv ISD expertise  user factors 
personalisation of systems  user factors 
playfulness  user factors 

Table A9.12 Participant Seven “pragmatic constructs” 
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Figure A9.12 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “pragmatic constructs” 
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Participant Seven – theories  
Term Participant Nine category 

contract-theoretic framework  
concrete research frameworks 

(outcomes) 

elaboration likelihood model  
concrete research frameworks 

(outcomes) 
informational model of place 

perception  
concrete research frameworks 

(outcomes) 

sender-receiver framework  
concrete research frameworks 

(outcomes) 
socio-technical approaches  epistemological positions 
stimulus-organism-response approach  epistemological positions 
adoption-innovation theory  IS theories 
innovation diffusion  IS theories 
person-environment fit  IS theories 
task-technology theory  IS theories 
technology acceptance  IS theories 
technology use mediation  IS theories 
absorptive capacity lens  lenses 
consumer-piracy behaviour model  lenses 
skills-organisation alignment  lenses 
systems dynamics  modelling 
habit-automaticity perspective  perspectives 
instant activation perspective  perspectives 
systems perspective  perspectives 
technology-organisation-environment  perspectives 
activity theory  reference disciplines 
attitude theories  reference disciplines 
cognitive theory of multimedia 

learning  reference disciplines 
collective action theories  reference disciplines 
communication theory  reference disciplines 
configuration theory  reference disciplines 
information processing theory  reference disciplines 
institutional theory  reference disciplines 
optimal control theory  reference disciplines 
organisation theory  reference disciplines 
resource based theory  reference disciplines 
social capital theory  reference disciplines 
social exchange theory  reference disciplines 
social impact theory  reference disciplines 
sociology of governance reference disciplines 
theory of reasoned action  reference disciplines 
theory of trying  reference disciplines 
transaction cost theory  reference disciplines 
interviewing  research techniques 
coping model  user factors 

Table A9.13 Participant Seven “theories” 
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Figure A9.13 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “theories” 
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Participant Seven – universal research tools  
Term Participant Nine category 
analytical framework  abstract research outcomes 
methodology development  abstract research outcomes 
practice-theoretical approach  epistemological positions 
thematic analysis  interpretive approaches 
perceptions  lenses 
conceptual framework  modelling 
model building  modelling 
nomological network  not coded 
social-cultural aspects  perspectives 
case study  research methods 
empirical research  research methods 
field study  research methods 
longditudinal study  research methods 
Focus group  research techniques 
literature review  research techniques 
observation  research techniques 
qualitative data collection  research techniques 
survey  research techniques 
diversity of participants  settings 
multi-country  settings 

Table A9.14 Participant Seven “universal research tools” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.14 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “universal research tools” 
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Participant Seven – anti-positivist constructs  
Term Participant Nine category 
critical analysis  interpretive approaches 
interpretive approach  interpretive approaches 
political view  lenses 
contextualization  not coded 
process focus  perspectives 
determinism  philosophical methods of enquiry 
Dialectic  philosophical methods of enquiry 
hermeneutics  philosophical methods of enquiry 
induction  philosophical methods of enquiry 
naturalistic model of enquiry  philosophical methods of enquiry 
social constructivism  philosophical methods of enquiry 
theory of practice  reference disciplines 
action research  research methods 
grounded theory  research methods 
ethnography  research techniques 
reflection-in-action  research techniques 

Table A9.15 Participant Seven “anti-positivist constructs” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.15 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “anti-positivist constructs” 
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Participant Seven – scientific method constructs 
Term Participant Nine category 
causal processes  not coded 
a priori hypotheses  quantitative data manipulation 
psychometric analysis  quantitative data manipulation 
quantitative analysis  quantitative data manipulation 
structural equation modeling  quantitative data manipulation 
experimentation  research methods 
model testing  research methods 
objective data  research techniques 

Table A9.16 Participant Seven “scientific method constructs” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.16 Participant Nine mapping of terms from the Participant Seven 

category “scientific method constructs” 
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The four most highly populated Represented Objectivities identified by 

Participant Nine are: 

• Reference disciplines 

• Lenses 

• Subject of enquiry 

• Research techniques 

In fifth place there were two Represented Objectivities with equal numbers of 

terms. Both Represented Objectivities were compared: 

• Quantitative data manipulation 

• Research method 

The comparison of terms in those Represented Objectivities is given in Tables 

A9.17 – A9.22 and Figures A9.17 – A9.22. 
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Participant Nine – reference disciplines  
Term Participant Seven category 
theory of practice  anti-positivist constructs 
econometrics  economic view 
economic theory  economic view 
game theory  economic view 
organisational info processing  pragmatic constructs 
activity theory  theories 
attitude theories  theories 
cognitive theory of multimedia learning  theories 
collective action theories  theories 
communication theory  theories 
configuration theory  theories 
information processing theory  theories 
institutional theory  theories 
optimal control theory  theories 
organisation theory  theories 
resource based theory  theories 
social capital theory  theories 
social exchange theory  theories 
social impact theory  theories 
sociology of governance theories 
theory of reasoned action  theories 
theory of trying  theories 
transaction cost theory  theories 

Table A9.17 Participant Nine “reference disciplines” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.17 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “reference disciplines” 
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Participant Nine – lenses  
Term Participant Seven category 
creativity  abstract constructs 
power  abstract constructs 
social influence  abstract constructs 
political view  anti-positivist constructs 
technology power loop  not coded 
benefits  pragmatic constructs 
capability  pragmatic constructs 
change dynamics  pragmatic constructs 
cost  pragmatic constructs 
emergence  pragmatic constructs 
environment  pragmatic constructs 
motivation  pragmatic constructs 
ownership  pragmatic constructs 
psychological contract violation  pragmatic constructs 
trust  pragmatic constructs 
absorptive capacity lens  theories 
consumer-piracy behaviour model  theories 
skills-organisation alignment  theories 
perceptions  universal research tools 

Table A9.18 Participant Nine “lenses” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.18 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “lenses” 
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Participant Nine – subject of enquiry  
Term Participant Seven Category 
vicious circle  abstract constructs 
virtuous circle  abstract constructs 
complex decisions  pragmatic constructs 
customer loyalty  pragmatic constructs 
Information quality  pragmatic constructs 
investment  pragmatic constructs 
knowledge sharing  pragmatic constructs 
online consumer interaction  pragmatic constructs 
project organisation  pragmatic constructs 
social ties  pragmatic constructs 
supporters  pragmatic constructs 
team capability  pragmatic constructs 
training  pragmatic constructs 
expert groups  specific research techniques 

Table A9.19 Participant Nine “subject of enquiry” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.19 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “subject of enquiry” 
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Participant Nine – research techniques  
Term Participant Seven category 
ethnography  anti-positivist constructs 
reflection-in-action  anti-positivist constructs 
objective data  scientific method constructs 
Delphi method  specific research techniques 
simulation  specific research techniques 
interviewing  theories 
Focus group  universal research tools 
literature review  universal research tools 
observation  universal research tools 
qualitative data collection  universal research tools 
survey  universal research tools 

Table A9.20 Participant Nine “research techniques” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.20 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “research techniques” 
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Participant Nine – quantitative data manipulation  
Term Participant Seven category 
economic analysis  economic view 
genetic programming  not coded 
Visualisation  pragmatic constructs 
a priori hypotheses  scientific method constructs 
psychometric analysis  scientific method constructs 
quantitative analysis  scientific method constructs 
structural equation modeling  scientific method constructs 
Data mining  software engineering constructs 
Optimisation techniques  software engineering constructs 

Table A9.21 Participant Nine “quantitative data manipulation” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.21 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “quantitative data manipulation” 
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Participant Nine – research methods 
Term Participant Seven category 
action research  anti-positivist constructs 
grounded theory  anti-positivist constructs 
experimentation  scientific method constructs 
model testing  scientific method constructs 
design science  software engineering constructs 
case study  universal research tools 
empirical research  universal research tools 
field study  universal research tools 
longditudinal study  universal research tools 

Table A9.22 Participant Nine “research methods” 

 

 

 
Figure A9.22 Participant Seven mapping of terms from the Participant Nine 

category “research methods” 
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